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Gentlemen:
This technical report culminates nearly three years of Mariner/Voyager
studies at Boeing. During this time, we have gained an appreciation of the
magnitude of the task, and feel confident that the experience, resources
and dedication of The Boeing Voyager Team can adequately meet the challenge.
The Voyager management task is accentuated by three prime requirements:
An inflexible schedule of launch opportunities; the need for an information-
retrieval system capable of reliable high-traffic transmission over inter-
planetary distances; and a spacecraft design flexible enough to accommodate
a number of different mission requirements. We believe the technical
approach presented here satisfies these design requirements, and that
management techniques developed by Boeing for space programs will assure
delivery of operable systems at each critical launch date.
Mr. E. G. Czarnecki has been assigned program management responsibility.
His group will be ably assisted by Electro-Optical Systems in the area of
spacecraft power, Philco Western Development Laboratories will be respon-
sible for telecommunications, and the Autonetics Division, North American
Aviation will provide the auto-pilot and attitude reference system. This
team has already demonstrated an excellent working relationship during the
execution of the Phase IA contract, and will have my full confidence and
support during subsequent phases.
This program will report directly to George H. Stoner, Vice President and
Assistant Division Manager for Launch and Space Systems. Mr. Stoner has
the authority to assign the resources necessary to meet the objectives as
specified by JPL.
The Voyager Spacecraft System represents to us more than a business oppor-
tunity or a new product objective. We view it as a chance to extend
scientific knowledge of the universe while simultaneously contributing
to national prestige and we naturally look forward to the opportunity of
sharing in this adventure.
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INTRODUCTION
In fulfillment of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) Contract 951111,
the Aero-Space Division of the Boeing Company submits the Voyager Space-
craft Final Technical Report. The complete report, responsive to the
documentation requirements specified in the Statement of Work, consists
of the five following documents:
VOLUME TITLE
A
C
D
E
Preferred Design Flight Spacecraft and Hard-
ware Subsystems
Part I
Section 1.0 Voyager 1971 Mission Objectives
and Design Criteria
Section 2.0 Design Characteristics and
Restraints
Section 3.0 System Level Functional Descrip-
tions of Flight Spacecraft
Part II
Section 4.0 Functional Description for Space-
craft Hardware Subsystems
Part iii
Section 5.0
Section 6.0
Section 7.0
Schedule and Implementation Plan
System Reliability Summary
Integrated Test Plan Development
Alternate Designs Considered-Flight Space-
craft and Hardware Subsystems
Design for Operational Support Equipment
Design for 1969 Test Spacecraft
Design for Operational Support Equipment
for 1969 Test Flight Spacecraft
BOEING
DOCUMENT
NUMBER
D2-82709-I
D2-82709-2
D2-82709-3
D2-82709-4
D2-82709-5
@
For convenience the highlights of the above documentation have been
summarized to give an overview of the scope and depth of the technical
effort and management implementation plans produced during Phase IA.
Yhis summary is oontained in Volume O, Program Highlights and Manage-
ment Philosophy, D2-82709-0. A number of supporting documents are
provided to furnish detailed information developed through the course
of the contract and to provide substantiating reference material
which would not otherwise be readily available to JPL personnel.
Additionally, a full scale mock-up of the preferred design spacecraft
has been assembled. This mock-up, shown in Figure i, has been delivered
to JPL. The mock-up has been provided with the view that it would be of
value to JPL in subsequent Voyager Spacecraft System planning. Mr.
William M. Allen, President of lhe Boeing Company, Mr. Lysle A. Wood,
Vice-President and AeroSpace Division General Manager, _r. George H.
Stoner, Vice-President and Assistant Division Manager responsible for
Launch and Space Systems activities, and Mr. Hdwin G. Czarnecki, Voyager
Program Manager, are shown with the mock-up.
During the three month period covered by Contract 95111, Boeing has:
l) Performed system analysis and trade studies necessary to ac-
hieve an optimum or preferred design of the Flight Spacecraft.
2) Determined the requirements and constraints which are imposed
upon the Flight Spacecraft by the 1971 mission and by the other
systems and elements of the project, including the science
payload.
3) Developed functional descriptions for the Flight Spacecraft and
for each of its hardware subsystems, excluding the science pay-
load.
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4)
6)
7)
S)
9)
Determined the requirements for the Flight Spacecraft associated
Operational Support Equipment (OSE) necessary to accomplish the
Voyager 1971 mission.
Developed a preliminary design of the OSE.
Developed functional descriptions for the OSE.
Determined the objectives of a 1969 test flight and the design of
the 1969 Test Flight Spacecraft using the Atlas/Centaur Launch
Vehicle. An alternate test flight program is presented which
utilizes the Saturn IB/Centaur Launch Vehicle.
Developed functional descriptions for the Flight Spacecraft Bus, and
its hardware subsystems, and OSE for the 1969 test spacecraft.
Updated and supplemented the Voyager Implementation Plan originally
contained in the response to JPL Request for Proposal 3601.
The Voyager program management Team, shown in Figure 2 is under the
direction of Mr. Edwin G. Czarnecki. Mr. Czarnecki is the single
executive responsible to JPL and Boeing management for the accomplish-
ment of the Voyager Spacecraft Phase IA, and will direct subsequent
phases of the proqram. He reports directly to Mr. George H. Stoner
who has the authority to commit those corporate resources necessary to
fulfill JPL's Voyager Spacecraft System objectives.
Although Boeing has a technical maragement capability in all aspects
of the Voyager Program, it is planned to extend this capability in
depth through association with companies recognized as specialists in
certain fields. Use of team members to strengthen Boeing's capability
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was considered early during pre-proposal activities. The basic concept
was to add team members who would complement Boeing experience and
capability, and significantly improve the amount and quality of
technical and management activities. Based upon competitive considera-
tions including experience and past performance and giving strongest
emphasis to technical qualifications and management willingness to sup-
port the Voyager effort, Autonetics, Phiico Western Development Labora-
tories, and Electro-Optics Systems were chosen as team members. This
team arrangement, subject to JPL approval, is shown in Figure 3. The
flight spacecraft design and integration task to be accomplished by this
team is illustrated in Figure 4. Discussions leading to the formation of
this team were initiated late in 1964, formal work statement agreements
have been arrived at, and there has been a continuous and complete free
exchange of information and documentation; permitting the Boeing team to
satisfy JPL's requirements in depth and with confidence.
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BOEING VOYAGER TEAM
VOYAGER SPACECRAFT AND SPACE SCIENCES PAYLOAD INTEGRATION CONTRACTOR
The Boeing Company
Seattle, Washington
Mr. E. G. Czarnecki - Program Manager
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This document, D2-82709-3, contains the definition of the Operational
Support Equipment (OSE) necessary to support the Voyager Mission. The
Operational Support Equipment is defined in terms of the following
categories:
i) Mission Dependent Equipment (MDE)
2) Launch Complex Equipment (LEE)
3) System Test Complex (STC)
4) As 9mbly 9 Handling and Shipping Equipment (AHSE)
5) Simulators
6)
v)
Special System Level Test Equipment (which includes magnetic mapping
and trend data analysis software)
Subsystem Test Equipment (SSTE)
The overall OSE design objectives, constraints and concepts that cover
these categories_ are included as the more specific concepts and con-
straints for the individual OSE categories. This document is organized
to presont the objectives, constraints and concepts first in Section 1.0
system test equipment descriptions appear in Section 4.0.
O
Some of the more important OSE design features and guidelines chosen to
control the entire OSE design effort are excerpted and follow here for
convenience. They are:
O
Team Concept - In processing the spacecraft from assembly through
testing and mission completion 9 a team of responsible engineers and
13
technicians will follow a particular set of mission hardware from
initial testing through data retrieval. The intimate knowledge of the
hardware thus gained will significantly improve the effectiveness of
the Voyager system.
Hardware Commonality - The OS£ is designed to allow the use of common
instrumentation and components throughout the various levels of mission
hardware support. For example, the same stimuli generator and response
recorder would be used at the subsystem level test equipment, at the sub-
contractor and in the system test complex equipment and launch control
equipment.
@
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Automation - The OS_ at all test levels is designed for automatic
test sequencing with provision for manual override. This feature pro-
vides the means for achieving a high degree of test repeatability and
at the same time maintains the ability to do single-step sequencing
for mission and OSH hardware trouble-shooting and fault isolation down
to the replaceable spares level.
Maintainability and Reliability - The previous three items along with
a designed-in self-check capability and critical path redundancy com-
bine to provide a very high degree of reliability and maintainability.
Both of these items, of course, provide the necessary high probability
of launch readiness.
@
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Transportability - In support of the team concept and high reliability
the OSH, particularly that in the system test complex, is transportable
as an entity with a minimum number of simple interfaces. Truck, van, or
air transportation is possible and setup and recalibration time is
minimized.
O
Safety - The OSH is designed to present minimum hazard to either the
m_ssion hardware or operating personnel. Circuit design will incor-
porate mode of failure analysis and circuit adjustment to eliminate
loads or hazards to the mission equipment when the OSH is in normal
or malfunctioned condition.
O
These items form the backbone of the OSH design philosophy and implemen-
tation of this philosophy will result in operational support equipment
that is effective, efficient, and available.
!O
O
O
The major technical problems identified in the preliminary design of
the Operational Support £quipment are:
i) The degree to which subsystem test equipment can be integrated into
the system level test equipment such as SYO and LCH.
2) The accomplishment of STC while the test set is connected to the
spacecraft and without interruption of the test in progress.
3) The reduction and control of bacterial load of the spacecraft
through assembly, test and launch.
4) The cooling of the planetary vehicle during launch checkout
and countdown.
15
In conclusion, while design of the OSH has identified the above problems,
it has also resulted in well-defined design concept that is both
effective and efficient. If development of the Voyager mission space-
craft proceeds as scheduled, there is no doubt that the problems identi-
fied will be solved in a fashion and in time to support the overall
mission with no undue difficulties.
0
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1.0 OSE OBJECTIVES AND DESIGN CRITERIA
This section of Volume C records the objectives and design criteria that
apply to the Voyager 1971 mission spacecraft operational support equipment
(OSE). To relate the objectives and OSE, major items of equipment are
located as shown in Table i-i and defined in the following paragraphs.
ETR
LOCATION
Table i-i: VOYAGER OSE LOCATION
EQUIPMENT SPECIAL
SYSTEM-
It%DE LCE STC SSTE LEVEL OSE AHSE
Launch Complex X
Explosive-Safe Facility X
System Assembly Facility X
SEATTLE
Environmental Test
Final Assembly
Subsystem Tests
Subcontractor
X X
X X(LCE) X X
X X X
X X X X
X X X
X
X
OSE COMPATIBILITY TEST
Mission Dependent Equipment IMI)E)-- MDE is that part of the Deep Space
Network (DSN) unique to the Voyager mission and consists of both hardware
and software. The MDE at the Deep Space Instrumentation Facility (DSIF)
and Space Flight Operations Facility (SFOF) forms a portion of the equip-
ment required to perform the following functions_
i) Telemetry data handling and processing;
2) Command processing;
3) On-site telemetry station testing.
I-I
Launch Complex Equipment (LCH)--LCH includes the OSH used in the launch
complex area (e.g., blockhouse and launch pad), the explosive-safe area
(ES_), and in support of operations at the Air Force Eastern Test Range
(AFETR) magnetic-mapping facility. The LCH does not, however, include
assembly, handling, and shipping equipment (AHSE) or the subsystem test
equipment (SSTH).
/
System Test Complex (STC)--The STC houses the equipment for testing the
Planetary Vehicle, with or without the Spacecraft Science Payload, and
Flight Capsule from initial assembly of the Spacecraft Bus through a
complete test program. The STC includes all equipment, both electrical
and mechanical, necessary to support subsystem and system testing,
except standard tools and test equipment not integrated into the design
of the complex.
Assemblyl Handling_ and Shipping Equipment (AHSH)--AHSH includes all
lifting, holding, and positioning fixtures and other items for assembling
the Flight Spacecraft, Flight Capsule, Planetary Vehicle, and the OSH;
and for moving mission flight hardware. System-level AHSH includes equip-
ment that serves more than one airborne subsystem or serves other system
OSE.
Subsystem Test Equipment (SSTH)--SSYE includes all equipment required for
assembling, handling, shipping, servicing, checkout, and testing of the
spacecraft subsystems.
I-2
i.i SPACECRAFT-SYSTEM OSE OBJECTIVES AND CRITERIA
The basic objectives of the spacecraft-system OSE are to:
i) Support the assembly, handling, shipping, test, and checkout of the
Spacecraft Bus and its subassemblies;
2) Support the prelaunch checkout, launch, and mission operations of
the Flight Spacecraft and the Planetary Vehicle.
The specific objectives of the MDE are given below.
i) Support mission operations in conjunction with the Deep Space
Network (DSN) to achieve performance and reliability levels that
cause no mission degradation. (This support includes the receiving
and processing of information from, and the processing and trans-
mitting of commands to, the Planetary Vehicle d_ring the mission.)
2) Ensure that appropriate engineering and scientific data are
collected and properly identified for future use.
The objectives of the LCE, STC, AHSE, and SSTE are to:
l) Support the delivery of the required number of launch-configuration
Planetary Vehicles;
2) Provide the capability to check out two vehicles so that they can
be launched _ithin a 2-da_ period;
3) Detect and isolate faults or failures in the Planetary Vehicle
systems and subsystems, and support performance of the
required corrective action.
I-3
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The spacecraft simulator is an electrical-electronic simulation of those
portions of the Planetary Vehicle necessary for final checkout of the
LCE and MDE at the earliest time. Functions simulated are those that
interface with the LCE and MDE through the umbilical and RF links. The
spacecraft simulator is also used to perform system-level compatibility
checks of the spacecraft with the STC.
Special system-level OSE consists of system-level software (trend data
equipment) for collecting, accumulating and storing, analyzing, and
presenting Planetary-Vehicle-subsystem parameter variations to enable
prediction of potential Planetary Vehicle system and subsystem performance
degradation. It also includes the equipment for magnetically mapping the
Flight Spacecraft and Planetary Vehicle in special facilities.
OSE does not include such items as component-development test equipment,
subsystem-fabrication equipment, subsystem-development test fixtures,
and plumbing-system test stands. Subsystem special tooling and facilities
are not considered OSE. However, OSE will be used wherever practical
during early fabrication and developmental testing to ensure compatibility
of OSE with the spacecraft equipment.
I-4
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The objective of the trend-data-program software, used with all the other
OSE, is to provide additional quantitative time-related information
necessary to ensure success of Planetary Vehicle operations.
O
I-5
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2.0 OSE DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS AND RESTRAINTS
Accomplishment of the objectives stated in Section 1.0 of this document
depends on providing the four specified categories of OSE_ whichp when
fully defined and implemented_ support the unique requirements of the
Voyager 1971 mission.
For OSE support_ the Voyager program was divided into three levels of
assemblyz system_ subsystem_ and the replaceable spares| in the sub-
system level_ components are grouped into testable entities requiring
separate OSE support.
To identify_ define, and design the OSE9 a comprehensive analysis was
performed of all test and mission operations including prelaunch_
launch_ and inflight activities. As an initial step9 a sequential flow
diagram was drawn and the program constraints and requirements were then
identified. Concepts and characteristics for the OSE were established
and design restraints defined. This analysis provided the basis for the
OSE design presented in this document.
2.1 OSE SEQUENTIAL FLOW CHART
A sequential flow chart was prepared to clarify and aid in identifying
OSE functions. This chart (Figure 2-1) shows the flow sequence of
test and flight spacecraft hardware through test and mission operations
involving OSE. Key test and mission functions in this sequence were
further examined through the use of matrix charts to identify the items
to accomplish these functions. These matrices are shown in Figures 2-2
through 2-6. The list of OSE identified by use of these matrices is
shown in Section 3.7.
2-I
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PACKAGE - CAPSULE _J"_
FUNCTIONAL TESTS ....
/
INTEGRATION TESTS
CALIBRATION TESTS
RADIO FREQUENCY COMPATIBILITY
Operational Support
Equipment Used:
STC
AHSE
MDE
SPACECRAFT LAUNCH CONTROl
EQUIPMENT (EXPLOSIVE SAFE
AREA) COMPATIBILITY TESTS
Operational Support
Equipment Used:
LCE
AHSE
SSTE (LCE)
COMPATIBILITY
CHECK WITH
PV SIMULATOR
SOLID ROCKET
INSTALL LIVE MOTOR
REMOVE DUMMY & REPLACE
WITH LIVE MOTOR & CHECKOUT
Operational Support
Equipment Used:
AHSE
SSTE (LCE)
_I FROM CASTERILIZA'
PLANET
MAGNE
(CAPSUL
S PAC EC
MAGNE
Operatic
Equipme,
LCE-TR
AHSE
MAGNE
EQU
MDE
AFETR
EXPLOSIVE SAFEAREA
_RY VEHICLE
'IC MAPPING
! MATED TO
AFT)
'IC MAPPING
_al Support
t Used:
_,NSPORTABLE
"lC MAPPING
PMENT
CAPSULE
ASSEMBLY & TEST
PLANETARY VEHICLE
MATE CAPSULE
WEIGHT & BALANCE
THRUST VECTOR ALIGNMENT
& CALIBRATION
Operational Support
SERVICE AND INSTALL Equipment Used:
PYROTECHNICS LCE
AHSE
LEAK TESTS MDE
SERVICE WITH EXPENDABLES
PYROTECHNIC INSTALLATION & CHECKOUT
FLIGHT SPACECRAFT WEIGHT & BALANCE
THRUST VECTOR ALIGNMENT & CALIBRATION
Operational Support
Equipment Used:
AHSE (LCE)
ASSEMBLY & TEST PLANETARY INSTALL N
VEHICLE MATE CAPSULE, WEIGHT AND PERFO
& BALANCE, THRUST VECTOR TESTING
ALIGNMENT & CALiBRATiON INTERFACE
Operational Support PURGE & P
Equipment Used: FAIRING
LCE-TRANSPORTABLE Operational
Equipment I,MDE
AHSE LCE - TR_
AHSE
MDE
_ESSURE
Support
Jsed:
,NSPORTABLE
PTM PTM
RETURNED TO SEATTL
FOR FURTHER DEVELO
EFFORT
SPACECRAFT LAUNCH
CONTROL EQUIPMENT
COMPATIBILITY TESTS
MOS LOS DSN
Operational Support
Equipment Used:LCE
MDE
AHSE
1"%
" AFETR
& SPACECRAFT SIMULATOR _
- .4.¢_ _r _
PLANETARY VEHICLE CHECKOUT & MONITOR LAUNCH &
INSTALLED ON DURING COUNTDOWN INJECTION
LAUNCH VEHICLE
Operational Support Operational Support
Operational Support Equipment Used: Equipment Used:
Equipment Used: LCE LCE
AHSE MDE MDE
_MEN
PREDETECTION RECORDING TAPES
TELEMETRY DATA,TRACKING INFORMATION
'_I-,,\\\\\\\\\\\\\\N._N,_\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\"-_\\\\\\N"-,\\\\\\\\
COMMANDS
_i_|_u_|_u_uu___ I
TELETYPE
_l_llllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
HIGH-SPEED DATA LINK (HSDL)
SFOF
MISSION CONTROL
FLIGHT ANALYSIS
ORIGINATE COMMANDS
REDUCTION OF PREDETECTION
RECORDING
TAPE SCIENCE INFORMATION
DATA DISPLAY
OperationalSupportTELEMETRYPROCESSING EQUIPMENT
Equipment Used: PDR TAPE DEMODULATOR
COMMAND PROCESSINGEQUIPMENT
COMPUTERINTERFACEEQUIPMENT
ALARM DISPLAY EQUIPMENT
COMPUTERPROGRAMS
Ogt/'AI/'_
D2-82 709-3
SPACECRAFT & CAPSULE
SE PARATIO N
I
SIGNAL
lF
DETECTION RECORDING
UBCARRIER DEMODULATION
NGINEERING DATA REDUCTION & DISPLAY
_ATA BUFFER STORAGE
bITiNG, FORMATTING FOR "X" MISSION
OMMAND VERIFICATION & TRANSMISSION
MERGENCY DECISIONS & COMMANDS
IN-SITE TELEMETRY EQUIPMENT TESTING
)perafionalSupportTELEMETRYPROCESSI NG EQUIPMENT
quipmentUsed: COMMAND PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
PREDETECTIONTAPE RECORDER
COMPUTERINTERFACEEQUIPMENT
COMPUTERPROGRAMS
Figure 2-h
Operational Support Equip_Usage Concept 2-5
FUNCTION
OBJECTIVE
PHYSIGZ_I_
COlxIFI G URA_TION
F_qlL_lTIE_
INTER- *- _N]_A-
_UE_ _YSTEbA
iNTEGRATiON
T E _"1"_
VEBIF,' I_RFO_ANC_ Of INDIVI-
DUAL SIJBSYSTEJ_ S AND ESTABLISH
THEIR INTEGRATION INTO AN OPER-
ilAT'Nc'  
]_ COMPLETF $10 BOS_ SOLAR
PAHEES NOT iNSTALLED_
I POWER DHABACTERISTICS
L_Si_ULATED BY OSE pOWER
I BUPPLY_ S_C S_ DP iN
I TEST FI_DRE A SDPPORTED BY
STC_
REFERE_IC_E
TEST
RErCRD DATA FOR ANALYZING I_R-
FO_MANCL TREND Of CC_POHENTS
IREPLAC_BLE MODULE9
SAM[ CC_*,'FIR ODE DISCONNECTED
EXCEPT FOR ELECIRICAL PO¥_R
SOORC[ ANO ANTEMNA HOODS FOR
RF TRANSmlSS ION OF CO#.M_ANDS
TO CC&S. & DATA RECEIVAL
CLEAN RTR)M. AMBIENT ENVIRON-
MENT. TEMP. & HUMIDITY CON-
TROfLED. STC INSTALLED AS
PLANNED FOR FAT.
A, SAM[AS I
b
R_,E:)IO _OWEeEDTESt ON
TF"; F/IE TRY
DATA STORAGE
_,N-I- E N 1\1 ,_,
ATTITUDE REFERENCE
i
_,LJTOFILOT V i
I_EACTION CONTROL
ON
ON
ON
PAR_,mETER
VAR _A]-IOb4
TEa-F%
OFltruRINE THE EFECTS ON SPACE-
_AFT BEHAVIOR OF CONTROLLED
VARIATIONS IN _ECTED SY STr_
PARM.ALr'ERS
COMPLFFE S_C BUS POWERED
BY OSF. SETUP INTEST
COMPLEX WITH SIC
ENTRAL COMPUTER # SEQUENCE ON , ON ON
ELECTRIC,_,L POWER
MID-COURSE PROPUL 510W
OPf_/T INSERTIOW PROPULSION
5TRUC_URE SuBSYST E_
INACTIVE EXCEPT FOR CONTROL
CIRCUITS.
MECHANICAL 5UBS"YSTE PA
TEP',_ERA,TURE ,_ONTROL
CHECKED OUT FIRSt EXTERNAL
: POWER SOURCE.
PYROTECHNIC..
SCIENCE
1.4Ak_Z)LlN G T[2 A_ 5DO_ TA-F IOix,l
5_DPl N]co EQui _kAE_T
TEST EQuiPMENT
INACTIVE EXCEPT FOR CONTROL
CIRCUITS
INACTIVE EXCEPT FOR CONTROL
CIRCUITS (ODNV.AY MOTORI
q j
I INSTALLER
rT
......... QPPOWER_TECDI...... ON.
INCOMPLETE
ON
A.S_SUPPORT FIXTURE
B. HANDLIN(3SLINGS
C. COMPONENT INST OEVIBE
O HANDLING DOLLY
E PROTECTIVE COVERS
F. SHIPPING CONTAINERS
G. TRANSPORTER
A. SIC
B SSIE
LAUNCH COMDLm_X EQuIP,_ENT
SI/_ULATOR_
MAIMTE.KI_NC_ ( SERVICE _QUI P
ON
OFF
A. SiC SIMULATOR SET
(RABT_FSTC)
R. DTHBS AS REO'D.
NA
A. YES
SFO CHECKOUT
INSTALL S_ ON I_ST FIX-
TURE AND ALIGN
3 ERSPECT
4 CONNECT ODE
S OPERATE (WITHIN LIMITS
AME!TNT) AND V_RIW
PERFORMANCE OL EACH
SUBSYBTEM
6 CALIBRATE T_M
l REDUCE EMI TO OPERABLE
CONDITIONS
ON
A. SAM[ AS IA 8. E
A. STC
NA
A, SAME AS IA
i ESTABLISH SYSTEm'S IN
CRUISE MODE AT AMBIENT
CONDITIONS
2 COMMAND CC&S TO SURVEY
PERFORMANCE TREND DATA
MONITORING POINTS
} TRANSMIT AND RECORD
DATA
MISSION DEPEWDENT EQUIIR
%U I_F-Ui"qGT lqblq%
F__]-. DURATION
ON IFXTE_NAL PO_R)
INSTALLED
I FOLDER
I
I ON
t " " OFF
A. SAM[ AS I
NA
A. YES
I. HOLD REGULATED BOOSTER
CC OUTPUT VOLTAGE.IO
NOMINAL VALET
D. VARY POWER SYNCHRO-
NIZER FREQUENCY TO A
PREUTTE RMINED VALUE
3. EXERCISE SIC THROUGH
_TSO_RIt!NO _nFS
a. REPEAT. HOLDING POWER
SYNCHRONIZER FREQUENCY
AND VARYING OC OUTPUT
VOLTAGE
S. REPEAT WHILE VARYING
BOTH
ELECTRO-
INTEFERENCE
TEST_
NOSE F_A IIR IN G
LAUNCH VEHICLE
= LEE INTER-
FACE 51 i_'L'T'N
I
DETERMINE Tl.f[ RF SOS- E_ADLIS_ C&MPATIBILIEY OF
CFPTADILIT_/Of SPACECRAR SJC WITH ITS MECHANICAL
AND OSE WHEN SUBJECTFO i ANU ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
TO AN RF ENVIRONMEMT I
SIMILAR TO THAT EXPECTED
AT_R DETERMINE THE I
CONTRIBUTION FROM SIC
I COMPLEI S_C L O AR
cOMPLETE SIC RUB POWERED BY OSE. I ESS S L
SETUP INTESTCO_WOLEXWiTHSTC, i ARRAY M[CffANICAL SIMU-
PROTOTYPE SCIENCE PACKAGES LATION OF CAPSULE. ADAPTER.
REQUIRED. ,SHROUD. AVAILABLE
ELECTRO - INTERTER END1:TEST FAG
A. SAM[ AS I
ON ]EXTERNAL POW?RI
I
INSTALLED
FOLDED
I
ON
I OFF
I
A. RIF GENERATOR
I B STC
I
I HA
: A. SAM[ AS I
i
I L INSTLKIIS
i
_- & YES
I I. SYSTEMS ON AS INTENDED
DURING LAUNCH
D. IRRIADIATE SIC WITH RF SIMUL
[TR RF SOURCES
}. CHECK FOR INTERFERENCES
• ISOLATE INTERFERENCES
DURING SYSTEMFFSTS IN COLI &
SPACE CHAMBER TESTS IN COL T.
MEASURE B-D NOISE AND SPECTRAL
COMPONENTS
I
i oN
ON
I ON
i O_ION
I OFFION
I
i OFF/ON
i ON
I
ON (EXTERNAL POWERI
OPERATED
A. DAM[ AS I
i A. SANE AS I
[ INSTALL B IMULATONS
Z CHECK CLEARANCES
E CHECK MOVEMENTS AND
CLEARANCES
4 CHECK ELECTRICAL CON
TINUITY & SENSE
5. SIMULATE COUNTDOWN
Co
VIBRATION
TE_T
VER IFY PERFOI_ANCE Of CQM -
PONENTS AND ESTABLISH FUND
TIONAL INTEGRfl_ WHILE S,UD-
JECTED TO BOOST ENV IR?')NMENT
TI ON ENV IRO N'HENT
COMPLETE S#C WITH DUMMY SOLAR
_RRAY. DUMYY CAPSULE. ADAPTER
&SHROUD MINIMUM CONNECTION
BECESSARY 10 SUPPEX POWER TO
v IBR At ION TEST FACIL ITIES
OFT/ON
OFF'ON -- 1
OFF/ON (EXTERNAL POWER I
OFF,ON
OFF
OFF
A. SAGAS I
& SERVICE EQUIP
R. INSTL KITS
YES
l INSIALL SIC WITH SHROUD
AND WITH DUMMY CAPSUE
& ADAPER
2 EQUALIZE SHAKER
CONNECT EXTERNAL MONI
TORING EQUIPMENT
4 VERIFY SYSTEM READINESS
PERFORM VIBRATiON TEST
6 PZREOR_ SVSTEM _ErE_
ENCF TEST
751/v_ ULZ_T ION
TEST
IN DESIGN LIMITS AND TO ES-
TABLISH FUNCTIONAL INTEGRITY
Of S/C WHILE OPERATING IN A
SIMULATEO SPAC£ ENVIRONMENT
COMPLETE S;C BUS _CLUDING
WILL BE MTCHANICALLV SEPARATED
FROM S/C BUT LECTR_CA_LY
SOURCE SIMUL AFTD. SICON
ROEATABLE MOUNT FOR OPERATIONOf REACTION CON ROl ABOUT ONE
AXIS.
OSE RELATED TO SK VIA CC&S
CONTROL.
/v_ p P _NC.D
DETERMINE STABILITY OF _O MAG-
NEETC FIELD. MAP MAGNETIC
F IELD FOR 36_ ROTATION ABOUT
30RTHOOONAL AXES. O_TERM INE
EFFECT OF S/C ELECTR ICAL CURRENT
FLOW ON MAGNETIC FIELD AS
MEASURED AT MAGNET_ETER.
COMPLETE SiC BUS IN DEPLOYEO
CRUISE FLIGHT CONFIG. EXTERNAL
POWER INPUT
MAGNETIC EtELD OF LESS THAN IOD
GAla
9
FREE-_ODE
5"YST E/"A %
TEST
i
DEMONST_AIE CORRECT OPERATION
Of THE SPAC_CRA_ ON SOLAR
PEM¢ER. VERIFY INTECRITY OF _C
OFT/ON
O_ION
IN ABSENCE OF OSE ELECTRICAL
CONNECTIONS.
COMPLETE SlC BUS IN DEPLOYED
CRUISE FLIGHT CONFIG ON TEST
EIXTURE HO CONNECTIONS TO
EXTERNAL EQUIP RF COMMUNICA
TIONS. SUN SOURCE OF EXC ITA_
FOR PANELS
P RC)PULSION
T E_-i
VER IFY THAT _ AUTOPLEOT SY STE_
W ILL BE CAPABLE OF MAIHTAINING
AND CONTROLLING THE SIC AnITUOE
DUR ING THE BURN PHASE OF_IE
TRAJECTORY CORRECTION MOTOR.
COMPLETE SiC BUS. SERVICED
WITH FLUIDS.
PROPULSION TEST STAND
SIMULATED ALTITUDE FACILITY
5 EP_,R AT ;CbN
T E_T
VERIFY PERFORMANCE OF OPERAETN(
EQUIPMENT AND SURVIVAL Of NON-
OPERMING EQUIP_NT DURING
OPERATION DE PYROTECHNIC DEVIC(
FOR SEPARATION IBOOSTER & CAPSU
COMPLETE SIC WITH SHRUtATED
STRUCTURES FOR CAPSULE.
SHROUD. ADAPTER & BOOSTER
INTERPRCE
TOWER & CAPTORE NTIS.
APPROVED SAFE AREA.
ON ON ON OFFION
OR OR ON OFf/ON
t"
I OFHON
t
OFf/ONON ON ON
ON O_iON OR ON
ON O_FON ON
O_ON
ON
ONON ON
ON OFf ION ON ON
ON OFF,ON (EXTERNAL POWER) ON ON (EXTERN_ PO_)
ON IEX3ERNAL POWER_
OFF OFf ONOFF
OFF
_NSTALLED
ACTIVE
INSTALLED
EXTENDED
INSTALLED
FOLDED
_NSTALLED
E_[NDED
ACTIVE OFI_/ON OR Off
OFF OFF OFF OFf
I
ON OFF/ON OFF OFF
A. SAME AS I A, SAM( AS I A. SAM[ AS E
_- STC A. STC
-
M_GNETIC MAPPING
EQUIPMENT NA
A. SAME AS6
NA
i MOUNT SIC ON MAPPING
CART
2 INSTALL SN MAGNETIC
SHIELDED ROO_A
) SUBEECT S/C TO FIUX OF
?s GAUSS
A IN NUEL FIELD MEASURE SiC
INSTALL SIC IN SPACE
CHAMBER ON ROTATABLE
MOUNT
ALIGN SENSORS WITH
SIMULATED SUN CANOPUS
SOURCES
CHFCK SYSTEM READINESS
A. YES
A, STC
B. SSFT
NA
I. INTTALLS_C IN ALTFTUOF
FTST STAND
2. OP_RAT1EMIDCOURSE CORREC-
TION PROP. SYS. AND EVALU-
AFT OYNAM_CS of _.STEM
DUR INO START AND SHUTDOW N
S. OPERATE ORBIT INS_RTIOR
EVALUATE ENVIRONMENT IN-
DUCED ON OTH(R _C CONPO-
NENTS.
I
!
i TRANSPORT SiC TO SOLAR
SOURCE
POSITION SO THAT ROLL
AXIS POINTS TO SUN
3 VERIFICATION SYSTEM
READINESS BY RF C_MAND
BY COMMAND TO GC&S
REDUCE CHAMBER PRESSURE
APPLY THERMAL LOADS
PERFORM CONDENSED M_SSIOf
CYCLE
RETURN TO AMBIENT AND
PERFORM SYSREF FTSE
2_0 HOURS
MAGNEIIC HLED 4 EXERCISE SIC IN FOLLOWING
S APPLY 25 GAUSS INOPPOSI_ TEST MOORS
DIRECTION CRUISE
6 IN NULL FIELD MEASURE S/C MIDCOURSE MANEUVER
MAGNETIC FIELD CRUISE MOOR BACKUPI OPERATE COMPLETE SIC THRU COMRANDS
SIMUL Ell ENCOUNFTR SEQUENCE
& RECORD _AGNET(]tAETER DATA PLAYBACK MOOR
AT DISCRETE INTERVALS
RWITH ALL SYSIEMS D(
ENERGIZED ROTATE S_C ABOUT I
EACH OF 3 AXES AT MOM I
ENIARY SIA ONARY INFTRVAL_[
;_o............
OFF/ON
OFFION
OFT/ON
OFF/ON
OFFPON
WEIGHT #,.
IDET EFR_INATION
OF" C G
PREPmRE
FO R
5H\P_AENT
OETER:M INE WEIGHT AND M_I_ENT ABI LIT
3 AXES AND CALCULATE C(NTER Of
GRAVll_f. FJdOV_ EQUIFMENT FOR _EPAFA
HIPk_NT. PACKA_ SEPARATE
lENT & _°AC(OR AFT FOR 9HIHRW
COMPLETE SIC BUS SERVICED
WITH SIMULATED FLUIDS.
Off OFF
OFF OFT
OFT .OFT
OFF
OFF
OFF
ORF
OFF
OfF
OFT OFF
SYSTEM SERVI(ID
OFF,ON OFF OFF
O_ION IEXTERNAL POWERI Of_ OfF
OFF OFF OfF
SYSTEM SERVICED.
OFF OFF OFF
INSTALLED INSTALLEO INSTALLED
FOLDEDEXIENDED
OFF
A. SA_ AS I
B. SHROUD FIXT/mES
C. TESTSET-UP
PYROIEC. SERV. EQUIP.
SAME ASI
B. _SSSIMllL
EXTENDED FOLDED
OFT Off
Off
_. WEIGHT/BAt EOUSP.
D SSTE
A. IWEIGHTIBAL . PROPEL..
SERVICE. EriC EQUIP IN ESA)
A AS REO0
1. x Y PLANE CG FIXTURE
LEVELED
2 PLACE SIC ON LOAD CELLS
3 RECORD WEIGHTS
4 ROTATE SIC 120 AND RECORD
LOAD CELL DATA
REPEAT TWICE MORE
CALCULATE X Y PLANE CG
7 REPEAT l-B WITH Z AXIS CG
FIXTURES
R CALCULATE TOTAL WEIGHT
& CO
R PURGE l CLEAN
SAME AS I
I, MOUNT SIC IN HOLDING
FIXTURE
2, MOUNT MASS SIMULATED
SHROUD
ADAPTER
CAPSULE
3 INSEALL PYROTECHNICS
4. PERFORM SEPARRTHTNS !N
EIGHT SEQUENCE
A. SAME AS 1
A. SHIPPING $1MUL
A. SAM[ AS 6
I REMOVE SOLAR PANELS
ANTENNAS BATTERIES
AND ADAPFTR
PACKAGE PANELS ANTE
AND ADAPFTR
PREPARE SHIPPING FOf
(TEST BATTERIES REMAIN I_
TEST AREA)
OLDSTONE
ICOMP_,TI E_L IT¥
i TE6T_
(Jl WITH OSIF
-' ON
ETa,
INTERF#k C E
TT_%TS
V[RIFY COMPATIBILI_
OF SPAC_CRA_ WITH
OSIF, MOS, AND LAUNCH
V_HICLE
OFF_N
OFFtON
ON CfFION
ON OFF/ON i
OF[ OFFION !
OfF OFFION
OFT OFFtON
ON Of T_ON
ON IEXTERNAL POW_R_ OfFION _£XTERNAL POWERI
OFF OfT
OFF OfT
INSTALLEO INSIALI[D
SOME NOT R£OUIR[D
SOME EXTENOED FOLDED
OFF
OfF
A. SA_ AS !
A. SIC
B SSTE
( TO BE OEFFRMINEDI
A. SAME AS I
I. TRANSPORT SdCTO
GOLOSTONE
2. SETUP _C ANO INSTALL
RF HOOOSAND INTERTIE
WITH DSIF ANTENNA
INPUT
3. PERF'ORM SIMULATION_
OF FLIGHT MISSION
COMM UNICAT IOt_ MOOES
4. EVALUATE PROGRAMS,
P(R SONhI[L TRAINING ANO
PRO(_DURES
OFF
OFF
OFF
A. SANIE AS I
A. $TC
SEE ESA ROW
A. SIC SIN_JLATOR
A. SERVIC_ EQ4JIp.
k. YES
L TRANSPORI _C TOETR
2. SEQUENC( _C THROUGH
_AC ILITIE$(_JE FAT FLOg)
Figure 2-2: Voyager Proof Test Model Flow
FUNCTION
OBJECTIVE_
PHYSICt . L_
CONFIGUR/ ,TION
F-A, GI LIT 
I
/'AEC.HA N ICAL
A%_E/'A BLY
EBA_ IC.
STRUCTURE
TELE#AE3-RW
PERFORM BASIC ASSEMBLY
AND VERIFY CORRECT ASSEMBLY
AND WORKMANSHIP. ESTAB
ALIGNMENT ON TEST FIXER[
9ASIC ASS_ AND STRUCTURAL
ASSMS BOUGHT TC_'TH_ FUR
ASSEMBLY
CL[ANROOM ASSY AREA WlIH
HOIST IN HIGH BAY AREA
Z
INS-T_.LL ¢
CHECKOUT
#AECHANISK_5
PERFORM INSTALLATION ANO
VERIP( MECHANICAL OPER-
ATIOR OF EACH MECHANISM
IASIC SIC _'1 UCTII£ WITH
_CHANISI_ FOR ANTENNAS, SOLAR
'AN[LS, BOOMS, SCIENI_ PLAT-
_11_ & S_ARRE ION.
SAME AS I
3
INSTALL _ CHECKOUT
RE_,CT ION
CONTROL
5UBSYSTE./v_
PERFORM INSTALLATION AND
ACHIEVE PROPER ALIGNWENT OF
NOZZLE UNITS.
PRE'VIOU S IDIN'WI GUll AT ION WITH
ADD ITION OF TANKAGE, PLUMB ING,
_ALVING & NOZZLES FOR REACTION
GNTROL
SAME kS I
4-
INSTALL _CHECKOUT
I:::_OPULblOkl
SYSTEM
PERFORM INSTALLATION AND
VERIFY PROPER INSTALLATION.
ADD TAM(AGE, VALVING, PLUAWlNG
E MOPS MOTORs l OIPS MOTORS.
SIMULATED FLUID MASSES
_0 O4:STRUCTURAL INSTALLAT ION.
3UM_t SOLID MOTOR
SAME AS I
RADIO .... NA N,
NA NA RA NA
LD DATA STORAGE
___ _NTENklA
ATTITUDE REFERENCE
I-- AUTOPlLOT
E/-) REACTION CONTROL
NA NA NA NA
NA NA NA NA
NA NA NA NA
NA NA NA NA
NA NA INSIALLHNAC11VE TANKS FILLED SYSTEM STATIC
P
3
H
Z
6J
3
0 ¢
©
CENTRAL CO/'APUTER ¢SEQUENCE NA NA NA NA
ELECTRICAL POWER N..... .,
INSTALL SYS_EM
IDCOURSE P_ (::)PULSION NA NA NA FILL SYSTEM
SYSTEM STATI _
INSTALL SYSTEM
(:)R EHT q N_ERTIOk_ N_ NA NA WITH DUMMY MOTOR
ST R U CTU R E I_STRU_E_ INSTALL£O INSTALLED INSTALUED
#AEC_HANIC5 NR vm_,_ _c_ F_,_O
T E_APERATURE CONTROL NA NA NANA
NA_Y ROTEC_NC NA NR NA
SC;ENCE NA NA NA NA
A. SIC SUPPONIFI_E &S_AS I _S_A$ I A.S_AS I
lq_M DLI Mr,..n,T!:Zb,M 5i::)OlZT/xT iOM ' _ HANULING SLINGSCOMPONENT INST. DEVICE
O. IIA,%#d_C _.LY
5!41PI:PlNG EQUIPMEN'T _ PROTECTIVECOmSSHIPPII_ CONTAIN[]_ S
G, ACCESS PROVISIONS
A. 410_MEm FIX_UeE
& SAME AS |A. BAG K $/ONEAS |
B, SSTE B. SSTE
SAMEAS Ik, l & C
• DEPLOYMENT AIDS
C. SSTE
NA
A. PANU_S, ANTENNAS, BOOMS,
A SA/_ AS I
MANUALLy OP_AT[ _ DE-
PLOY EACH MECHANICAL
SYSTEM. rUSE _UMMY OR
SIMULATE_ PANU_ AND
ANTENNAS). DEPLOY S_C
TO MINIMIZE '_' LOADS
FOR EACH MECHANISM.
TEbT EQUIPP, ENT
LAUNCN-COt_PLEX EQUIP
6 IMUL_.-IOR 5
MAINTENIAMCE _.5EP.VICE EQUIP
II. SIS ALIGNMENT OEVICES
C. JIGS
0. ,_ST[
4
A SAME AS I
WIT_ S/C S['IUP IN ALIGN-
MENT FIXI1JRE, MAK[ C_TICAI
CHECK TO DL'TERNGN[ ERROR
ANGLES ABOUT EAGH PLANE
OF OPERATION. FOUR SEP-
ARATE TRANSVERSE PLANIZER
POSITIONS ARE REQUIRED.
A. INSTALLATION ((ITS
I. SE_VICE'EQ_J IPk_NI
MI_%ION DEPENE:)ENT EQLJI_
. UI FUNC__.T IOkl S
DUR TiON
(.-7 MO.I 1:4OO TEST HOURS)
A, FLUID E_SSES
R. SAME AS I
tOAD EA_S WITH SIMULATED
PROP&LARE_ PURGE AND
CLEAN SYSTEM
INST_ILL _ CHE'_gU7
EL F_..CT_0 Ll IC
CNA55ES
_,ND N/_ME,55E5
P[RF(3_EM INSTALLATION AND
HOOKUP HARNBSES_ CHECK-
OUT COR_CT INSTALLATION
& PE_FOP3_ ELECTRICAL
ISOU_TIGN, CONTINtUIT_
POWER CHECKS
_EV IOUS CONFIGURATION WITH
_D ITION OF CHASSES OF rffcTRICA
Q, JIP: IRV, CC&S, TEST BATERIES.
_C/DC REG., CHARGER. INVERTERS.
IM RADIO, DATA STORAGE,
_ANSPONDERS, AMREIflB_S, TVC,
_LEOPILOT &ECT. AETC. DOES NDT
NCLUD_ SCIENCE PAYLOAD
SAME AS l
_F
OFT
O_
NA
INCO_I.ETE
OFT
INACTIVE
OFF
ONPO_ED
INACTIVE
INACTIVE
INSTALLED"
FOLDED
NOT CONTNOLLIND
I NC(It_I£q_
NA
K SAME AS I
A. SSTE
NR
NA
k SAME AS !
HA
InStltt M_ic itlclrlrall hilrl)es_,
Instill ChisSel ilruly bulll up Wllh
cl_llontnl elutp_lnl$ _hkh hWm
M_ acc_lnct lest_ ARd Inl_-
connl_ln 9 harness.. Chick OM
wiring Is Ins_alND & heAR u_
'ERTO*_MINSTALLATIONND
'T
INSTAL L ¢
ALIGN SENSORS
I-.IARN F__55ES
PERFORM INSTALLATION.
ALIGN SENSORS TO PROPER
AXES. AND INSTALL UARHESS-
ES. VERIFY ELECTRICAL
INTEGRITY OF INSTALL-
ATION
ADD SENSORS RE(_4JIRER FOR AT-
TITtJO( CONTROL
B
INTRA _ INTEI_.
SUI55 YSTEb4
TIE. ST 5
VTR IFY PERFORMANQE OF IN-
D fV IDUAL SUBSYS'I_S kilo ESTABLISI
THEIR INllEGRATION INTO AN
OPERATING S_'S_.
_OkePLETE SIC BUS. SOLA/t PANB.S
lOT INSTALLED; POWER CHANACTED-:
ISTICS SIMULATED BY OSE POWER
;_Y. SIC SET UP IN TEST
:IXTORE & SUPPONTED IY STC.
SYSTEM
REFEI_ENICE
TEST
RECORD DATA FOR ANALYSING
PIB_IFO_MANOE _ OF
C(]R_ (R:EPIJkOEABTE
MOOULI[9.
Sam c_4. pS£ e-,cmmcta
elcu_ fro" Mtcl Immm smmce &
miami I_ Mr RF trmns_ssl_
el cmmnls to CCIS & RSa
,rtceMw.
o
NOSE FAIl:21NG,
LAUNCH VEHICLE
LC E
INTERFACE-
SIMULATION
[STARLI91COFAPAT IRILITY OF SiC
WITH ITS RECFMNICAL ANO
EECTRICAL fN1TRFACIES
C,_ $/C less solar Irrw,
kPachamlad slmulalars _ cam ule,
aNMers, shro_ WlIMML LCT
sl_nlds slmulllld throwh unlblll-
ads to S/C.
SA,HE AS | OLEAN ROOM, AMB IEh'T ENVIRON- CI.EAN ROOM, AMR lENT ENVIRON- CLEAN R0(O. AM8 IEXT ENVIRGN-
ME.NT TEMP. & HUMID ITY CON- kENT TEMP. & HUMIDITY CON- AENT TEMP. & HUMIDITY CON+
TRDUL(U STC INSTALLED TROLLED STC INSTALLED ' TROLLED STC INSTALLED
OFT OFF POWERED TEST ON ON OFT/ON
OFT OfF POWERED TEST ON QN OFT/ON
OFT+ OFF POWEDE0 TEST ON ON OTF/ON
OFF OFF P_RERED 1TST OI4 OFT/ON OFFPOR
INCOIR/_FTE OIT POWERED TEST ON 0TF/ON O_T_N
Off OfF PORdERERTEST 0_,
"INACTIVE INACTIVE Off
0_
ONPOY_ED"
INACTIVE
IM_3"IVE
INSTALLED
OFT
'U_ER
INACTIVE
INACTIVE EXCEPT FOR CONTAOL
CIRCUITS
POWERED TEST {CHEORED OUT 2NU)
CHECKED OUT FIRST: EXTERNAL
POWR SOOR(_
INACTIVE EXCEPT FOR CON111DU
CIRCUITS
INACTIVE EXC£PT FOR CONTROL
CIRCUITS
INSTALLED
INACTIVE; POWER CIRCUITS ON
INACTIVE
INSTALL[D
FOLDED
ON IEXTERNAL _#ERI
OFF-
INSTALLED
INACTIVE
P0t0(0
INACTIVE
SPACECRAFT
VIBRATION .(
TE_T
I--
_ER IFY _R_REI_ Cf CQ_ PO11]11
UCD ESTARLF_It FUNCT GNAL INTEG_I f
RHIU[ _BJI[CTED TO BCOST EW/IRO_ _ERI
_NT AMO I,_OPUlJIGN SYSII_q _ONI
_PERATIGN Ek%'IR O_/_NT _C l
LIMI
I_TE
INA
Ca_4dele S/C wRh dum_ sakr array, inch
dullWl rAl_ule, aUNt" & shrou_L mill I
Minimum co_r,_ k_s ri_ _ S/C
Sup_rimmr toSIC. A.T. llnkMr 141ct
data nl_llm'Im I. and I
V,RRAT,GN.STFAC,L,T'ES_,
CO
ON IOCIERNAL POWED)
Off_
OffA)N IEXTERNAL POq_E_)
OfT OFT
OCT OFF
INST_ED INSTAgED
OpED_ED EXTI_OE0
OfT_ ERT/GN
OFF OFFINCOMPL£T£ INCO kWt.ETE II_A_LETE Off:
NA NA NA S IM_LATE0 S IMULATEO SIMULATED
SAI_ AS I ASANEAS I A. SAME AS lA, 8 & E A. SA_ AS IA. B&(
K STC
A. TRANSPORTER
R. SANG AS IA. O&[
A. STC
9. ALIGNMEt_ EOUIPM£WI
_, FI TF_T |_UIP_AT
A. SAM( AS LA, BiC
B. SSTE
SAMI[ AS ]A, R & C
SSTE
: K STC
DA
A. SIMULATORS FOR CAPSULE.
5ff ). UV. AUAPTER, SHROUU.
LC_
NA
k SAME AS R
I. INSTAt_ SIMULATORS
Z CHECK CLEARANCES
3. CHECK MOV_4ENTS AHU CLEA!
ANGES
( CHECK ELECTRICAL
CONTINUITY AN0 SENS(
_. S IMU_ATE COONT0(REN
NA DA NA _LA
A. CAPSUL£ S IMULATOR SAME AS R
NA NA B. S/S IMOLATOR
SANE AS I A SANE AS I
NA NA
NA NA NA _ IN STC
. TC CH£CKOUT
• INSTALL SIC ON TEST FIXTURE
| ALION
3, INSPECT
4. CORNECT USE
5. OPERATE MITH IA LIMITS OF AMBI
LABORATORY ENV 1RC_NTI ANU
VERIFY PERTONMANGE OF EACH
SUBSYSTEM
L CALInAATE TIM
P. SYSTEM TESTS
L REOLIC[ EMI TO OPI_RARLE
CONDITIONS
! INST ALL L IRE -r_.-e_.__ ._- E
I AND PERFORM SHUCK TEST- /
PERFORM ALI_ OF
_t_TEORMS.
ENT SCORE. ALIGN ANTENNA
ID_ WITH PLANIZER AND
I K SA_ AS l
I. TRANSPORTER
C. VIBRATION FIXTURES
A. STC
NA
k SAME AS !
& SA_ AS k
A. SA_ AS q
i. I NS'tALL S/C WITH SHROUI) ANO
Wl'fi+ 0LIMy CAJ_ 5 ADAPTER
_. LP_IL4LIZ£ VIBRATOR
_, CIXWCT EXIERNAL MON ITOR -
ING EOU IIW_NT.
4, Vl_ IFY S'f STITA READINESS.
5, PERFO_ V IBRATION 1TST.
6. PERFORM S_S3TM RG'ER£MC_
TEST,
I. E_'ABBISH _'STEJA5 IN CRUISE
MORIE AT AND RNT CONDITIONS.
L CGV44AND CC&5 TO SURVEY PER"
FC_ANCE _EkO DATA MONITOR Ik
POINT_
111".
3. TRAN_RIT ANO RECORD DATA.
CAPABILITYOF 1T.MFTR ATU_
L _UII_ TO MAINTAIN
TY OF S/C WHILE OF(RATING
t SIC bus mS scknce imflud.
g sd4r pmn4Qs. T_e m_eil
mchanlr_ ly separated finn
_n/m' Silo IIIIHTMIol0. b_l
lily cee_nachd, _ head
t paount fm" op_'Mkm M
MAGNETIC
MAPPING
MAP MAGNETIC FIELD OF
SPACECRAETIIP$ ABOUT EACH
30RTHOCONAL AXLES WITH
EQUIPMENT POWERED AS
REQUIRED FOR FLIGHT MISSION
: Complelo SIC bus In R_lopd cruM
o4m.conf_ [xt.r_ prow InpuL
.'MAGNETIC _HIE'LDED ROOM
s÷
FREE
MODF
SYSTEM
TEST
OOIOIlglEA1E COIIIIICT DPLqIATION !
OF 11E _A_CIERff ON DOLAB
POR_. Wlllff INllEONIIY OF
,TiC IN ABIUI'_ OF _
OlC"fll ICAL COFIICI"I OHS
Com_ $/C b_s In Nplql cru_
fl_'Nco_l_. OI1NI_EMUflL MI
ccmmcllmls _ edm'nll TRulDlnL
RF cw_q_B r_ilmL Sun smJrce
SOLAR S IMULATOR S-KENT
ON OTEiON Jog
ON OfT/ON ON
ON Off/ON ON
ON OFF/ON ON
15
WEIGH AND
DETERMINE
CENTER OF
GRAVITY
OFllEPd_I ME IREIGNT ABO MO_E NI_
ABOUT ) AXES ANO CALCULAE
_HTER OF ORAV ITY
C_WABi SIC ka slrvkl6 li_ |is-
fluklt
SAICE AS I
OFF
ON OFF_ ON OFF
ON OffION ON OFF
ON OfFal ON
OFF
(SYSTEM SERV CEDf
l
INSTALL
a/c 5CIE_JCE
PAY LOC_D
INSTALL AND 91_lfi"
IN STA_cAT lOg OF
SCID_ INSERUI_S.
CO#PLE'ff FLIGHT
S/C
' SANE AS I
OFF
(SYSTEM SERVICE DI
17
CALiBPmTE
SCIENCE
pAYLOAE
IFY FUNCT IORAL CAPA-
OiLilY OF SCIENCE
INSTRUMB_TS
SAME AS )6
i SAME RS 1,
OFF OFT
OFF OFF
OFF OFF
ON I_T/ON ON OFF ON ON
)N * EXTERNAl. POWER OFFJON (_(T_AL POFII_I ON 0@F (_XT. p'#R| OR lENT. PWRI
.OCT OFF _ OFF OFF OFT
INST_LED
EX_N_D
INST/_.LED
EXTENDED
OFF OFF
INST/I.LED INSTALLED
ACTIVE _P
ACTIVE
OFF OFT OFT OfF
srMULATED S IMLIIJ_ffD S IMULAT[_) SI_ULAI_D
K SAME AS 1
B. TR ANSPORT_
A. STC
A.- MAGNETIC MAP-
PING EQUIPMENT
& SAME AS l
B. TRANSPORT_
C. SRECIAL FIXI"URFS
A. STC
OFT
INSERLLED
INT S/C IN _ACE CHAMBER
;A_US SOUDCES,
K SYSTEM READINE_ BY
%-_llk _.E-
I REFERENCE I_ST.
A. SAMEAS L
A. SAW AS l
D. STC
_ CAPSLILE S IIWJLATOR
. SPPS FM',JLATOR
A SRME AS ILA. SAME AS &
K SAME AS I
g. TRANSPORTER
C. SPECIAL FIXTURES
A. IIIIGHT BALAIL'_ EQOIP.
EXTENDED
OFF
OFT OFF
ON ON
I A. SAMEAS LA, E, G.
I A, SAME AS l
i D, STC
NA
& SALVE AS I _. SAW AS L
NA NA NA
A, SAME AS t A. SAME AS R A. SAME AS 9 A. SAME AS 9
NA
1. X-Y FLAME C.G. PI NTURE LEV£LE0
2. PLACE SIC ON LOAD CEIJ-S
3. RECORD WEIGHTS
4, ROTATE SIC 1_ ° AND RECORD
LOAD Ck'IL OAER
5. REPEAT TWICE MORE
6. CALCDEATE X-Y PLANE C,G.
I. REPEAT l-6//fix Z AXIS C.G.
FIXTURE
L CALCULAEE TOTAL W_IGHT & C .G,
_1.PUR_ AND CLEAN
II.TRANSPORT SIC TO SOLAR SOORCE
2. POS ITION SO THAT ROLL AXIS
POINTS TO SUN
3. VERIFY SYSTEM READINESS BY RE
COAW.AND TO CC&S
4. EXERCISE S/C IN FOLLOWING MO0_!
CRUISE; MIOCOURSF MANEIJVER_
CRUISE MOUE BACKUP CDt_WANOS
ENCOUNTER SEQUENCE: PLAYDACK
MODE
I. MOUNT _C ON MAPPING CART,
2. INSTALL INMAGHBIC SHIELDED
3. OffRATE CC_PLETE S/C THROUGH
SIMULATED FLIGHT SEQUEt_C_.
4. RECORD MAGNETC_AETEJR DATA AT
DISCRETE INTERVALS.
5, WITH ALL SYS'I_ S DEENERGIZEO
ROTATE S/C ADOUT EACH DE 3 AXES,
AT MOMENTARy STATIONARY INTER-
VALS RECORD MAGNETCI_E11ER DAT_
L VBIIFY SIP INTERFACES
WITH SHT SIMULAFOR
7. INSTALL SIP PAYLOAD
IkTET_CONNECT ADD &
S_PINSTRUMENTS
CH[CX POINT ING ANC-LE
CHECK INSTR. COVER
REMOVAL O_RAT ION
CONNECT ADD & SIC
CHECK GROUND SYSTEM
TEST ELECTR ICAL
INTERFACES
CHECK ALIGNMENTI PERFORM CC&S COM-
MANDS OF SCIENC[
PACKADES
3. EVALUATE RESPONSE
5/C AN D
TEST%
IFry S/C - PTM
CAPSLB£ RF
C_I3AT IB IL fly
SAME AS 16 + PTM
CAPSULE (k_T INSTALLID)
BI
I M STALL
PTM
CAPSULE
INSTALL AND '_ IFY
FUNCTIONAL CADA61LITY
OF CKPSLILE
COMPI.£_ S/C - SIP -
CAPSULE
SA_ AS L SAME AS 1
ON ON
II
5/C -SIP - CAP
_MBIENT
SVSTEMS
TEST
V_ IFY SIC o S/P "
CAPSULE PTRFONMANCZ
& RECORD P_FGRMANC[
DATA
SAME AS 19
Zl
s/c-s/P-CAR
LIMITED
ENVI ROI_ MENT.
"TE_T
ESTABLISH FUNCTIONAL
_PABILflY _
V moNN['MTAL CG_ n'lONS
SAME AS 19 PLUS DUMMY
SDLAR ARRAY, SOROUO &
ADAFI"g_
SAME AS L
ON ON ON OtTION
ON ON ON OFT/ON
OFF Off ON OFFtoN
OFF OFT ON OffloN
OIT OFF O_T OFFION
OfT OFF ON OFF/ON
ON _NT. Pl_) ON tEXT. PIt_l ON (lENT, P_Y' OFFION (EXT. PV_)
OFF OFF OFF OFF
INSTALLED
OfT
A. SAME AS L
A. SAME AS L
B. STC
NIA
NIA
]
INSTALLED
FOLDED
A. SAME AS )A, E, G
A. SEC
B. CAPSULET/S GTE
INSTALLED
A. SAME AS ).A, E, O.
A. SAME AS q
1. ESTABLISH SYSTEMS
IN CRUISE I_OOE
2. COMMAND CC&S TO
SURVEY PERFORMANCE
TREND DATA MONITORING
POINTS
3. TRANSMIT &RECCID
DATA
INSTALLED
A. SAME AS 9
U. SIC 'F_ECOM.
SIMULATOR
),. TEST PTM CAPSULE Wllfl
SIC I_LECOM. sIMULATOR
7.. MER IEY RE AIIBIUAT ION
5. VI_ IFY CAPSULE RF PO'_NER
LEVEL
i • VEINIE'Y CAPSULETM
READ
TM
I 5. FOR ALL
SAME AS L
A. SAME AS 9
L MAKE MECHANICAL
INSTALLATION
,7. CHECK GROUND SYS-
TEM INTEGR IIY
L CNECK ECECTR ICAL
SYSTEM INTERFACE
• MAKE El_CTR ICAL
CONNECTIONS
5. CHECKOUT CAPSULE
VIA CC&S
OFFK)N
A. TEST FIXTURES
B. SAME AS L
A. STC
A. SAME AS 9
L CONIqECT MI_ ITOR ING
E(XJIPMENT
?. V_ IFY SYSTEM
Rr.Ao INESS
3. ffRF_M VIBRATION
TEST (Sff ]1)
• P[RFORM SYSTEMRff[R_CE
fiST (SEE _¢
DEHATE
PTM
CAPSULE
USUCE
CO_L_E SIC _ S_
SAME AS |
' FIMAL INSPE
AND PREPAF
FOR
SHIPME
EOUIPMENT E01
E_IPMENT & SPACEC:R,
SHIPMENT
Sff ABOVE
SAME AS !
A. SAME AS L
OFF
NA NA
INTERFACE CONNECTIONS
2. MECHANICALLY DEMATE
PTM CAPSULE F'_OM SIC
NA NA
NA NA
HA NA
SAME AS L • SAME AS I
OFF
INSTALLED
OFT"
A. SAME AS |
11. TRANSPORTER
BA'rr[RIES. ANG kDkPl
2. PACKAGE PANELS, Am
ANO ADAPTER.
TEST AREA.)
OFF OfF
OFT OTE
OfT DRy
CTIOI
IATI01
_r
!_PMA_
iP_tAll
nF(ll
l
r
1
I
I
I
I
kIN IN
SHIP
TO
ETR
PROVlW FOR I"R/_ISPORT OF
S_C ANO SUItASSFJ_|LIES TO
[TR RECORD TRANSPOrTA-
TION ENVI ROh_h'T
SIC bus, sep4rlhld _e_fm.
m'lels. Mepler, _bllterles Ird no
,flul_
TO DE DETERMINED
OFF
(ANTO_IA R[MOVED)
Ot'F
(_F
DRY
OFF
O_
(BATTERI£SANDSOLARPAND.S
REMg_ED)
ORY
DRY
INSTALLED
FOLDo
OFF
OFF IINCOI_.k"_ I
REMOV_O
k SHfPPtNG CONTAIN_S
it. TRANSPORTER
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
INSTALL SiC ON TRAN'S-
Pc_'r_
lOkO TP_MSPO_TER INTO
TRANSFER V_HICLE
SHIP
Figure 2-3:
VoyagerSpacecraft Bus Flight-
AcceptanceTestPlan /_
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FUNCTION
OBJECTIVE
PHYSICAL
CONFIGUR_-rIoIxI
FACI/ITIEC_
R_,DIO SUP, SYSTE PqS
TELEMETRY
DATA STOR/XGE
ANTENNa,
ATTITUDE REFE_ENCE_
AUTOPlLOT
REACTION CONTI:_OL
CENTRAL COMDUTER
SEQUENCE SiS
ELECTRICAL POWER SiS
1
RECEIVE AND
INSPECT SIC
AND
SUBA$SE MBLIE5
UnDICk n vlrl_ In_mtory IM
illa*erd cc,_lRlen lollowlng
shlp_
BUS LESS LOW GAIN & 2 HIgH
GAtN ANTENNAS. VHF AR'TIN_A,
MAG_M[TEI II_M, SOLAI
PANELS 121, ADAPTER & DATEERIES.
0/I MOTOR IS DUMMY
Siizlra_ CINcI_ut FlClllly
CLEAN ROOM
OFF
Off
O_
Oft
OFT
Off
OFT
CHECKOUT BUS
A%SE PIBL'Y A5
REQUIRED
Uncwer d_r"-,,,_ Item a_
correct
BUS COMPLBE WITH ADAPTER,
SOI.AR PA.NELS. TEST flkltellES,
ANTENNAS & BOOM ASSEMBLIES.
& SC II)ICE PAYLOAD
SGF
CL[/_I ROOM
M FON CHECKOUT AND SYSTEM TEST
ON
ON I[XTERHAL FOIt'R)
3
S PACECI?AF]"
BUS-CAPSULE
RF TESTS
V_l IFY S/C -CAP$IIIE
MAllS MOD_ OPII ATION
lie C,O_AT Im II- IIY)
SIC SEPNI ATE FROM
CAPSULE, RF LINK
I(TWItN 'I'WO.
sc_CL_ RO_
4
iNSTALL
FLIGHT
CAPSULE,
TEST, _ bEl'_TE
Instill I_d vlH_t tuncflorlll
clNblllly Ii CARlulI. INOTr.
CI_uW CI_clI_ _ In saNr WII
SANE AS I
SCF
CLEAN ROOAI
ON FO! CAPSllLE C_. REI_IV[S
ON COMMI/IDS FOR CAPSULE _0
Oil Oil FOR R_,AY OF DATA FROM
TEST MONITGRtNG POINTS •
()4 Oil
ON OTT (TEST VIA TEST CONNECTC_ SI
OFF OFT
Off
Off
OIT
ON FOR CAPSUtE C_. INTERRC_ATE
CAPSULE SUBSYSTEM STATUS &
RE1.Ay S RESPONSE
Oil EXT PWRI
IMID C OU_SE PPOPULSION t-'IS OFF LEAKAGEtests De: Oe:
ORBIT-i NSERTiON
P;:E:)PULSION SIS OFF OFF OFT off
STRUCTURE SUB%YSTEi_ mST_S.0 mSTALLm INSTALLED INSTALLED
MECHANICAL SUE_%Y_T E _v_ STORffD FONCTIONAL CHTCK AS REI_J IRED SC IENC[ BOOMS & PLATFORMSB(TER_&
TEMPEI_ATURE CONTROL 51S Oft co_Ro_sC_CKOm
off
O_
A. SAME kS lk, D, C, D, E, E, & H
k. ALIGN_'HT _[';;C[S.
8. SIC
C. SSTE
NA
A, SIC SIMUtATI_ lie STCI.
r B. OTHERS AS RED'O,
PYE()TECHN IC SUBSYSTE Y1
SCIENCE SUBSYSTEM
FI_,N DLI NG, Ti::;b_N 5 _:IO_TAT ION,
_. ,_I_41P_ING EQUIPMENT
, "TES"T E(iU_KAEN'T
L_UNCH- SUPPORT EQUI_
(IT
A. SIC SUPPORT FIXTURE
B. HANC4.1NG SLINGS.
C. COMFONENT INST. _1(_..
O. HANOL I1_ DOLLY.
E. PROTECTIVE COVER.
F. 5HIPPtNG CONTAINERS.
G. TRANSPORTER. L ACC_SSEQUI
I'L COMPONENT HOLDING FIXTLWES.
.. h'4S PE_ I0,_; e,?,uI_.
D. ALIGNNE_ FIXTURE.
C. JIGS.
D. ALIGNNENT OFVICE_,
51M UL/_,TO_
MAINTENANCE I SERVICE EQUIP
MI55tOl'q DEPENDENT EQUI _ NA
Oil IO(TERNK POYf_) TO SUPPLY
POWER FOR CAPSLI.E C/O.
A. SANE AS U_, E. I
ft. CAPSULET. S. 16TE)
Off
A. SANE AS D
Off Off
L Un_d from cart ke.
2. l_ o_ Trlnspor_ Vehk:le.
& Trlns_ to SCF
• UeI_I Ird p_ce De i_lndlln9
fMune.
_. _evo to clean _r_
6. U_rm ird r en'_ _'o_ctive
co_s.
7. Inst_ visu_ll_
8. Confirm conflqurl(Ioe
5U@FUNCTION
ESTIMATE
DURATION
A. INSTI. KITS
B. SERVICE EQUIP.
& MOF IN STC
1. INSTALL BUS ON TEST FIXTURE
2, INSTALLTEST BArflIES.
S. INSTALL SOLAR PANELS.
4. BUSISTC ELECTRICAL GROUND
CHECKOUT.
S. POWER-ON TEST S.
k SYSTEM TEST,
ON
SAM[ AS 2
& STC
NA I NA
i
i SANE AS 2
NA
S_ AS D
L TEST FLIGHT CAPSULE
OPER LOOP AND HADO-
lINE RF S IGNAL WITH
SIC TELECOMMUNICATIONS
i
; A. SAME AS 2
L I_lkl mchlnlcal Instaltillor_C_k grOUnd system ir_lgrlty,
3. Chick tllclr k:al system W
Ir_ertlcl
5
MOVE TO
FUEL ARE_,
PLul_mlM In I _ _'u.
SiC DUG l CAPSULE WITH
SCIEk_ PAYLOAD. AII_JMED
ON ADAPTER.
E'IR_Uff, SOT TO ESK
OFF
Off
Off
Off
OFF
Off
OFF
OFT
Off
OFT
OFF
INSTALLED
FOLDED
Off
Ote
Ote
A. SAM[AS IA, D, O, E,G
L LOld on c_rr _r.InsLeII _r _ective c_eer.
3, Trlnslorl to (S&
S IM'.LITOR
2 V_IIFY PROPER RF
AI"FOqlJAT IOil
- VERIW CAPSULE RF
P_ LrVTL
- VER I1_ CAPSULE TM
READOUT FOIl OPL_ LOOP
A_ HARD LINE MCOES
7. TEST FLIGHT ARTleSS
- _ IF_ CAPS _ TM
ALE M_DES.
• M_m cmae4ctlo_s.
5. Checkout c_psute vii CC&S.
,ERVICE 5_::
,ND MOVE
III led IrIssurTII tlmks.
ISTIII SOLID MIWON
t
IN%TALL
O_D NANCE
Vlrl_ c_r it't Instlllml_ d
p)TMIchnl¢ c_rd sysbln_ IM
ed_lls h conn_l_ Of dqr_e,.
¢ BUS l CAPSUI/WITH SrC flUS & CAPSULE WITH
;IOICZPAYLOA0. AlXJNff:D SCIENCIEPAYLOAD. MQUNTI:O
I ADAPTED. ON ADAPTFR.
ESA
CLEAN RO_
OFF OFF
Off OFF
OFF OFT
OFF OFT
OFT Off
O_ 0_T
OFF OFT
O@F
OFT FRT_N IEXTFRNAL PCW_I
OFF (_r
OFF OFF
INSTALLED INSTALLED
POL0[O FOLDIp
0_T OfT
I FINAL ,SCIENCE
PAYLOAD 4 ENGRG
DATA IN STRU-
MENTATION
CALl BI_ATI ON
CFRf II M srl ILltl
CRITICAL INSTRUE_t-
TAT ION CALIBRATION
9
MATF $/C
CAPSULE
INSTALL CAPSOL[ TO SIC
SAME AS 7. SAME AS ;.
ESA ESA
OR: OFF
ON OFF
1o
5/C - CA PSU LE
SYSTEM
TEST
IFY S/C - CAPSULE
OPEDATION
COMpLrTE Pt_t'TANy
VEHICLE
1!
,S/C WE IGI-IT
I_ALANICE
COil I1| S/C CE]ITI_
OF GIAVITY
SAAW AS T, U[5S
AOAPTED,
OFF
OFF
OFF
Om
OIT OFF
OFT OIT
ON OFF
ON (EXT. PWRI OFF
OFF O_
OFF O_
INSTALLED II_TALL£D
OFT OFF
O_ _BR
ON
ON
ON
ON
OFF
OFF
OFT
ON
OR EXT PlY)
OFF
OFT
INSTALLED
OFF
OFF
ESA
OFF
OFF
(IT
OFF
OFF
OfT
OFF
OfT
OFF
INSTALLED
OFF
(3IT
OIT OITJON
OFT OfF
k. SA_ ASIA, FAG
A. PYROTECHNIC
SUBSYSTEM TIS
A. SAME AS IA. E
k. CAPSULE IS
A, SAME AS 1|, £. I
A. WEIGHT/gAL. EQUIP.
OFF ") Oer
i OFF \_ o_
A. SAME AS [A, E, I A. SAME AS I
A. CALIBUATION
EQUIPE_T HA
k _ST LEADS
NA
NA NA
NA NA
NA NA
]. CONNECT STD. CALIB- I. HOIST CAPSULE INTO
RATION EQUIP. TO POSITION
INSTRU_. 2, t/_KE ID,.ECT.
2, VERIFY PRO@ED CONNECTIONS
CALIBRATION • 3, PERFORM MECHA N ICAL
RECORD CALIBR. DATA #AITING
4. DISCONNECT CALIB.
(QUIPMEN[,
LOF REO'D ED FUEL & SERVICE A. LCE REQ'D TO INSTALL ORDNANCE A,. LCECO_MANO. POIk_R
& _1ORITON £QUIPMDIT NA
SAME AS Z
NA
SANE AS
SFRVICE EQU IPHR_I
NA NA
A. SAME AS ?.
L YFRIFY CAPSULE PO_
L£VEL
2, EXERCISE SIC CC&S
3. VFR ;FY HAND LINE
AND OPEN LC_@ T.M.
Connect protecfl_ devices.
Cormlcl servklng IlqulpmenL
TrlnsN_ flukis.
l I'J_ nlc'l lines.
PROPULSION SYSTEM
LEAK CHECK
_ANSPORT TO TEST
REALIGN F_ORULSION
L Check ordnance clrcuRs
wRh slmul_oes.
2, Insblll dev_:es.
3. Mike conn_s
NA
NA
1. RECORD SICWT. FROM
THREE LOAD CELLS.
7. ROTATE SIC ]_" AND
RECORD WT.
]L ROTATE SIC _O_ANO
R£CONO WT.
• CALCUL, C.G. OF
X-Y pLAN[
5. PFRFORM ABOV[ TEST
FOR Z AXIS C.G.
D[TED MINAT IOR.
BOHIN_
iT_ F IklAL
I TNRUST VECTOR
N.IG_I TNRU _" AXIS
SAJ_E AS 7.
ISA
_ MAGNETIC
OFF
OR:
MAPPI NG
PLAN E-1"AR_'
VE_ _CLE
MAP MAGEt'T IC FIELO FOg _
ROT AT IO_ AJIOUT 30RTHONONAL
JL'(ES. Dn'ERMINC _ECT OF S/C
_ECTR ICAL CURRENT FLOW ON
MAGNETIC FIB.O AS MEASURED A1
MAGNETO_EIl[R,
COMPt_rI"E PLANCT/_q Y V_'_ ICU[
DEPLOYED IN CRUISE CONFIG.
_N_. _ECTR ICAL
SUPPLIED _ INVEDN_. PO_t_?:
MAGNETIC SHIQ.O ROOM
D2-82 709-3
14
IN_TALL
NOSE FAiRiNG
AND SEAL
Est_lkh k_ or
SIC from Im'er n_l emlrlmmn#.
15
FINAL
CNECKOUT
Vm'lP/p_F_nu¢_ d shro_ RE
cou_ *_ final systwn rdwt ra.
TINIIN NOSEFAIRING. INTELLIGENCE INPUT
&lAG PUT VIA UMBILICAL & SLAV[
COF_LETE PLANETARY S/C._LE.ANTENNAS. LOCATED IN LAB WITH LC_
SIMIJI-ATORS. RF LINE TO DSIF AVAIL-
COMPIL'I[ PLANETARy S/C _CAP SULATED
ESA
TRZ,,NSPO_T
TO PAD
O_iv_,r p_t_a to LWn_rmr.
PLANETARy CAPSULE COk_LET_ &
ENCAPSULATED IN NOSE FAIRING.
FAllING ENCLOSED AREA PURGED
& PRESSURIZED.
:'M_O_JTE, ESA TO L_H COMPLE)
tIA TRANSPORTER.
OFF OFTiO_ OFF ON OIT
OFT O_/ON OCT ON OFF
OFT OFF/ON OFF ON OFT
OFF_I OFF ON OfT
O_r
OFF
GET
GET_O_
OFF
OCT ON
OFF OFF OFT
OFF ON OFFOFF OFF/ON
OFT OFF/ON IEXTER NA1 PO_RR I OFF ON IEX_ERNAL POWERI (_c
or; OET OFF OFF OFF
INSTALLED
FOLGEO FOLDED FOLDED
OFF OFF
OFF OfT OFT
O_T GEE/ON " OfF
A. SAME AS IA, B, E, F&G
SST[
OfT OFF
INSTALLED INSTALLED
A. ENVIRONW_NTAL
CONTROL
A. SAME AS IG
A. SAME AS l_.
B. ENVIRONMENTAL
; CONTROL
A. SIC TO LAUNCH CO_°L[X
OFF EXTENDED
OFF OfF
OfT OFF
OFF OFTtON
A. SAM[AS A,B,D,G
HA
A. MAGNETIC _RPING
EONIPMENT
B. SAME AS IOA
SAME AS I B&DK SAME AS IB, E. I
A. ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTROL
NA NA NA B. SIC to LV NA
A. SAME AS 2
NA NA NA NA
!-
A. MDE AT OSIF 7|
NA NA NA & SFOF NA
I. MOUNT PLANnARY V[HIGEE ON
MAPPING CART.
: 2. INSTALL IN MAGNETIC SHIED
I DOOM.
3. OPIATE COMPLETE SIC THRU
SIMUL SEOUENCE.
4. RECORD MAGN_OM. DATA.
$. OPERATE VEHICLE THRU SIMEA._I
6. RECORD MAGNETOM. OATA
MAGNETOM. DATA AT POINTS.
T. WITH ALL S-S'S OFF, ROTATE SIc
ABOUT EACH OF _ AXES. RECORO
I. Co_ ne£t LCE slmUhlllO¢ to
u_tHliclL
_. P_el" SIC lind rldlMe to
DSIF 71 _or wllu_.lOn _1
d_ at _OC.
3. Comrn_nd CC&S Chec_o_L
4. Evmu_e SIC-to-shrou_
I. _ rnlcl_mlcal Indalllllon.
Purge enclpsullled irH
wRh G
3, Ch_k_sure r_t_ s_te_t
circuit/
ATTITUDE CONTROL
NOZZLES
PULS ION THRUST
CHAMBER
L Olscone, lct test IqulpmenL
7. Llmd Im carrier.
1 Install prol_ctlve mwices.
A _e _ I_unch _m.
_. Transfer _ LV IntlgrMmg
contractor.
ure 2-4:
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Voyager- Assembly and Checkoutat ETR
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FUNCTION
OBJECTIVE
PHYS ICAL
CONFIGURAT I0 N
I Z 3
MATE ENCAPSULATED _5 CO_
PLANETARY VEHICLE I TESI -- DER_STR AT ION
TO LAUNCH VEHICLE I_ TO AUTOMATIC SEQUEk_)
_k
................ I VERI_¢ _OF P.V. i ENSURE AND DEMONSTRATE
INTEGRATE PLANETMY i WITH LCE & RANGE, AND VERIFY COE_ATIBILn'Y OFTHETOTAL
ACTUAL EOU IPMENT AND PER S_kHEL
VEHICLEVEHIGI'ETO LAUNCH _i SAFETY OF ORDNAE_ CIRCU ITS ]t INVOLVER DURI_ LAUNCH
i
AND TO PARASITIC ANTENNAS
,FLE].EG & LOADED WITH ORDNANCE i ON SERVIC'E TOWER. EXCEPT
DURING OPEN LOOp RF TESTS
....................................
LAUNCH PAD LAUNCH PADFACILITIES
RADIO SUBSYSTEM o. ....
TELEMETRYSUBSYSTEA........ OFF ' ONIOFF -
DATA STORAGE OF' .... -'- --
ANTENNA SUBSYSTEM STOWED STOV_D
LAUNCH PAD
_OFF
STO'_D
I 4
F-I-DAY
OffNATIOFIS
ABLISH OR VER FINAL
READINESS FOR LAUNCH
SAME AS 2
Off
OFF
ATTITUDE REFERENCE OFF ON. ONIOFF OFF
._ AUTOP ILOT SUBSYS o,, ON,o_ _ o,
_-, REACtiON CON-TROL o_ _ _-
C_ SU_M _ _IOFF ____91OFF _____ __ ..... _--F
ELECTRICAL POWER- ....... _; _; ON,.,_._;_,_ o.
STRUCTURE SUBSYSTEM N,.... __. N,A
TEMP CONTROL OFF OFT J OFT OFT
OFF (SAFETIEDII
m,m
',mC
,
PYROTECHN ICS i OFF OFF | OFF 6AFTiIED,
_NCE-SUBSYST-EM i.... o. _ - ON'_- _ _ioF!_- -_..........o.
l
C. MECHANICALSAF[TYEQUIP, A. ACCESS EQUIPMENT • SAMEAS_, L A. SAMEAS;'
HANDLING EQUIPMENT o.,_ss--- ..... _,NGSL,NGSL SLING SETS C. PROTECTIVE COVERS
F. INTINLATIONKIT_ -- O. SAFTTYEq4JIPIHENTMECF_ --.
G. PROTECT IVE COVERS
TEST EQU!PMENT
MDE
LCE
i HARDWARE
......... A-AU. BLOCKHOUSE ; -" "
A. UMBILICAL S_ A. SAIVlE AS _.LAUNCH PAD iCE
B. COMPUTER INTERFACE
_ [_llLt_".
A. COMMAND PROCESSING A. SAiHE AS 2.
EQU IPI_ENT
B. SUBCARRIER DEMODULATOR
NIA & DATA RECONSTRUCTOR
C, MASTER DECOANJTATOR
& FRAME SYNCHRONIZER
NIA NIA / NIA
r.......... IL MECHANICALLy MATE VEHICLE L SEQUENOF C/D AND L/g.,_HZ CHECK ALL PINS OF INTER- FUNCTIONS.
FAG _NG CONNECTORS FOR PROPER 2. DE TEST WITH RANGE VIA
VOLTAGE O ISTR II_UTION PAR AS ITIC ANTENNAS I
), CONNECTUMNILICALS _L OPERLOOPRFTEST
• VERIFY ENVIRONM[NTAL 4. UMBILiCAL_JEOTION
CONTROL SUPPLY FROM CENTAUR I DE/AONSOTATION
5. PERFORM POWER ON 1lIST
: tlOM lCC
1
i
i
SUBFUNCTIONS
ESTIMATED DURATION
L
-_-_;_ AS_.
I _ SAME AS ?.
k. SAME AS 7, 8. ir_ 9
L RF CHECKSINSERUMENTATION CHECK
(
SUB SYSllEMS 9
HT)fllT(_ & CONTROL IHTEGRAI_ MISSION
PLANETARY VEHICLE CONTROl.
i l
SELr-Ev t DENT
IN BOOST PHASE
SELF-EVIDENT
IN DOOST PHASE
ON ON
ON ON
OFTIONIOFF ! OFF i OFF OFF
STOWED STOH_D STO_£D STOWED
I
OFFIONIO_-T OFF i OFF OFF
" _ ......... t ...........................
ON OFT _ i OFF 1 OFF O_T
................... l_ --¥ ......OFFIONIOFF OFF OFF
OFt:ION GRD pOVIt_RI l ON (DA_['RY) ......
BATTEry) ON (BATTERYI ON (BATTERY)
...... a- ........... _. ............ t|
OFF OFF J OFF OFF
p
!
OFF r I
I _ t _ OFE
f
NIA
1 NIA NIA NIA
........................... .........STORED STOWED STOW£D ' STO_RD
OFF OFF : OPT OFT
OFF (SAFTT lEDIAR MED) J
OFF (ARMED) OFT (ARMED) OFF (AR MEDI
OFFIONIOFF _1 OFT OFT OFT
NA NIA [ NIA NIA
I
NIA i NIA NIA
SAME AS c,
HA NA NA
A. SUBCAREIERDEMOOULATON A. SAMEAST. *
A DATA RECONSTRUCTOR g. COM.'t_ND PROCES S ING EQU IP. I
B. MASTER DECOMMUTATOR i
& FRAME SYNCHRONIZER _i NA
C. COMPUTER IHTEIRFACEEQIJIP. I
O. ALARMDISPLAY PANEL q
i i
............... _ ...... d
AM[ AS 7, 8, and 9 i A. TELEJVEHTY DATA HANDLING k. C_ND PROCESS ING PROGRIA_S
I PROGRAMS (OSIF) _, TELEMETRY DATA HAi_)EING PROC_AMS
i B. TELEMETRY PROC_SSINGAND _- TELEMETRYPROCESSING&DATA 4 k. SAMEAS R
DATA HA NDLING PROGRAMS HANDLING PROCRAM$ E T IME CORRELAT ION PROGRAM.
i (SFOF) ). FLIGHT PATH ANALYSIS FRC_RA S "
SFACECRAFT PERFORMANCE
ANALYSIS PROGR AM5
! L" MONITOR '_MPE]_ATURES L PROVIO£ TIME CORII_.ATION
MEVALUATEDATOSIFTI / I L DATATRANSMITTEOTODSIF& |_NIEENSIC&GMERANGE TRACK ING STAT IONS 7. MON ITON ELECTRI C AL PCqME_
:IEMCEfSTEMCHECKOUTsuBsYSTEM--/ I _ eECEWE Tim OATA SUlSYSTE" PHTFONAVU_ Z PROVl_ FOe FO_m_ Oe
• CO_V_IITFONTRANSMISSION 3, OE'DE_MINESTATUSOFCRITICAL COM#AANDSFOR SEP_ATKHT
CALIBRATION /
IGHT CAPSULE CH_K£O i •TO MO_ lLCCTRANSMIT CO_ORIENTS POR TRE]qlD D ATA & CON_rIGLIIRAT ION COMTi_X
_FROM IHTERNAL 5. ENTER IE'TO COt/P UT_ S
_. STORE ,
T. PROCESS DATA _ON REAL TIME
DISPLAY & ALANM MORIITOR ING
CHECKS, TOWE]_ REMOVED .
f ITCDNTERNAL POWET_ Figure 2-5:
D2-82709-3
OSERequirements
Launch Operations
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Q_
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CY
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I--
ev-
O
_.1
Z
O
i
e,v"
La.J
Q..
O
FUNCTION
FACILITIES
COMMAND AND
TIM DATA
HANDLING
FLIGHT PATH
ANALYS IS AND
CONTROL
SIC PERFORMANCE
AND CONTROL
SUBFUNCTIONS
EST. DURATION
HARDWARE
SOFTWARE
HARDWARE
SOFTWARE
HARDWARE
SOFTWARE
!
ACQU IRE ENG INEER ING
& SCIENTIFIC DATA
ON SIC POS IT ION,
SUBSYSTEM STATUS,
SCIENTIFIC DATA
DSIF l SFOF
DOV_ICONVERTE 1
• TELEMETRY DEMOD=A"
ULATION EQUIP• |
• TELEMETRY DECO_- B
MUTATION & FORMat-' DATA PROCE!
ALARM DISPL_
PANELS I
NON-R_L TIME
TING EQUIP. ING EQUIP.
. COMPUTER INTE
FACE EQUIP• TIM PROCESSING
i & DATA HANDL- I
A_TELEMETRY ING PROGRAM IDATA
4ANDLING PROGRA
I
i
I NIA NIA
i
I
I NIA NIA
NIA NIA
NIA NIA
L RATA TRANSMITTED TO DS IF
REcE lyE TIm DATA
!% RECORD DATA FOR NON-REAL
TRANSMISSION
CONVERT FOR TRANSMISSION
S. TRANSM T TO SFOF
ENTER INTO COMPUTER
7. STORE DATA
PROCESS DATA FOR REAL TIME
DISPLAY AND ALARM MONITOR-
ING.
PROCESS DATA FOR NON-REAL
TIME ANALYSIS,
1
2
ANALYZE DATA
T_ .................... T
! 3 4
', MONITOR & CONTROL PLANETARY
i
VEHICLE, AND SIC BUS AND
CAPSULE
INTEGRATE MISS ION
CONTROL
DSIF SFOF
i
I
NIA
NIA
NIA NIA
A. FLIGHT PATH i
NIA ANALYSIS !
PROGRAM
]
NIA
NIA
DSIF SFOf DSIF '_ SFOf
...... A:TE_.E-CO_N_...........
A. ALARM IA. SAME AS L A. SAME AS L
' DISPLAY FANEL IB. COMAND PROC CATIONS |
ESSING EQUIP. , SIMULATOR ] NIA
A. SAME ASL _. SAMEASL lA. SAME ASL
tB. COM,VLAND PRO_"
I ESSING PROGRA M NIA NIA
! NIA I NIA NIA NIA
[ A. SAME AS 2.
A. SAME AS 2.
NIA i NIA
I i
i NIA i NIA NIA
NIA NIA i
6. SIC PERFORM-: i A. SAME AS 2. ........ i_, _AME-A'S'Z.--_
: B. MISSION INTE-
ANCE ANALYSI_ i GRATION & CON-
PROGRAM N/A k NIA TROL PROGRAM
i TIME CORRELA-
TION
i EVENTS LIST
-I.--ACQUiI_EPOSITIIONOF-SiC AND F-]." MONIToRTEMP AND PREDICT[ - 1. PROVIDETI_CORRELATION
PREDICT ORBIT COMPONENT TEMP. AND THERMAL BETWEEN SIC AND GMT
2. VERIFY ORBIT AND POSITION CONSTRAINT VIOLATIONS 2. PROVIDE FOR FORMATTING OF
3. DETERMINE CORRECTION 2. MONITOR ELECTRICAL POWER COMM_DS AND SIMULATION
4. UPDATE ORBIT STATUS PERFOR MANCE AND PREDICT . TEST BEFORE TRANSMISS ION TO
5. COMPUTE STATUS OF VELOC ITY FUTURE PERFORMANCE . i SIC
CONTROL REMAIN/NG 3. MON ITOR GAS CONSUMPT ION
6. COMPUTE CAPSULE SEPARATION 4. MONITOR & PREDICT
MANEUVER COMMUN I CAT ION SYSTEM S IGNAL
7. DET.ERMINF ORBIT STATUS MARGIN
8. MANEUvERDETERMINEORB T INSERTION 5. TRIDENTir"YACKERS STAR ACQUIRED BY
9. DETERMINE MARTIAN ORBIT
P AR Ah'_'I"ER S
10. DETERMINE AII'ITUDE CONTROL
COMMANDS FOR PHOTOS
IL DETERMINE STATUS AND PREDICT
STATUS OF CR IT I CAL COMPONENTS
Figure 2-6:
OSERequirementsMission ions
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As shown in Figure 2-1 before assembly and testing of the proof test
model (PTM)9 spacecraft subsystems are assembled into an engineering
model to demonstrate compatibility of subsystems and with prototype
OSE. Concurrently_ subsystems are subjected to type approval testing
(TAT) and development tests on structural_ thermal_ and dynamic models
of the Spacecraft Bus. These models are also used to demonstrate
compatibility with assembly_ handling, and shipping equipment.
After completion of subsystem TAT, subsystems are subjected to flight
acceptance tests (FAY) and then assembled into proof test models (PYM)
for design verification tests. Following the completion of these
tests9 one of the PTM's is shipped to ETR for early demonstration of
compatibility with OSE at the test range facilities, including STC_ LCE
and NH3E at the launch operations system (LOS)9 mission operations sys-
tem (MOS), and DSIF Station 71.
After design verification_ other subsystems that have completed TAT
are assembled into flight spacecraft, which are then subjected to flight
acceptance tests at the spacecraft level. The science package is then
installed_ a prototype flight capsule is mated with the bus_ and
additional tests are performed. After the tests have been completed,
_k
_,,e capsule is removed and the spacecraft shipped to ETR.
At ETR, the flight spacecraft is run through functional tests at the
spacecraft assembly facility (SAF). These tests are run with and with-
out the flight capsule to verify that these units are compatible and
that flight readiness has not been impaired since completion of FAT.
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Following these operations, the capsule is removed and sent through
appropriate facilities for sterilization and servicing. The spacecraft
is sent to the ESA for further processing.
At the ESA, the dummy orbit injection motor is replaced by a live motor,
the capsule reinstalled, and magnetic mapping performed. The capsule
is then removed. The spacecraft is serviced, pyrotechnics installed,
weight and balance data taken, motor alignment and thrust vector
calibrations made9 and limited functional testing performed. The
capsule is again mated to the spacecraft and final weight and balance
and thrust vector alignment operations are completed. The nose fairing
is installed and pressurized and the completed nose fairing and Planetary
Vehicle are moved to the launch complex for installation on the launch
vehicle.
9
q
Operations on the Planetary Vehicle (PV) as installed on the launch
vehicle involve monitoring of PV subsystems and limited exercising of
selected subsystems to ensure flight readiness. This is accomplished
primarily through the RF links with backup by umbilical connection for
critical functions.
After launch and injection into transit trajectory, command control of
the PV is performed from the $FOF, and engineering trajectory and
science data are transmitted back to the $FOF through the DSIF tracking
stations for all flight phases of the mission.
2-18
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The results of the flow analyses are displayed on the matrix charts
(Figures 2-2 through 2-6) and provide an index to itemizing and
describing specific equipment.
Detailed functions are shown across the top of each matrix chart for
each of these five matrices. To establish the requirements for test
and other operations within each function, the objective or goal of
each function, the operations or subfunctions, and the configuration
of each test were defined. Each of these described functions was then
analysed with respect to various kinds of equipment that make up the
categories of OSE. The usage of OSE was then indicated by appro-
priate entries in the matrices.
2.2 OSE DESIGN PARAMETERS
The analysis performed relative to test flow resulted in identifica-
tion of the need for various OSE. Along with this, the program con-
straints and requirements were identified. Using these as a basis and
the flow sequence as a guide, concepts and characteristics of each of
the categories of OSE were established and design restraints defined.
The results of this study are included in Tables 2-i through 2-4.
These tables provide the basis for the OSE designs presented in the
following sections of this document.
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Program Con
1971 Voyager mission will use two launch pads(
A total launch period of 45-60 days will be pro,
Three flight-ready Planetary Vehicles will be mc
System run time on the spare Planetary Vehicle i
AFETR facilities at Cape Kennedy, Florida, will
Pre-launch assembly and checkout will be condu
flight spacecraft.
An explosive safe facilTty (ESF/ESA) will be use.
final spacecraft alignments, installation of other
Spacecraft and Planetary Vehicle, Planetary Vel
DSN requirements are as defined in Jet Propulsic
Range Safety requirements are as defined in AFE"
Communications link to support the various mode
requirements of range safety as well as those of c
OSE Environmental Condltions--The environmen
"Preliminary Voyager 1971 Specifications"
;traints Affecting OSE
AFETR Pads 34 and 37B)
ided with a daily firing window of two hours.
de ready for each launch-- one on each pad plus one spare
required For acceptance of all flight spares.
be used for launch and pre-launch operations.
:ted at the Spacecraft Checkout Facility (SCF) for the
for flight capsule sterilization, propellant gas loading,
hazardous components, magnetic mapping of. Flight
icle encapsulation in the Launch Vehicle nose fairing.
n Laboratory Document EPD-283
'RP-80-2.
of operations are provided to comply with the EM!
II pre-launch activities.
for OSE is as defined in JPL Project Document 45
,8'OfJ,,AI/'O
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Table 2-I:
MISSION
DEPENDENT
EQUIPMENT
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
LAUNCH
COMPLEX
EQUIPMENT
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
A
X
SYSTEMS
TEST
COMPLEX
X
X
X
X
X
ASSEMBLY,
HANDLING
& SHIPPING
EQUIPMENT
X
X
X
SUB-
SYSTEM
TEST
EQUIPMENT
X
X
X
v
X
X
X
X
X X
X
X X
X X
SIMU LATOR
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
SPECIAL
SYSTEM
LEVEL
EQUIPMENT
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Program F
All flight space systems (including spares)must b(
Data from the Planetary Vehicle while on the lau
Test equipment and environmental Facilities provi
its subsystem.
The flight telemetry data list must be sufficient fi
mode identification.
All test data must be in a format for computer en
OSE Planetary Vehicle Safety--All OSE will be
Planetary Vehicle before being connected to any
following:
I) Proof loading--All AHSE (including facili
2) Electrical Compatibillty--Planetary Vehlc
3) Inclusion of fail-safe featuresmSTC, LCE,
Two fundamental approaches are used to govern t
The approaches are summarized as fol lows:
I) Zero Net Current in Minimum Cross-Secti(
This approach states that the total net curr
the cross-sectional area of each cable bun
that: (I) each outgoing line must be route
equal the return current. Application of t
a) Minimize common mode current;
b) Minimize generated magnetic fields;
c) Minimize susceptibility to magnetic fil
d) Eliminate ground loops.
2) Elimination of Common Impedance
This approach implies that circuit element_
their interference characteristics, then grc
circuit returns must be separated from sign,
separate from low-level signal returns. A I
coupling.
Viequ ements Affecting OSE
I i
; individually flight acceptance tested.
nch pad is obtained via an RF link and hard line.
de beyond-design-limits testing of the spacecraft and
I
_r subsystem performance and trend evaluation and failure
!
•ry and processing, for real time evaluation as appropriate.
tested and approved as being safe to use with any
Planetary Vehicle. Such tests will include the
"y equipment)
le, with STC, LCE, BCE, and special testing equipment
AHSE, environmental test equipment
he design of power, signal and control distribution networks.
real Area
=,nt in each cable bundle shall be equal to zero, and that
"lle shall be minimized. Within cable bundles it requires
:1 adjacent to its return; and (2) each outgoing current must
1is rule is intended to accomplish the following:
_lds;
, equipment and ' _Asuosystems be grouped according ,v
und referenced singly or by group. For example, power
,I returns; and high-level signal returns must be kept
_plication of this rule is intended to minimize hard wire
SION
ENDENT
EQUIPMENT
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
LAUNCH
COMPLEX
EQUIPMENT
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
SYSTEMS
TEST
COMPLEX
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
ASSEMBL_'
HANDLII_
SHIPPING
EQUIPMEI'
X
X
X
80f/',AI/'G
Sl
I_J_STEM
TEST
EQUIPMENT
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Table2-2:
SIMULATORS
X
X
X
X
X
SPECIAL
SYSTEM
LEVEL
EQUIPMENT
X
X
X
X
X
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WProgram Req
Protective Treatment--When materials are use,
subject to deterioration when exposed to climo
intended usage, they are to be protected in a
mance requirements of the Voyager program.
Fungus Proofing--The use of fungi nutrient ma
cannot be avoided, fungi-nutrient materials w
from exposure.
Electrolytic Corrosion--Dissiml lar metals are r
against electrolytic corrosion.
OSE Power--All elements of the OSE operate
source and/or 120-208 volt, 400 cps, 3 _ four-
an appropriate overload protective device. Tk
and the transient effects of power switching no
takes the form of isolation introduced at the pc
quadruply shielded isolation transformer (such
required.
Jir{ nts Affecting OSE
"] in the construction of the ground equipment that are
itic and environmental conditions likely to occur during
"nanner that will permit them to comply with the perfor-
:erial is to be avoided. Where the use of these materials
II be pretreated with an acceptable fungicide, or shielded
_ot to be used in intimate contact unless suitably protected
from a 105-125 volt, 60 cps, I ,g , three-wire power
•wire power sources. Each rack or group of racks has
e AC power distribution lines are protected from noise
•mally performed by subsystem OSE. This protection
werinput terminals of each item of OSE. Atriplyor
as the Topaz Transformer Products series) is used where
WMl bN
DEPENDENT
EQUIPMENT
X
X
X
X
LAUNCH
COMPLEX
EQUIPMENT
X
X
X
X
SYSTEMS
TEST
COMPLEX
X
X
X
X
ASSEMB
HANDLI
SHIPPIN
EQUIPM
]NT
SUB-
SYSTEM
TEST
EQUIPMENT
II
X
X
X
X
BOI/'NO
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Table 2.2: Cont.
SIMULATORS
X
X
X
X
SPECIAL
SYSTEM
LEVEL
EQUIPMENT
X
X
X
X
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OSE CONCEPTSAN
The Centaur VHF telemetry signals are monitored to _
the Planetary Vehicle is on the launch pad.
A Voyager OSE Packaging Standards Manual, to be i
mechanical and electronic packaging techniques and
OSE design.
System level, end-to-end tests are performed on the
simulated, or separated, simulating mission operatio_
All OSE circuits which monitor flight telemetered fu
spacecraft and/or Planetary Vehicle simulate the vel
from spacecraft subsystem through CC&S).
The design of all OSE test sets assures that stimuli se
or not the measured response is good or bad. This a
The STC includes as a minimum, major subassemblie!
subsystem test sets are designed such that this STC in
a system level test set which is efficient and conven
All OSE cabling used in testing the functions exerci:
simulates the LCE cabling impedance.
STC's are assigned to individual spacecraft as are tes
STC's are transportable in combined complexes (with
can be handled with AHAS and commercially availak
STC concept minimizes realignment, and recalibratic
OSE test control method is by mechanized sequencer
and pre-acceptance level test is permitted where cos
OSE in contact with sterile spacecraft equipment is
of potential increases in sterilization requirements a
Volume B .)
All OSE test equipment is capable of being interch
parts with same part number will be identical in Form
OSE for a given system or subsystem is of the same d_
on all units concurrently.
w,RACTERISTiCS
_,erify Planetary Vehicle S-band telemetry data when
developed during Phases IB and II, will define the
equipment standards which will be applied on all
complete spacecraft with the Capsule instal led,
1 modes.
nctions at the subsystem level in the spacecraft bus,
icle circuitry of those functions (i.e., circuit path
_uenclng is independent of the decision of whether
Lows out-of-tolerance condition displays or printout.
of the various OSE subsystem test sets (SSTE). The
tegration can be readily accomplished, providing
ent to operate and maintain.
ed during prelaunch checkout or launch-monitoring
t teams to form an integral test complex. In addition
simple interfaces allowing separation into packages which
le handling equipment. The combined or integrated
n.
with manual override. Deviations at the acceptance
t or reliability reasons justify.
designed to prevent recontamination. (OSE in support
Naits the results of analysi_ discussed in Section 3.3,
-,nged with test equipment of the same design. All
fit and function.
_ign configuration. Change control will be exercised
MI/; N I
DEP'LWI_DENT
EQUIPMENT
X
X
X
X
X
I
LAUNCH
COMPLEX
EQUIPMENT
X
X
X
X
X
X
SYSTEMS
TEST
COMPLEX
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
I ASSE_
HANI
SHIPF
EQUI
X X
X X X
X X X
_BL_
LII'_
NG
MENT
SUB-
SYSTEM
TEST
EQUIPMENT
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Table2-3:
SPECIAL
SIMULATORS SYSTEM
LEVEL
EQUIPMENT
X
X
X X
X
X
X
X X
X X
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I
Supplemental testing is included for fault detecHc
data and maintenance requirements.
OSE functional test equipment capabi lity is dictat
extreme test capability.
The flight telemetry data llst is included as a minl
as required at the individual test levels from the
OSE designs are established for the total ground p
this includes the various unique data requirement:
merits.
All test (and monitoring) data is provided in quan
data only. This does not rule out supplemental di i
conditions.
OSE test equipment (in combination with Test Pro
of its interfaces and loads to achieve repeatable
For trend data purposes, OSE provides permanent
at the system, subsystem, and spares level of I) e '
running time on the test article, 4) associated shi
OSE Personnel SaFety--The OSE is designed to m
testing, pressure bottle filling, installation and c
O
i ndg llharacter ist its
.n and diagnostic troubleshooting and to satisfy trend
_d by the requirements for the tests requiring the most
imum for ground testing and is amplified and supplemented
launch pad back to factory.
rocessing sequence from manufacture through launch,
and as indicated above the pertinent flight measure-
Htative terms (or digital equivalent) and not as go/no-go
splays or printouts showing alarms or out-of-tolerance
.cedure) provides realistic simulations to the test article
est results within close tolerances.
data records on all articles when transported or operated
rent location, 2) test article identification, 3) elapsed
_plng, handling, storage and/or test conditions.
inlmize hazards to personnel during hoisting, handling,
_nnection of squibs, and rocket propellant loading.
vDEPENDENT
EQUIPMENT
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
LAUNCH
COMPLEX
EQUIPMENT
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
SYSTEMS
TEST
COMPLEX
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
ASSEMBI.
HANDLII
SHIPPIN_
EQUIPMI
X
X
X
X
X
X
VBOf/',/I/'G
' &_ UB-
",IT EQUIPMENT
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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X
X
X
X
X
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SPECIAL
SYSTEM
LEVEL
EQUIPMENT
X
X
X
X
X
qll
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O
OSE I
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ShieldingmShielded cables, twisted pair or other
of and susceptibi Iity to electromagnetic interFeren(
I) RF (above 150 Kc) shields are referenced to ,
a) At both ends when coaxial transmission I
b) At both ends and at intermediate points
between intermediate ground points is nc
2) Audio (below 150 Kc) shields are referenced
is called out in the appropriate equipment sF
3) The electrical continuity of shields is maintc
between the signal source and load. Conne(
to the associated signal and signal return.
4) The shield pigtail length used For grounding
5) All shielding is insulated to avoid inadverter
Wiring and CablingmCables are, in general, clas
first contains power leads and other switching tran.,
leads. These two groups are kept in separate cabh
distance sufficient to minimize noise transfer.
When all pins on a cable connector are not utilize,
All unshielded spare leads are to be connected to (
capacitive effect is detrimental.
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_r • i i •. • i
vat" conslaerea criTiCal to the Voyager mission.
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_ducible using industrial standards of manufacturing.
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lee or circuit card level item. The parts and assemblies
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and with minimum adjustments. Functional adjust-
e clearly defined in the maintenance and operating
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2.3 SYSTEM LEVEL OSE DESIGN CRITERIA
System Level OSE is that operational support equipment which is primarily
intended to support the spacecraft system, including the assembly, handling,
and shipping equipment (AHSH), the system test complex (STC), the launch
comples equipment (LCH) and the mission dependent equipment (MDH) of
the deep-space network (DSN). Subsystem test equipment is primarily
intended for support of spacecraft subsystems and to provide the major
assemblies for incorporation into LCE and STC as required.
2.3.1 Mission Dependent Equipment (MDH)
The mission dependent equipment at the deep space network (DSN) site will
provide the following:
z)
2)
3)
4)
Telemetry and command subsystem interfaces at DSIF;
Computer programs to process telemetry and command data stations.
Computer programs for real-time processing of telemetry data at the
SFOF.
Computer programs for near-real-time and non-real-time analysis of
spacecraft performance, orbit, maneuvers, etc.
The designation of a piece of equipment as mission-dependent places the
constraint that an identical unit be provided for all systsn tests and for
the prelaunch checkout. This equipment must be used in the test complex for
all functional operations which the equipment would normally provide at the
DSN. An exception to this is that MDE at the SFOF will not always be
duplicated. This equipment, while checked out itself, is not used at all
STC stations.
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The mission dependent equipment will support the following mission
operating system functional requirements:
i) Determine from launch-to-mission termination the spacecraft
position and volocity as a function of time;
2) Generate prediction information for tracking the spacecraft
and capsule;
3) Control the spacecraft and capsule by transmission of appro-
priate commands;
4) Determine flight path corrections and generate the necessary
command to accomplish flight path correction maneuvers;
5) Hvaluate the effects of aiming-point deviations, orbit devia-
tions, or equipment nonstandard performance upon the objectives
of the mission;
6) Coordinate and maintain contact between the SHOF and the DSIH
tracking stations;
7) Monitor and analyze telemetry data to evaluate spacecraft
and capsule performance.
2.3.2 Launch Complex Hquipment
The launch complex equipment (LCE) is that equipment which monitors
and conditions the spacecraft defined in Volume A for launch, and
hence must have the following characteristics:
l)
2)
3)
Permit complete exercising of all prelaunch functions;
Afford monitoring in real-time of the spacecraft behavior!
Incorporate capability for prelaunch testing of the flight
capsule;
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4)
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Afford test repeatability;
Have self-check capability prior %o and during test without
test interruption.
The launch complex includes all units of mission dependent equipment
for all functional operations which the MDE would normally provide
at the DSIF's except the frequency down converter.
2.3.3 System Test Complex
The system test complex is the equipment which provides the capability
to test spacecraft from initial assembly through a complete test
program up to and including part of the launch operations. This
equipment will
i) Permit complete exercising of all spacecraft mechanical and
electrical functions;
2) Afford monitoring in real-time of the spacecraft behavior_
3) Have self-check capability prior to and during test without
test interruption_
4) Be capable of independently testing one or more subsystems
at a time, as well as the entire spacecraft_
5) Provide real-time test records with the following information:
a) Name of test;
b) Function exercised_
c) Time_
d) Edited data with indications of questionable data_
6) Afford test repeatability;
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Provide for detection of failures. The fault isolation need
only to be a subsystem level_
Provide a record of accumulated test time on overall spacecraft
equipment_
Include all units of mission dependent equipment for all
function operations which the MDE would normally provide at
the deep space network (DSN)_
Contain subsystem test equipment (SSTE) subassemblies, pack-
aged as functional entities, to provide the following functions
for the subsystem: (a) power stimuli, (b) signal stimuli,
(c) programmed test procedure, (d) external cabling, (e) signal
conditioners/transducers, (f) measuring instruments, (g) permanent
data recorders. In addition, the SSTE programmable mechanized
sequences will accept a program (or a programmed procedure) of
a type to be specified by the STC designer later in the design
phase (during Phase IB). The STC does not contain the full
capability of the SSTE in each of the functional areas noted
above, but does contain enough to accomplish the STC function.
2.3.4 Assembly, Handlinq_ and Shippinq Equipments (AHSE)
The assembly, handling, and shipping equipment (AHSE) will provide:
i) The capability of safely lifting, holding, and positioning
subsystems during system assembly and test_
2) The capability of safely lifting, holding, and positioning
systems during Planetary Vehicle assembly and tests_
3) Means for maintaining contamination requirements during trans-
portion of subsystems, systems, and the Planetary Vehicle.
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Means for maintaining environmental requirements during trans-
portation of subsystems, systems, and the Planetary Vehicle.
2.3.5 Subsystem Test Equipment
Subsystem test equipment will be made up of the necessary equipment
for subsystem testing and consists of the following: a) power stimuli,
b) signal stimuli, c) programmable mechanized sequencer with manual
override, d) programmed test procedure, e) test equipment basic
support items -- rack, internal power, distribution panels, etc.,
f) external cabling, g) signal conditioners and transducers, h) measuring
instruments, i) direct readout recorders and displays, j) permanent
data recorders and k) simulated loads-- imposed by interfacing sub-
systems.
Of these items noted above, a, b, d, f, g, h, j, and k are packaged
as functional entities with simple, well-defined interfaces so that
they can be easily and readily incorporated into the STC design. Their
conceptual design is as follows:
a) Power stimuli will be identical to that provided in the LCE and STC
for spacecraft power.
b) Signal stimuli will consist of: (i) stimuli which duplicates
mission operation stimuli to the subsystem under test; (2) addi-
tional stimuli needed, if eny, to detect faults and isolate them
to the flight acceptable spares level; (3) additional stimuli
needed, if any, to perform development, design verification and
type approval testing, and to detect and isolate faults to assembly
levels lower than the flight adaptable spares level.
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The programmed test procedure will simulate mission operations in
real time, abbreviating by compression only those mission phases
of interplanetary cruise and other long term steady state condi-
tions. The program test procedure will be of a type to be
compatible and usable on the STC.
External cabling consisting of (i) that cabling providing power
to the subsystem under test will simulate LCE spacecraft power
cabling, (2) that cabling which monitors test points, during
spacecraft testing, will be identical to the STC cables accom-
plishing this function, (3) additional cabling required to perform
subsystem testing is subject to constraints of Voyager program
standardization and reliability requirements to be specified
during design phase.
The signal conditioners/transducers for (i) those functions
monitored during mission operations (including launch) and during
STC testing will be identical to those used in the MDE, LCE_ and
STC, as applicable_ (2) those additional functions_ monitored
during subsystem testing are subject to constraints of the Voyager
program standardization and OSE reliability requirements.
Measuring instruments (same as g).
Permanent data recorders (same as g).
Where simulators are required as a functional entity they will be
supplied by the subsystem designer whose subsystem is simulated.
Subsystem test sets will be used at all locations where the subsystem
or its individual subassemblies (flight acceptable spares level) are
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tested independent of other subsystems except at SYC locations, the
STC having the capabiiity to test subsystems independentiy.
Operations Concepts--End-to-end testing is to be used. The applicable
portions of the flight telemetered data list are inciuded, amplified
and supplemented as required by additional stimuli and monitoring points
to detect faiiures and perform diagnostic troubleshooting. The power
suppiy will have the same characteristics as the spacecraft power
subsystem and wiii be capabie of being varied. Stimuli are aii con-
troiiable to the extent required to thoroughiy exercise the subsystem
to its design limits. The programmed procedure incorporates the recording
of test conditions and elapsed run times on test equipment and space-
craft subsystems, as weii as test article identification, test ioca-
tion, and associated conditions. CooIing is provided by conditioned
air at the proper temperature and flow rates to convectiveiy cooi
the radiating surfaces of the spacecraft subsystem assemblies.
2.3.6 Spacecraft Simulator
The spacecraft simulator will:
i) Provide means of checking out LCE and MDE electrically, at either
the launch pad service tower or the blockhouse.
2) Provide means of end-to-end system level checkout of STC.
3) Provide connections whereby flight capsule simulator and
science payload units (GFE) can be quickly and easily changed.
4) Provide connections whereby telecommunications simulator can
be quickly and easily removed from the Planetary Vehicle simu-
lator and used separately to checkout the DSIF.
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5) Provide means for simulation of condition requiring commands from
the LCE.
Be designed for use in a sheltered and conditional environment
(clean room or laboratory).
Appropriate safety circuits, interlocks, and similar devices will be
incorporated to ensure fail-safe operation.
2.3.7 Trend Date Equipment (Software)
The trend data equipment is the functional element of the Voyager
OSE which gathers the data and performs the analysis required to
assure that the Planetary Vehicle is free from defects and that
performance degradations will not prevent accomplishment of mission
objectives.
The functions which are to be accomplished by the trend data equip-
ment are:
l)
2)
3)
4)
Collecting all trend significant data;
Accumulating the trend data in a data storage and retrieval
system which permits fast callup of trend historical data_
Analyzing trend parameters in such a way that high confidence
can be had in the predicted success of the Voyager mission.
Presenting trend analysis results in a timely manner.
2.3.8 Maqnetic Mappinq Equipment
The magnetic mapping equipment is that equipment used in conjunction
with the neutralized field mapping facilities to measure the permanent
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and induced fields of the Planetary Vehicle, flight spacecraft, space-
craft bus, and its subsystems.
Magnetic mapping requires equipment to rotate the spacecraft (and
subassemblies) around three mutually orthogonal axes without perturbing
the magnetic field.
The equipment will be capable of measuring magnetic fields
with resolution greater than l gamma while in an external
field of I00 gamma.
A means will be provided to record and plot the magnetic
field as a function of angular position for angular dis-
placements of 3600 around three mutually orthogonal axes.
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3.0 SYSTEM LEVEL OSE FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTIONS
This section provides functional descriptions for that OSE which has the
primary purpose of supporting the spacecraft system, including the
Spacecraft Bus, the Flight Spacecraft and the Planetary Vehicle. An 0SE
system level equipment list is included as a part of this section.
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3.1 MISSION DEPENDENT EQUIPMENT
The MDE includes all items of hardware and software to be used in the
DSN that are unique to the Voyager program. Specifically, this includes
the hardware required to (i) buffer T/M data into the data processing
systems at both the DSIF and SFOF; (2) provide for predetection recording
of all T/M data; and (3) insert command words into the DSIF modulator.
It also includes operational software programs for processing command,
telemetry, _nd scientific data at the DSIF and SFOF; and the analytical
software to accomplish flight-path analysis, space science analysi_ and
spacecraft performance analysis. For the operation-s concept of this
equipment, broken down to hardware and software at the DSIF and SFOF,
see Section 2.4.1.1.
3.1.1 Functional Description
The following discussion describes the hardware and software required to
demodulate, decommutate, and process the telemetry data from one space-
craft with the realization that this capability must be provided for--
at most--two spacecraft and one capsule. The equipment described is
typical of that which must be provided for both spacecraft and the
capsule.
The system for handling command and telemetry data provides optional
operational modes compatible with data display and analysis requirements
for .each phase of the mission. It supports decision-making at the SFOF.
It also provides coordinated backup telemetry-processing capabilities
at DSIF when required due to data link failure or other SFOF equipment
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Vfailures and compatibility with control, data formats, and transfer
characteristics of the Voyager, DSIF and SFOF ground equipment.
These functions are performed by the command and telemetry equipment
located at the SFOF and the DSIF. A block diagram of the SFOF command
and telemetry equipment is shown in Figure 3.1-1. The diagram is divided
according to the function performed by the equipment. The central comput-
ing complex consists of the IBM 7040/7044 computer, the IBM 7094 computer,
and all periphery equipment. This equipment edits, decommutates, displays,
and stores T/M data, and processes commands to the DSIF. The computer
complex also includes equipment which supports flight-path analysis,
spacecraft performance analysis, and science payload analysis. The tele-
metry processing station contains input data recording and formatting
equipment and the simulator facility used to test the central computing
complex. The communications center consists of all MIE which supports
the teletype and high-speed data links between the SFOF and the DSIF.
Figure 3.1-2 is a block diagram of the command and telemetry-data
processing system at the DSIF. Communication with the spacecraft is
through the _I)E transfer panel to the DSIF receiver transmitter. The
command and telemetry equipment consists of T/M data-stream processing
equipment, the command processor, the SDS 920 computer with its associated
equipment, and real-time display equipment. Figures 3.1-3 and 3.1-4
are the DSIF/SFOF telemetry-data flow and command-data flow diagrams,
respectively. They indicate the buffers, tapes, and computer programs
required to perform these functions.
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3.1.2 Hardware Descriptions
The hardware items shown in Figure 3.1-2 are described in the following
paragraphs.
3.1.2.1 Deep Space Instrumentation Facility
For engineering and cruise-science data two modulation techniques are
used. For low bit rates below 25 bps (modes 1 and 4), dual biphase-
modulated subcarriers are employed. For high bit rates above 25 bps
(Modes 2, 3, 5 and 6), a single biphase-modulated subcarrier is used.
This requires two functionally-different subcarrier demodulators, bit
synchronizers, and data reconstructors.
3.1.2.2 High Bit Rate Subcarrier Demodulator, Bit Synchronizer and Data
Reconstructor
This unit is used to recover a serial PCM-bit train and bit-rate clock
from the biphase-modulated low-frequency telemetry subcarrier signals as
received from the DSIF receiver subsystem or from the output of the pre-
detected tape demodulator at the S[OF. It performs the specific functions
of subcarrier demodulation, bit synchronization and data reconstruction
as shown in Figure 3.1-5. The input signal is amplitude-normalized by
the input buffer and then routed into the subcarrier regenerator. The
subcarrier regenerator performs a nonlinear operation on the telemetry
subcarrier signal to generate a discrete spectrum from which the subcar-
tier is recovered. Recovery is accomplished by locking a phase-lock loop
to the correct spectral line.
The regenerated subcarrier is shifted 90 o and used to coherently demodu-
late the subcarrier signal. The demodulated subcarrier signal is applied
to the bit synchronizer to generate a bit-rate clock. This clock is then
used to synchronously detect the demodulated subcarrier in an integrate-
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and-dump network in the data reconstructor. If a NRZ-M modulation format
is used, then the reconstructed NRZ-M signal is passed through a format
converter to generate NRZ-N. If a NRZ-N modulation format is used, then
the phase-ambiguity of the output data must be corrected in later
processing.
3.1.2.3 Subcarrier Demodulator and Data Reconstructor
This un_ recovers a serial PCM-data train and bit-rate clock from the
dual-channel PN-coded telemetry subcarriers. A functional block diagram
is shown in Figure 3.1-6. The input telemetry signal to the unit consists
of two subcarriers, the lower subcarrier being a pseudo-noise-coded syn-
chronization signal and the upper a biphase-modulated data signal. The
data subcarrier is twice the sync subcarrier frequency, 2fx, and is phase
coherent with it. This allows the sync subcarrier to be used to coherently
detect the data. Operation of the sync channel is as follows: The input
to the sync channel is PN_) 2fs where PN is a 63-bit pseudo-noise code and
(_) is module two addition. This is multiplied by PN(_) fs and filtered to
form a cross correlation function with only one stable lock point. Thus
a phase-locked loop can be locked to this point establishing a stable
synchronization signal. Details concerning the cross-correlation-function
sync subcarrier spectrum, generation of the PN code and bit sync can be
found in the referenced document, JPL-TR32-495. Sync status (loop lock)
information is generated by taking the auto-correlation function of the
input, PN(_)2fs. When lock is achieved, the correlator will give a
maximum output which is averaged over many cycles and then drives a sync
indicator. Data is detected by multiplying the filtered-data subcarrier
by the 4 fs signal derived in the sync loop. It is then passed through a
3-15
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matched filter (integrate-and-dump network) and decision network that used
the bit sync signal reconstructed in the sync loop. The output of the
decision network is a regenerated serial PCM wavetrain.
O 3.1.2.4 Master Decommutator and Frame Synchronizer
The purpose of this unit is to recover frame synchronization and generate
timing formats for all spacecraft telemetry modes. It furnishes the com-
puter interface equipment with the timing signals required to enter telem-
etry data into the SDS 920 computer as well as reconstruct the serial
real-time engineering-data format. A functional block diagram of this
unit is shown in Figure 3.1-7. The frame-sync recognizer synchronizes to
the master frame-syno word and generates a frame-sync signal which resets
the bit-per-word and word-per-frame counters in the decommutator section.
In turn 9 these counters generate an anticipatory timing signal for window
generation in the frame synchronizer. The only function performed by the
decommutator section is the generation of format timing signals identical
in structure and phase to the spacecraft master frame format. These
timing signals are used to generate waveforms which perform or allow the
following functions:
i) Timing signals to transfer data words and frame-sync information into
the computer interface equipment_
2) Transfer parallel real time engineering words into the 14-bit shift
register;
3) Divides the bit-rate clock pulse for generation of the real-time
engineering bit-rate clock output. This output is also used to clock
the real-time engineering data out of the 14-bit shift register.
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The above functions could be accomplished either through hardware or
software implementation. The hardware approach was chosen upon evalua-
tion of the following factors:
i) The frame-synchronization function is primarily one of timing and
analog correlation. Both these functions are more easily performed
in hardware than in the SDS 920 computer. Also, the frame-sync
recognizer can be purchased as an off-the-shelf function.
2) The decommutation and related functions are primarily those of
generating timing signals. Again 9 these are more easily performed
in hardware than in the SDS 920 computer. The required hardware
to perform these functions is minimal.
3) The SDS 920 computer must be capable of handling telemetry data
from two spacecrafts and one capsule simultaneously as well as
command transmission and verification from two spacecraft
sequentially. If the added burden of timing-generation and
frame-synchronization were added, the software requirements would
become very complex.
3.1.2.5 Engineering-Data Decommutator
This unit accepts the RT engineering bit-rate clock and frame, subframe,
and sub-subframe-sync-recognizer outputs and from these generates a
timing format identical with the real-time engineering spacecraft
format in structure and phase. Two classes of timing-output waveforms
are generated_ one, those used to optimize synchronizer operation_ and
two, those used to identify data words as they are processed into this
computer.
3-19
A functional block diagram is drawn in Figure 3.1-8. The basic timing
structure is formed by a string of controllable-length counters. The
bits/word counter generates the word length, the words/frame counter
the frame length, and the frames/subframe counter the subframe length.
The counters are phased properly by the counter reset signals from the
synchronizers. The timing signal generator uses the various counter-
states to generate the timing signals shown on the block diagram.
3.1.2.6 Hngineering Oata-Frame-Sync Recognizer
This unit is to accept a serial real-time engineering-PCM-data train
from the master decommutator and frame-sync recognizer or a tape-recorder
output. It recognizes a unique frame-synchronization word and generates
timing signals required for further processing of the telemetry data.
Figure 3.1-9 shows a functional block diagram of the unit. The input
PCM bit-train is converted from serial to parallel form so that it
can be correlated with the programmed sync-word structure. When the
input word agrees within a certain prescribed number of errors with
the programmed sync-word structure, a correlation signal is generated.
This signal is processed by the search, verify, and lock logic and
becomes the output-synchronization signal. The search, verify, and lock
logic provides a triple-mode synchronization scheme which is to minimize
acquisition time and to maximize the probability of maintaining lock.
When the synchronizer is in the verify or lock modes the correlation
signal is only identified if it appears during the window. The timing
of the window is generated by the decommutation function.
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3.1.2.7 Engineering Data Subframe Sync Recognizer
This unit, shown in Figure 3.1-10 9 recognizes unique subframe synchroni-
zation words derived from the spacecraft frame-counter and generates
timing signals required for further processing of the telemetry data.
The ll6th-through-ll9th bits of the engineering-data frame are gated
from the frame sync recognizer in parallel into the correlator and
compared with the pattern generated by the frame counter state. This
4-bit word is also stored in the input storage register. The use of
correlation data and the stored input word is dependent on the mode
status of the synchronizer. A triple mode synchronization scheme is
used to minimize acquisition time and to maximize the probability of
maintaining lock. When the synchronizer is in the search mode the
decommutator frames/subframe counter is reset to the spacecraft frames/
subframe counter state by a reset signal from the subframe sync recog-
nizer. Once the two counters are in phase and the input word agrees
within a certain prescribed number of errors with the generated
synchronized word structure, a correlation signal is generated. This
switches the synchronizer from the search flo the verify mode. If a
preselected consecutive number of correlations are obtained, the
synchronizer switches to the lock mode. Once in the lock mode, a pre-
selected consecutive number of misses must occur before it will _:eturn
to the search mode.
3.1.2.8 Alternates
The balance between hardware and software is the prime alternate or
tradeoff which must be considered in implementing the real-time
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monitoring of engineering data at the DSZF. Yhe chosen approach uses
hardware to generate the necessary timing signals for computer-priority
interrupt, while software and the computer typewriter input are used
to process and display data. This is a reasonable balance-point because:
i) The SDS 920 computer must be capable of handling telemetry data
from two spacecraft and one capsule simultaneously as well as
command transmission and verification from two spacecraft
sequentially. If the added burden of timing generation and
synchronization were added for real-time monitoring of engineering
data, the software requirements would become very complex.
2) The large majority of the functions performed by the hardware are
of timing-generation as opposed to data routing, storing, processing,
and displaying. Hardware is much more efficient than the computer
in performing timing functions. Also, the timing format is much
less susceptible to change than data routing and display.
3) There are a large number of controls which are associated with
frame and subframe synchronization. If these functions were
provided by software, control access would be more limited than
with hardware.
4) The correlations performed in the frame and subframe synchronizers
are partially analog in nature, and therefore better suited to
hardware.
If a larger computer facility were available at the DSI£, the balance
point chosen above should be re-evaluated.
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3.1.2.9 Command Processor
A functional block diagram of the command processor is shown in Yigure
3.1-11. Its purpose is to provide the special processing necessary to
take command words from the computer or backup sources, verify that the
command has been correctly received in the command processor, and verify
transmission of the correct command.
3.1.2.10 Operating Modes
There are three operating modes--normal, backup, and test.
in the normal mode is as follows:
Data flow
At the specified GMT for transmission, a command triplet (three 26-bit
words) is transferred from the computer through the load programmer
into the transmit register. The transmit register compares the three
words. The modulator output is compared in the transmit register with
the transmitted word. If an error is detected, the transmission is
inhibited and an alarm is sounded. If they are not identical, the com-
puter is asked to retransmit the command triplet to the load programmer.
In addition, the command word is stored and displayed by the transmit
register for comparison with the command triplet which the spacecraft
transmits back to the DSIF via a real-time engineering telemetry
channel. The command verification words are stripped out of the RT
engineering data by the SDS 920 computer and routed through the load
programmer into the receive register. The receive register takes a
majority vote between the received command words; if a majority exists,
this majority is presented to the command computer for comparison with
3-26
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the word stored in the transmit register. If the words are identical,
an acceptance signal is sent to the SFOF via the SDS 920 computer.
If any of the restrictions outlined above are met, the command comparitor
directs the inhibit command generator to transmit an inhibit command
to the spacecraft, which then rejects the previously-received comaand.
If no command inhibit is transmitted, the spacecraft accepts the command
as correct.
3olo2.11 Backup Mode
In the event that the command section of the SDS 920 computer is inopera-
tive, it is necessary to insert the command triplet into the load pro-
grammer by using either the paper-tape reader or manual commands. In
this case, if the transmit register does not receive the command trip-
let correctly, an alarm is sounded indicating that the command triplet
should be resubmitted to the load programmer.
3.1.2.12 Alternates
The prime alternate consideration is the removal of the SDS 920
computer from the backup mode. This would necessitate addition of data
stripping-and-processing functions to the RT engineering decommutator
to recover those words associated with command verification.
3.1.2.13 Frequency Down Converter
This unit translates the telemetry spectrum from the lO-megacycle
receiver IF to the lowest intermediate frequency compatible with the
telemetry spectrum. This allows recording of the predetected signal
at a speed commensurate with that required for serial-recording of
3-28
wreconstructed PCM data.
the following functions:
1)
2)
3)
The unit, as shown in Figure 3.1-12, performs
Band limiting of the input signal about its lO-mc center frequency;
Down-conversion to a 500-kc intermediate frequency. The first
down converter uses the lO-mc reference frequency. If the reference
frequency is not available, a backup 9.5-megacycle crystal oscil-
lator will be used for the first down-conversion;
Band-limiting of the 500-kc intermediate frequency and down-conversion
to the selected output frequency.
3.1.2.14 Alternate Mechanization
An alternate recording technique which could take the place of the pre-
detection recording of the frequency down-converter output is the
recording of the telemetry subcarriers at the output of the lO-mc phase
detector. While this alternate approach eliminates the frequency down-
converter, it does not allow for the possibility that the lO-mc phase
detector loses lock. The use of the frequency down-converter is justi-
fied since it is of prime importance that a record be kept of all
data, under as many unfavorable contingencies 8s possible.
3.1.2.15 Computer Interface Equipment
This unit organizes the telemetry data-words into a form more compatible
for insertion into the DSIF computer and provides the time buffer for
assembling a complete frame of data. In doing so, the computer inter-
face equipment performs the following functions:
i) Accepts parallel 7-bit telemetry data-words from the master
decommutator and frame sync recognizer;
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Figure 3.1-12: Frequency Down Converter
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v2)
3)
4)
Groups 3 of these words into a 24-bit computer word;
Stores these grouped words in a buffer memory until a complete
frame is assembled;
Supplies this data to the DSIF computer.
Data is formatted as 7-bit parallel words in the master decommutator
and frame sync recognizer and is supplied to the buffer memory. This
data is assembled into a 24-bit word format and stored sequentially
in a buffer memory. The frame synchronizer notifies the computer
interface equipment when a frame sync has occurred. It in turn
notifies the command and telemetry data-handling computer (SDS 920)
with a priority interrupt signal. The assembled data is then read
into the computer under its command timing.
3.1.3 Software - DSIF
3.1.3.1 SDS 920 Command Processing System
The SDS 920 command processing system provides the capability for
receiving, verifying, displaying, storing, and controlling transmission
of commands from the SFOF to the spacecraft via the Voyager communica-
tions ground equipment at the DSIF. These commands are originated
from the SFOF 7094 user program which is written to produce teletype
command-message strings in a format compatible for transmission to
the spacecraft. These command strings are stored on the disk at the
S_OF. At the SFOF, a 7040 routine is used to transmit these commands
over teletype lines. When these commands are verified at the on-site
computer, a message is sent to the SFOF requesting the next command
message.
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The on-site command processing system consists of subroutines which
are grouped into two major programs, the command verification processor
and the command transmission processor.
q
3.1.3.2 Command Verification Processor
The on-site SDS 920 command verification processor has the requirement
for accepting a string of command triplets transmitted from the SFOF.
The command strings are preceded by end-of-message, preamble, and an
administrative message with GMT. The commands are sent as triplets,
one at a time. The last command in the sequence has a special code-
character indicating the end of the message.
q
The input processor constantly looks at incoming teletype messages
coming over the TTY lines. When it finds the preamble that indicates
there is a command triplet following_ it alerts the system and stores
the following command triplets. At this time, the SDS 920 command
processor examines the command triplet for authenticity. If the
command is found to be correct, a special preamble is prepared and the
command triplet is stored in a buffer.
If the command retransmission message is prepared, one of the teletype
lines to the SFOF is selected and the prepared message, preceded by
an end-of-message, is transmitted to the SFO9. If the command was
verified at the DSS, the on-site computer looks for the next command
triplet from the SFOF. If the command was not verified_ the same
command triplet is retransmitted from the SFO9.
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This sequence of events continues until the last command triplet has
been successfully verified. When the verified command sequence is com-
plete, the stored commands in the SDS 920 are punched on paper tape in
a format compatible with the Voyager ground equipment. This punched
paper-tape also has a leader on it with the time for transmission. The
system alerts the DSS operator by a message indicating what set of
commands are being punched-out and its GMT of transmission. The opera-
tor then verifies this paper tape by running it back into the SDS 920
command processing system, which compares it bit-by-bit, and a new tape
is punched in the event an error was detected.
3.1.3.3 Command Transmission Processor
At a preset time before transmission, the command transmission processor
alerts the DSS opezato:c by message on the typewriter, stating that it
is x minutes away from transmission of a particular command string to
the Voyager spacecraft. The alerting time of x minutes will be inserted
at the time of command-program initiation.
The operator types in an instruction notifying the SDS 920 that the
proper command tape has been verified and loaded on the tape reader.
When the transmit - GMT is reached, the first command triplet is
automatically read from the paper tape-reader and sent to the command-
control transmission ground equipment. After the command has been
transmitted, verified, and enabled by the ground equipment_ a signal
requesting the next command is sent back to the SDS 920. At this time_
the SDS 920 issues an administrative message which is sent to the S£OF_
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reporting that the commands have been transferred from the SDS 920 to
the command transmission equipment. Also, the DSS operator is able
to monitor the command transmission by observing the SDS 920 line
printer. The above command transfer control, printout, and SFOF
notification is repeated until the complete command sequence is trans-
mitted, verified and stored in the spacecraft programmer.
3.1.3.4 SDS 920 Telemetry Data-Handling System
The SDS 920 telemetry data-handling system will provide the buffering,
formatting, and editing of the telemetry data-stream as it is received
from the on-site ground equipment and for controlling the transmission
to the telemetry data to the SFOF. The formatted telemetry data is
coded so that it is completely compatible with the data links and the
SFOF equipment. The high-speed data line (HSDL) is used for transmission,
and the teletype is used as backup. In the primary mode the complete
telemetry stream is transmitted. In the TYY backup mode, only edited
portions of the telemetry frame are transmitted. To accomplish the
above, the telemetry data-handling system is programmed by three major
software programs. These software programs are the input trap processor,
telemetry processor, and the output processor.
3.1.3.5 Input Trap-Processor
The raw telemetry-data is transferred from the spacecraft to the DSIF
in a serial stream at a variable-bit rate dependent on the flight mode.
At the DSIF the decommutator identifies the 91-bit serial PCM telemetry
frame, establishes time reference and transfers this data into the
computer input channel. The input trap-processor accepts the data
3-34
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words and transfers them into a memory buffer. This routine is controlled
by the external interrupts, frame sync, and word sync, which are generated
by the ground equipment. This routine also identifies each of the
frames as they are stored in an input buffer.
3.1.3.6 Telemetry Processor
The telemetry processor formats and edits, prior to transmission, the
raw telemetry-data from the input buffer. The format of the data is
compatible with the data transmission links and ordered so it provides
readable intelligence on the teleprinters at the SFOF. The HSDL has
sufficient capability to transmit all the data received on the lower
subcarrier-frequency. However in some modes the teletype lines, at a
thirty bit/sec rate, are not capable of transmitting all the raw tele-
metry data in real time. Therefore, several edit modes are required
to accommodate the transmission rate. The telemetry edit modes also
select various priority measurements and combination of measurements
for priority transmission to the SFOF or display at the DSIF during
various mission phases. Prior %0 telemetry processing, the system is
initialized with the proper set of tables for a particular edit mode.
During the flight these edit modes will be changed at a pre-set time
according to a particular phase in the mission or by a mode request
from the SFOF. The modes will be changed by entering a message through
the SDS 920 typewriter. The SDS 920 telemetry processor will then be
required to select the proper edit tables to form the telemetry frame.
Each mode specifies the portion of the telemetry frame to be selected
for transmission, the commutation order, and the sampling rate.
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The standard data-block format for a one-telemetry frame is shown in
Table 3.1-1. The general format shows that a message-line will
contain_ at most, ! telemetry-data characters. The _ adapted as a
system design standard will be chosen to enhance the readability of
primary-mode full-stream printout and to minimize the likelihood of
transmission errors destroying the frame-start message. By convention,
all telemetry data message-lines but the last in a frame must contain
the full N data characters.
For transmission via HSDL, the standard format is transmitted for each
telemetry frame encountered. When transmission starts, no preamble
or data identification word is placed on the line at the DSIF. The
required identification is entered at the SFOF. If the SFOF design
changes requiring a preamble to be inserted at the DSIF or the HSDL
similar to the TTY requirement, then the SDS 920 will insert the
required HSDL preamble.
For transmission via teletype, the same message-line sequence is used.
In this case an end-of-message and telemetry-data preamble are sent
out over the teletype lines. According to the particular mode of
transmission_ one or a maximum of three teletypes will be used. When
lines are shared_ successive frames are sent on alternate lines.
Performance telemetry data and edit modes are provided to accommodate
each phase of the mission and are selectable at the time of SDS 920
and IH_7040 Program initiation. The edit mode selects the measurements
that are required at the SFOF during the particular mission phases.
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Table 3.1-1: TELETYPE TRANSMISSION STANDARD FORMAT
(ONE-TELEMETRY FRAME )
CR/LF/ JXX/GMTTIME(lOCHARACTERS)/P
CR/LF/ID/TELEMETRY DATA (N CHARACTERS)/P
CR/LF/ID/TELEMETRY DATA (N CHARACTERS)/P
CR/LF/ID/YELEMETRY DATA (N CHARACTERS)/P
MESSAGE LINE
• The message line is repeated until frame is complete•
• The above format is repeated for each frame•
• Telemetry data transmission is preceded by end of
message and preamble message•
NOTE: CR =
LF =
55 =
XX =
p=
ID =
N=
m
Carriage Return
Line Feed
Frame-Start Sync Code
Telemetry Data Mode
Longitudinal Parity
Data Message-Line Number
Number of Telemetry-Data Characters
(Each character is four data bits plus
parity)
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During critical mission phases the teletype lines are utilized as
backup to the high-speed data link.
3.1.3.7 Output Processor
The output processor takes the formatted and edited raw telemetry data
from the output buffer for transmission over the high speed data line
or teletype. The control information for the particular transmission
media comes from the telemetry processor. If the system is using the
HSDL, the program transfers telemetry data over the line at 600, 1200,
and 2400 bits-per-second rate. This is asccomplished by adding filler
bits to keep the lines at their full transmission rate. If the teletype
lines are used, the output processor has the capability of controlling
the transmission of telemetry data over one or more lines. The output
processor also provides for the display of all telemetry data transmitted
to the SFOF.
3.1.4 Hardware - S£0£
3.1.4.1 Subcarrier Demodulator and Biorthogonal Block Decoder
This unit recovers a serial PCM data train and data rate clock from
a biorthogonal block coded telemetry subcarrier. The output signals
are supplied to the IBM 7040 at the SFOF. A block diagram of the unit,
shown in Figure 3.1-13, depicts the specific functions that are to be
performed.
/he subcarrier carrier demodulation and symbol synchronization function
are performed by hardware functionally equivalent to that described
previously, except that the data regenerator and format converter are
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deleted. Figure 3.1-14 shows the waveforms at the output of the sub-
carrier demodulator and symbol synchronizer as well as schematically
depicting the coding-decoding process. The synthesized subcarrier
frequency is used to coherently sample the data on a symbol by symbol
basis. Each sample is quantized to an eleven bit level and either
added or subtracted from each of the 16 accumulators. Thus on a given
block of data, 16 correlations are made on symbol by symbol basis.
Each correlation is sampled and quantized and then either added or sub-
tracted in the accumulator depending on whether the corresponding code
word symbol is a "i" or "0". The magnitude of the numbers stored in
the accumulator at the end of each word period is compared. The sign
of the greatest in magnitude determines whether a given word or its
complement is readout as a five bit parallel word from the output
dictionary. The five bit word is then converted to a serial signal
by the parallel to serial converter.
Block synchronization which is required to perform the data decoding
is provided by the synchronization circuit which makes use of the
lower subcarrier frequency and symbol synchronization. In the acquisition
mode the gross phase of the block counter is set by the low frequency
subcarrier zero crossing while the fine phase is controlled by symbol
synchronization.
3.1.4.2 Alternate Mechanizations
Other mechanizations are available for decoding bi orthogonal block
coded data which are functionally equivalent to the one shown in Table
3.1-1. The most significant change would be in the correlation and
peak detection section and the block synchronization of the synchronizer..
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Figure 3.1-14: Block Coding-Decoding Data Flow
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Specifically, two other alternate techniques are available to perform
these functions. One, the A/D converter and digital accumulators can
be replaced by 16 analog correlators which correlate the input wave-
form with the 16 stored biorthogonal codes and locates the greatest
magnitude terms, all in an analog fashion. Second, optical techniques
can be used to perform this identical function. A matrix which shows
the advantages and disadvantages of each of the above techniques is
given in Table 3.1-2.
Table 3.1-2: COMPARISON OF MECHANIZAYIONS
Proven in Comparative Comparative
Hardware Reliability Size Comments
Chosen System Yes High Large
(Digital)
Analog System Yes Low Medium
Block size limited
to 5 by ground
equipment size
Analog System
stability critical
to performance
Optical System No Projected Small If proven, may
High allow larger block
size
A second block synchronization technique which makes use of the
comma free characteristics of the chosen biorthogonal set exists.
Theoretically it should be possible to shift the phase of the block
counter symbol by symbol until the correlation signals on a block by
block basis reach a maximum average value. This would indicate the
block synchronization point. However, until this technique is proven
with hardware, the synthesized lower frequency subcarrier terms should
be used for block synchronization.
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03.1.4.3 Predetected Tape Demodulator
This unit, as shown in Figure 3.1-15 accepts any one of four interme-
diate frequency telemetry spectrums from a predetection recording. It
synthesizes the intermediate frequency carrier and then uses this
component to demodulate its sidebands. The Predetected Tape Demodulator
output is used at the appropriate subcarrier demodulators, bit synchroni-
zers, and data reconstructors.
A predetected telemetry spectrum at one of four intermediate frequencies
is supplied to the input of the predetected tape demodulator. This
input is suitably buffered and then passed into a phase-lock loop
carrier detector which locks onto the IF center frequency carrier term.
The synthesized carrier term is then used in a carrier demodulator to
recover carrier sidebands. The demodulated carrier terms are passed
through a selectable low pass filter to eliminate undesired output
spectrum.
3.1.5 Software - SFOF
3.1.5.1 IBM 7040/7044 Telemetry Processing System
This program satisfies the requirement for analysis of the telemetry
data stream as first received by the SFOF from a DSIF. The raw
telemetry stream is displayed by teleprinter or high speed printers.
In order for selected telemetry measurements to be displayed by
teleprinter, high speed printer or plotter, the telemetry data stream
is edited_ formed into telemetry frames for decommutation_ and routed
to the display devices. In addition, alarm monitoring is performed
3-43
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on selected telemetry measurements by comparing the measurement value
with limiting values.
The 7040/7044 Telemetry Processing System is considered as three
distinct sections: the Input Processor, the Telemetry Processor, and
the Output Processor. All three sections operate in the IBM 7040
computer concurrently as one integrated computer program. Prior to
the operation of the processing system, a large number of mission
dependent tables and parameters used by the processing system will be
set up or initialized.
3.1.5.2 Input Processor
The Input Processor is a number of basically mission-independent
routines that interface with existing 7040/7044 routines in the SFOF
system. The Input Processor, Figure 3.1-3, places complete message
lines in the HSBUFI buffer.
3.1.5.3 Telemetry Processor
...... i^_+_,, P_ncessor forms the message lines into complete telemetry
frames and stores decommutated data into the buffer TELMI. In addition,
alarm monitoring of selected telemetry measurements is performed by
the Telemetry Processor. When the telemetry processing executor routine
is notified by routine TPSIN or routine TTYIN that one or more message
lines are available in buffer HSBUFI for processing, the process executor
routine moves the message line(s) from HSBUFI to its decommutation buffer.
When the decommutation buffer is full, this routine searches for the frame
sync mark. When the frame sync mark is found, one telemetry frame of data
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is formed in the decommutation buffer. After the telemetry frame is formed,
the processor executor ascertains that the required decommutation table is
available to decommutate the formed telemetry frame; if not, the required
table is obtained from disk or tape. (The decommutation tables for all
possible data modes will be set up from card input during set up.) Using
the information in the decommutation table to identify each data sample
by a unique commutation number, the samples are stored in the TELMI buffers.
As the data samples are stored, the processor executor enters the alarm
routine for those measurements for which alarm monitoring is performed.
If a measurement exceeds the alarm limits a pre-specified number of times
(which is set at program initiation and changed as necessary by message
composer input), the alarm prints an alarm message on the user's
administrative printer. After the complete, formed telemetry frame
has been stored in the TELMI buffers, the processor executor begins
forming the next telemetry frame.
3.1.5.4 Output Processor
The Output Processor is a collection of basically mission-independent
routines that now exist within the SFOF system which will be modified
as necessary to be compatible with the Voyager system. The routines
will provide the ability to display the raw telemetry stream or selected
telemetry measurements in real-time.
3.1.5.5 IBM 7094 Telemetry Processing System
The IBM 7094 Telemetry Processing System processes the telemetry data
for subsequent use by 7094 analysis programs and for _ormatting stored
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telemetry for display similar to the IBM 7040 real-time displays. As
the telemetry data from the spacecraft is received at the Space Flight
Operations Facility (SFOF)_ it is recorded on tape and disk by the IBM
7040 computer for processing on the IBM 7094 computer. The IBM 7094
Telemetry Program processes the telemetry data stream and edits the
telemetry data stream, forms the telemetry data stream into telemetry
frames, time-tags and decommutates the telemetry frame and stores the
decommutated data on tape and disk. The decommutated telemetry data
on tape serves as a historical record of the telemetry data. The
decommutated telemetry data on disk is accessible to any user program.
The 7094 programming system also processes past-time telemetry data
display requests and provides a capability for selecting the requested
data over a specified time interval and produces formatted displays
comparable to the real-time displays available on the IBM 7040.
The IBM 7094 programming system is divided into three parts: the
Input Processor, the Telemetry Processor and the Output Processor.
3.1.5.6 input Processor
The Input Processor is essentially a mission-independent program which
is available as part of the present SFOF programming system. It requires
-_a_;i_+{on to process Voyager data. The processor will examine
the raw stream of input data and pass the information on to the proper
dependent processor.
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3.1.5.7 Telemetry Processor
The Telemetry Processor is a mission-dependent program which examines
the raw telemetry stream which contains data identification words and
forms the raw stream into telemetry frames 9 time-tags the frame,
decommutates and flags measurements with data parity errors. The
decommutated and flagged data (raw counts) is stored in the Master Data
Table on disk and on save tape for historical reference. It also is
capable of operating in several modes and is able to interpret a
message sent via the Input Processor as in which mode the data is to
be processed. I% is to be processed in a mode other than that
indicated on the raw telemetry stream. All telemetry data on a scratch
tape prepared by the Input Processor are processed during its run.
3.1.5.8 Output Processor
The Output Processor prepares requested past-time displays from data
available in the Master Data Tables. This is a mission-independent
program which requires only minor modification to handle Voyager data.
3.1.5.9 IBM 7040 Command Processor
The 7040 Command Processor, a modified mission independent program,
reads the command sequences consisting of EOM, Preamble, instructions
to the DSS operator, command triplets, and GMT from disk and transmits
the commands from the SFOF to the DSIF. In addition, it automatically
verifies transmission of each command from the $FOF to the DSS.
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3.1.5.10 Flight Path Analysis
A completely mission-dependent software package is required for flight
path analysis. The basic function of this program is to analyze telem-
etry trajectory information and issue guidance commands to accomplish
the basic mission functions of trans-Mars trajectory, midcourse
correction, Mars orbit injection and Mars orbital corrections. For
the specifics of this program, see Volume A, Section 2.1.2.
O
3.1.5.11 Spacecraft Performance Analysis
The spacecraft performance analysis program accomplishes the following
functions:
i) Perform the analyses required to assess subsystem performance,
and provfde status information to the user area.
2) Establish future subsystem capabilities and status, via trend
analysis, as a function of mission time and event sequence.
3) Display output data in the user area on specified display
devices and in specified formats.
4) Accept call-up from the user area I/0 consoles in accordance
....wz_**_pre-es+_h1_hed...... priorities.
5) Store specified program outputs in the disk file or on tape
for call-up by other programs.
6) Determine emergency situations and issue corresponding alarm
messages.
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3.1.5..12 Space Science Analysis
This is a mission-dependent software program which analyzes the space
science data received from the Voyager Spacecraft. As the scientific
package is not yet defined9 this program cannot now be described.
3.1.5.13 Manual Analysis Aids
Manual analysis aids are required to accomplish the following functions:
i) Provide a reduced capability in the event of a computer failure and
check computer output.
2) Provide additional analysis aids not provided by the computer pro-
grams.
3) Maintain performance test data9 calibration and configuration data.
4) Provide failure and analysis trees for fault isolation.
5) Provide non-standard event procedures to determine work-around pro-
cedures and establish mission restraints imposed by spacecraft sub-
system performance.
The manual aids supplement and provide backup for the command and
telemetry data computer programs. They consist of manuals for each
subsystem containing analysis aids, engineering and test data, and
procedures and methods to perform specific functions and provide
information pertinent to mission control. Procedures to cope with
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abnormal performance indications of each spacecraft subsystem are
included. The manuals are designed specifically for operational use
and are self-sufficient from a technically qualified user viewpoint.
3.1.5.14 Mission Integration and Control
In addition to the handling of data within the Deep Space Net and the
providing of data for use by flight and scientific data analysis pro_
grams_ software is required for mission integration and control. The
requirements establishing this software are based upon the need for
common information in several areas and for assurance that the require-
ments and actions of each area are compatible with spacecraft design and
the mission objectives.
The ability to correlate the spacecraft clock time with Greenwich
Mean Time and to detect errors in timing which may have occurred in
the spacecraft is required.
Since it is not possible to predict the precise time of occurrence of
many of the inflight events_ a means of updating the flight status is
desirable. This is accomplished by providing the SFOF with software
which lists both past and future events within approximately a 24-hour
period.
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3.2 LAUNCH-COMPLEX-EQUIPMENT £UNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
This section defines the launch complex equipment (LCE). LCH is the
system-level operational support equipment that accomplishes Planetary
Vehicle (PV) prelaunch preparation, test, and operations, as well as
flight-readiness verification of two qualified PV's.
Q
3.2.1 Equipment Identification and Usaqe
The LCH includes all OSH used at the launch pad and in the blockhouse,
the HSA, and the magnetic-mapping area. (For discussion of operations
and equipment in the magnetic-mapping area, see Section 3.6.2, of this
volume.
3.2.2 LCH Desiqn Criteria Parameters and Function Definition
The following are the critical parameters on which LCE design criteria
are based: spacecraft safety, reliability of spacecraft flight-readiness
monitoring, operational simplicity, versatility, internal design sim-
plicity, rapid task accomplishment maintainability, engineering design
status, and cost. One other unique parameter exists for the magnetic-
mapping area, which is the creation of a minimum effect on the beta
field by the OSE. These criteria and the concepts described in Section
2.0 of this volume, (which apply to the LCE) are the basis for decisions
in defining the LCH.
The sequence of operations in the ESA is outlined in Figure 3.2-1.
The major operations to be performed in the HSA are magnetic mapping
(see Section 3.6.2), fuel and pyrothechnics loading, thrust vector
alignment, and encapsulation of the Planetary Vehicle. The OSE consists
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of: LCE (transportable duplicates of command, monitoring, and recording
equipment of certain blockhouse items); MDE (used in conjunction with
LCH) to process data; AHSH items required for assembly, handling,
transport, and environmental control; and selected SSTE items such as
pyrotechnic test kit; propulsion subsystem service units; alignment
adapters; etc.
In the magnetic mapping, ESA, and launch complex areas, the communication
linkage arrangements vary during operation as dictated by test require-
ments, local conditions, and general range-safety requirements. Couplers
(rf) and hardwire linkages, radiated rf signals, test points, and
umbilicals are used at appropriate times.
Following completion of ESA operations, the encapsulated PV is taken
to the service structure and placed on the launch vehicle. Emplacement
is by the launch vehicle contractor.
Prior to emplacement of the flight-model PV on the launch vehicle, the
LCE, facilities, and launch vehicle are verified as operational and
compatible with the flight-model PV. In the performance of these check-
out operations, the spacecraft simulator (see Section 3.5) and the proof
test model (PTM) are to be employed. The prelaunch and launch countdown
activities, including plus and minus counts, are simulated.
The LCE transmits power and commands to the Planetary Vehicle (PV) after
the vehicle is installed on the launch vehicle at the launch pad. The
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wequipment also monitors and records selected, critical spacecraft func-
tions received from the umbilical and flight data system modes before
liftoff. The LCE is capable of monitoring flight readiness of the
various spacecraft subsystems without assistance from any other facility
(e.g., DSIF). No test capability is incorporated in the LCE to detect
faults below the spacecraft subsystem level. Figure 3.2-2 illustrates
the implementation.
At the magnetic-mapping facility and the launch pad, the major functions
of the LCE are:
Data acquistion and transmission to and from the Planetary Vehicle;
Data processing of information from and commands to the Planetary
Vehicle;
Data display for certain Planetary Vehicle and OSE information.
3.2.2.1 Data Acquisition and Transmission
Two methods of acquiring PV data exist--extracting information from data
provided by the flight data system and running hardwire probes to test
points in the PV through the umbilical, Both methods are used.
Three data channels for PV information are available and used in the LCE--
flight data monitored on the PV S-band data system, which is transmitted
by the Centaur VHF data system, and the data system functions monitored
through the umbilical.
The umbilical monitors those functions concerned with PV power, environ-
mental control, personnel, and equipment safety. Umbilical wire count is
kept to a minimum.
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To accommodate the S-band system for prelaunch operations without using
the DSIF 7i, S-band communications equipment and mission dependent
equipment (MDE) must be provided at the biockhouse. A pad repeater
provides a controiiable-output open-Ioop frequency to DSIF 7i and ciosed-
ioop rf to the biockhouse receiver.
0
Planetary vehicle information which is transmitted through the Centaur
VHF telemetry will be extracted and displayed in the blockhouse.
A landline receiver will be provided as part of the LCE to receive,
equalize and amplify the VHF channel information. A Buffer unit will
extract sync_ store axial shift messages into the Data Processor and
Formatting Unit (DPAF) in parallel at a twenty-four bits per shift
rate.
3.2.2.2 Data Processing
Digital data must be processed to evaluate the Planetary Vehicles'
response to the OSE-generated commands. Data processing is necessary
for the issuance of commands to the Planetary Vehicle. Logic must be
performed and both hardwired logic and programmable logic (stored pro-
gram computer) were considered.
Figure 3.2-3 lists the items of OSE used in the ESA, magnetic mapping
and launch complex facilities.
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Encapsulated PV Lifting Fixture X X
Planetary Vehicle Lifting Fixture X X
Flight S/C - S/C Bus Lifting X X
Fixture
System Level Sling Set X X X
Inst. S/C Simulator Lifting X X
Fixture
OSE Lifting/Instl'n Set X X
Weight/Balance Equipment X
Rocket Motor Alignment Fixture X
Dolly_ General Purpose X
Rocket Motor Installation Hoist X
Safety Devices X
Protective Covers X X
Shipping Containers X X
Spacecraft Container X X
Work Platforms and Access X X X
Equipment
Magnetic Mapping Test Stand X
Transporter 9 Remote Site OSE Set X
Transporter (PV) X
Transporter (EPV) X X
Transporter (S/C) X X
AHSE See Vol. C., Sec. 3.4
MDE Command Processor X X X See Vol. C, Sec. 3.1
SSTE Pyrotechnic Test Kit X
Food Service Unit X
Propulsion System Test Unit X
Nitrogen Servicing Unit X
Propellant System Purge_ Dry X
and Flush Unit
External Power Supply Unit X
Freon Servicing Unit X
Solid Motor Transporter X
Test Battery X
Battery Charger Assembly X
Remote AC Conditioning Assembly
External Power Supply Unit
Figure 3.2-3:
X
OSE Required at ESA,
X
X
X
Magnetic Mapping
and the Launch Complex
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3.2.3.1
3.2.3.2
3.2.3.3
3.2.3.4
3.2.3.5
3.2.3.6
3.2.3.7
3.2.3.8
3.2.3.9
3.2.3.10
3.2.3.11
3.2.3.12
3.2.3.13
3.2.3.14
3.2.3.15
3.2.3.16
3.2.3.17
3.2.3.18
3.2.3.19
3.2.3.20
3.2.3.21
3.2.3.22
3.2.3.23
3.2.3.24
3.2.3.25
3.2.3.26
3.2.3.27
3.2.3.28
3.2.3.29
3.2.3.30
3.2.3.31
_O_'JNO
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USE LOCATION
LAUNCH
ITHM NAME ESA _ CX
Ground Power Switching Unit X X LCB
Umbilical Function Unit X X
S-Band 2-Way Repeater X
Umbilical Set X
Repeater Cabling Set X
S-Band Transmitter X X X
S-Band Receiver X X X
Centaur VHF Landline Receiver X
Centaur VHF Data Buffer X
Data Processor and Formatting X X X
Unit
Recorder Complex X X X
Data Process and Record Mode X X X
Control Console
PV Monitor Console X X X
Radio Subsystem Monitor Panel X X X
(SS_)
Telemetry and Data Storage SSMP X X X
Antenna SSMP X X X
Attitude Reference SSMP X X X
Autopilot SSMP X X X
Science Payload SSMP X X X
Thermal Control SS_in X X X
Propulsion SSMP X X X
Reaction Control SS_ D X X X
CC&S SSMP X X X
Power SSMP X X X
Capsule SSMP X X X
Data Processor/Formatter X X X
(Software)
S-Band Antenna/Diplexer X
Interconnect Cabling, BSA X X
Portable Air Conditioning Unit X X X
Interconnecting Cabling, LCE X X X
Portable Cooling Unit
Figure 3.2-3: Continued
CATEGORY INTERFACE
3.2.3.2,-.13,-.14
3.2.3.4,-.i0,-.13,-.23
3.2.3.5,-.2
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3.2.3.3,-.6,-.7,-.12
3.2.3.5,-.30, MDE
3.2.3.5,-.30 MDE
3.2.3.5,-.30 MDE
_!ETR Ground Line
3.2.3.11,-.12,-.13
SSMP's, MDE
3.2.3.10
3.2.3.10,-.11
3.2.3.9,-.10,-.11,-.12
MDB, and SSMP's
3.2.3.10,-.13,-.30
3.2.3.10,-.13,-.30
3.2.3.10
3.2.3.10,-.13,-.30
3.2.3.10,- .13 Power
Encap. PV_ Transporter
All Block house
shelter umbilical
Bncap. PV telecomm.
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3.2.3 LCE Functional Descriptions
Functional description of OSE items unique to the Launch Complex/ESA/
magnetic mapping areas are given below. (Functional descriptions for
equipment which is used in these areas but is basically categorized as
MDE, AHSE, etc., are found in other sections of this volume).
3.2.3.1--Ground Power Unit
The ground power switching unit interfaces with the PV through the hard-
line umbilical. It provides power to the PV when required, switches it,
charges batteries and monitors the PV power subsystem status. The switch-
ing unit accepts commands from the PV power subsystem monitor and pro-
vides the PV power status to the same through the Data Processing and
Formating Unit (DPAF). (See also Section 4.2.3.2 of this volume.)
3.2.3.2--Umbilical Unit
At one interface, the umbilical unit mates with the 3.2.3.4 umbilical set,
to provide all umbilical functions not supplied by the ground power
switching unit, i.e., environmental control, safety, etc. Pyrotechnic
devices have monitor loops to verify status. However, all umbilical
wires are capable of being shorted to spacecraft ground without damage
to PV circuits, or to the 0SE circuits.
One result is that for the power subsystem umbilical monitors, isolation
pads are required in the PV. For pyrotechnic monitoring circuits, a
further requirement is that current limiting must be accomplished so
that no single circuit component failure, including wiring, will result
in discharge of a device.
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wFurther, the umbilical unit interfaces with the CC_S subsystem monitor
3.2.3.23, the PV monitor console 3.2.3.13 and the data processor and
formating unit 3.2.3.10 in that it provides these units' fault data.
3.2.3.3 S-Band Double-Ended Repeater
The unit fulfills four functions:
i) Provide rf command input to ascent antenna on the shroud while the
PV is on the launch vehicle on the pad (via coaxial line) from
blockhouse.
2) Provide rf Output from ascent antenna to blockhouse.
3) Provide rf transmission open loop to DSIF 71 upon blockhouse command
from the shroud ascent antenna.
4) Prevent rf open-loop radiation under all conditions except Item 3.
The unit is boom mounted on the umbilical tower and is provided with
electrical power and switching, tuning, and control signals from the
blockhouse.
3.2.3.4--Pad Umbilical Cabling
The umbilical from the blockhouse that serves the PV physically inter-
faces with Centaur since no hard points for mounting are provided on
the nose fairing or shroud.
The umbilical provides power, environmental control, and safety monitor-
ing functions for the PV. Continuity loops through the nose fairing
ordnance circuits, mechanism squibs, igniters and PV ground are also
provided.
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3.2.3.5--Repeater Cabling Set
A cabling set, solid conductor and coaxial, is required between the
blockhouse and the Double Ended S-Band Repeater to:
i) Provide an RF path from the blockhouse to the PV for commands.
2) Provide an RE path from the PV to the blockhouse for command verifi-
¢ation and T/M data.
3) Provide power, open-loop antenna switching to DSIF 71, tuning and
other control signals from the blockhouse to the repeater.
3.2.3.6--S-Band Transmitter
During the checkout process, it is necessary to provide RF commands to
the PV. The commands are available at the output of the command proces-
sing unit (MDE) as serial modulated data. The S-band transmitter provides
a low-level signal through the repeater cabling to the PV, coupling the
repeater antenna to the PV antenna through the shroud ascent antenna.
The S-Band transmitter is controlled from the command generation unit
of the data processor and record mode control console.
3.2.3.7 S-Band Receiver
The S-band receiver monitors PV command response and flight data measure-
ments. It accepts rf from the spacecraft through the S-band repeater/
coupler hardline and provides an output to the decommutation equipment
(MDE) which reconstructs the data. The S-band receiver is controlled
from the data processing and record mode control console.
3.2.3.8--Centaur VHF Landline Receiver
Data available from the PV flight da_a system is also available through
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the Centaur VHF flight data system. VHF data are received by the
AFETR VHF facilities and transmitted by landline to the blockhouse.
The Centaur data is processed at the ETR facility and transmitted to
the blockhouse by landline. The Centaur VHF landline receiver accepts
serial data from the GFE landline, amplifies it and transmits it to the
Centaur VHF data buffer 3.2.3.9.
0
@
3.2.3.9 Centaur VHF Buffer
The Centaur VHF buffer unit receives serial data from ETR VHF facilities
via the landline and CENTAUR data receiver. It stores the data so that
the DPAF can acquire the data at an internally clocked rate and upon
command from that unit shifts the information in parallel. The buffer
unit has store and sync extraction capability only. No fixed logic is
required beyond this, because all additional logic is accomplished by
the program stored in the data processing and formatting unit. The
buffer unit does not require operator monitoring.
@
0
0
3.2.3.10 Data Processor and Formatting Unit (DPAF)
A general-purpose digital mochine with input/output equipment is required.
Processing speed and memory of most machines currectly on the market
are adequate for LCE purposes. However, because the machine is a gen-
eral purpose machine, it may well be desired to use it for other pur-
poses when the LCE in the blockhouse (or the LCE in the van) is not in
use. The machine will be provided to the contractor as GEE. It is
recommended the machine used be identical to its counterpart in the DSIF
Sta. No. 71.
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3.2.3.11 Recorder Complex
It is necessary to have permanent recording capability in the LCH.
Permanent storage is necessary for later data retrieval to evaluate
trends and anomalies and permanent visual readout is helpful to launch
operators. The DPAF serves as a memory bank for items of a relatively
current nature but as certain types of data accumulate, it must be
recorded in a form suitable for DPAF input and in a form(s) suitable
for operator input.
The recorder complex records all data from the flight data system and
selected time samples from continuous monitors for reinsertion in the
DPAF.
The recorder prints out in alphanumeric format, all flight data samples
and certain selected continuously monitored variables. Time-based plots
of certain critical variables are required, upon command of the DPAF.
The recorder complex is comprised of magnetic tape I/O equipment,
printers and two axis plotters.
3.2.3.12 Data Process and Record Mode Control Console
The DPAF retains commands and appropriate responses in memory or peri-
pheral storage but depends upon the control console for instructions as
to when and what types of commands to issue and what responses to expect.
The console accomplishes the general function of activating the LCE
(Both in the blockhouse and in the transportable configuration) or in
putting the DPAF on the job of batch processing of trend data. In
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addition to the control for activation of the DPAF and other units of
the LCH the central console incorporates a command generation unit to
select commands to be sent to the DPAF for formatting and a command
response unit to display decided commands from the same unit. It is
intended that all communication between the PV and the LCH be control-
led from this unit.
3.2.3.13--Planetary Vehicle Monitor Console
The console (See Figure 3.2-4) displays PV status obtained from the
two flight data acquisition systems, the hard wire umbilical and the
non-Voyager portion of the launch complex. Overall PV status is main-
tained as well as the individual status of the fifteen major subsystems.
Certain critical functions such as PV power readiness and launch time
are mentioned as well as the subsystems.
This console is specified as the station of the chief PV launch coordi-
nator and the console functions are restricted, as much as possible to
those of monitoring status rather than stimuli generation and response
evaluations. Checkout =,_,,_.v.._+_n_=___ recorded at the console in near
real time if they are sufficiently critical.
3.2.3.14 n-_=+_nna
_ ......... 1 Display
At the subsystem monitor panels it is necessary to communicate certain
information concerning Planetary Vehicle subsystem status and command
and stimuli responses to launch operations. This will be done visually
to avoid possible interference.
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Figure 3.2-4: Planetary-Vehicle Monitor
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The information pertaining to a particular subsystem will be grouped
so that the complete status of that subsystem is quickly made evident.
This applies to the functions monitored through the unbilical as well as
monitored telemetered data.
The Data Processor and Formatting Unit (DPAF) provides a storage for
current real time status. Information is provided by the DPAF on request.
This would be the latest information in storage. Most information is
available to the DPAF on a rather limited sampling basis. Umbilical
information can usually be obtained by the DPAF as often as the DPAF
wishes to scan the input lines. The data available through the flight
data (telemetry) system are sampled at once per minute, once every ten
minutes and once every twenty minutes rates.
Technical Approach--It is desired to display status subsystem-by-sub-
system whenever possible. Some Planetary Vehicle subsystem may warrant
as high as thirty periodically updated status displays. Rather than
requiring an operator to monitor and make comparisons for thirty (or more)
sets of _A_+=_, +h_........_splavs. provide, go-no go indications with call up of
quantitative data available when a problem appears. Hence most if not
all signals will have an easily observable status indicator which veri-
fies that the monitored parameters are within pre-assigned tolerance
values.
The source information is in a variety of forms. Some indications are
discretes whose representation may only be "go-no go" or "on-off"
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indicators. Most are an_log type measurements in which quantitatize
values are of interest.
9
The standard status module is illustrated in Figure 3.2-5. This module
receives coded information at intervals from the DPAF which indicates
positively:
i) Faultl
3) Range.
"Fault" indicates that the value of the monitored parameter is unaccep-
table and if not rectified will scrub the flight.
I
"Fault" indicates that the quality of the monitored component is accep-
table for flight.
"Range" indicates that the values of the monitored component is within
some preprogrammed range. (This range presumably may be set from
accumulated trend data.)
Separate Fault - Fault (go-no-go) indications are provided _o preclude
the occurrence of an undetected standard status module failure. (Where
for exa:nple the module fails in a _a-_mode).
The standard numeric module is illustrated in Figure 3.2-6. The stand-
ard numeric module incocporates these three decimal digit displays
which provide the subsystem monitor operator with:
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Figure 3.2-.5: Standard Status Module
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Figure 3.2-6: Standard Numeric Module
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The upper limit of the variable
The latest value of the variable available to the DPAF
The lower limit of the variable
The variable identifier is manually installed on the display face of
the standard numeric module by the subsystem monitor operator at the
time the status data is gated to the module.
3.2.3-15 Subsystem Monitor Panels
The functional descrlption given below is apj31icable to the following
subsystem monitor panels (SSMP):
i) Radio;
2) Telemetry and data storage:
3) Antenna;
4) Attitude reference;
5) Autopilot;
6) Science payload;
7) Thermal control;
8) Propulsion;
9) Reaction control;
lO) cc&s;
11) Power;
12) Capsule.
The monitor panels for the subsystems listed above will continuously
monitor, in near real tim£, information available from the flight data
systems_ This data will be derived from Centaur or Voyager data trans-
mission systems. Specific measurement status, as well as allowable
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r:_ge information, will be available. Top level subsystem status
visual displays will be provided "to the monitor panel operators as well
as to the planetary vehicle monitor console operator.
Figure 3.2-7 is a tab_21ation of measurements whose status shall be con-
stantly displayed on the Standard Status Module.
Standard Numeric Mod_lles will be provided also, in the Subsystem _onitor
Panels (see Figure 3.2-8) in the quantities given in Figure 3.2-7.
The grouping o_ the SSMP per display unit is as follows:
i) One display unit_ 3.2.3.14,-.15, -.16
2) One display unit] 3.2.3.17, -.18
3) One display unit_ 3.2.3.19_ -.20
4) One display unit; 3.2.3.21, -.22
5) One display unit; 3.2.3.23
6) One display unit_ 3.2.3.24
7) One display unit; 3.2.3.25
3.2.3.16 Data Processor and 2or_natting Unit Software
Computer programs must be provided for the LC_ function as well as for
the verification o_ other software in the program,
3_2.3.17 S-Band Antenna;/Dip!exar
At ti_e Magnetic Mapping Facility in the ESA, it is necessary to trans-
mit co_nands to and rece[ve re:_ponses and flight data _rom -1,_ Planetary
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STD. N'_ '_R iC
IiODULE TOTAL
PARA]._TER S_!PLiNG RATE
UNIT RA>k;;_ ( S_,1PLES/SEC. )
Osc. pwr O-2W i/<_00
Temp. 25e-150OF 1/1200
Temp. 150° ! 150°F 1/1200
3.2.3.14 Radio
3.2.3.15 Telemetry and
Data Storage
3.2.3.16 Antenna
3.2.3.17 Attitude
Reference
3.2.3.18 Autopilot
3.2.3.19 Science Payload
3.2.3.20 ntermal Control
3.2.3.21 Propulsion
3.2.3.22 Reaction
Control
3.2.3.23 CC&S
Figure 3.2-7: S
Exciter output power
Crystal OSC temp. (oven)
Receiver A temp.
Recorder "A" Press
Recorder "s" Press
Recorder "A" Temp.
Recorder "£" Temp.
Low gain ant. RF input
High gain ant. motor temp. (H-l)
High gain ant. motor temp. (S-l)
Star Pzesence Signal (,3 channels)
Canopus Track Power
Canopus sensor temp.
Roll _yro error
Pitcl, gyro error
Vaw gyro error
Roll gyro rate
Pitch gyro rate
Yaw _yro rate
Accelerometer Power
Roll spin motor
Pitch spin motor
Paw spin motor
Science equipment
Science equipment
Science equipment
temperatures
voltases
currents
Coldplate i temp.
Coldplate 2 temp.
Coldplate 3 temp.
Coldplate 4 temp.
Coldplate 5 temp.
Coldplate _ temp.
Coldplate 7 temp.
Coldplate 8 temp.
Gas supply pressure
Fuel Tank Pressure
Oxidizer rank Pressure
Gas Supply Temp.
Gas Supply Temp.
Fuel _ank Temp.
Fuel Yank femp.
Oxidizer rank femp.
Oxidizer rank Temp.
A/C Tank #i Pressure
A/C Tank #2 Pressure
?el Driver pitch +
Jet Driver Pitch -
_et Driver Yaw +
Jet Driver Yaw ÷
Jet Driver Roll +
Jet Driver Roll -
A/C Gas Temp. #i
A/C Gas Temp. #2
Command ;;agnitudeldent.
Processor #1 or A 2
Command Decoder #i or A 2
Programmer Data
Programmer Parity
Vehicle Time
Command Verify
A/C :_ode Select
i0
ubsystem Monitor Panel
Xport press 0-4 psia 1/1200
Xport press 0-4 psia 1/1200
femp. + 150°F 1/1200
Temp. _ 150°F 1/1200
PJ pwr 0-50 W i/o00
Temp. + 300Op 1/1200
Temp. i 300OF 1/1200
Intensity, -2.5 to 40 I/*0
;ia_nitude
Cond. Yes/No I/,;00
temp. _ 150°F i/o00
Angle + 2° !/_0
Angle _ 20 i/_0
Angle _ 2 ° I/o0
Angle rate ? 2°/see 1/60
Angle rate ? 2°/sec I/bO
Cond. Ves/No l/_O0
Sync ? ?
Cond. Yes/No i/_00
Cond. Yes/No i/_00
Cond. Yes/No I/:00
Temp. -- 1/1200
Jolts -- 1/1200
Amps -- 1/1200
Temp. ! 150 1//1200
Temp. ! 150 1/1200
Temp. + 150 1/1200
Temp. + 150 1/1200
Temp. _ 150 1/1200
Temp. _ 150 1/1200
Temp. _ 150 1/1200
Temp. _ 150 1/1200
psia 0-4000 I/ ,0
psia 0-400 I/o0
_ia 0-400 1/00
300-600 i/bO
OR 300-o00 i/o0
OR 400-600 I/o00
OR 400-o00 i/o00
OR 400-000 i/o00
OR 400-_300 1/300
psia 0-375 i/bO
psia 0-375 1/60
Cond. Yes/No 1/1200
Cond. Yes/No 1/1200
Cond. Yes/No 1/1200
Cond. Yes/No 1/1200
Cond. Yes/No 1/1200
Cond. Yes/No 1/1200
Temp.
Farenheit + 150 ° 1/1200
i 15oo 1/12oo
;]ode
Cond.
;lode
Cond.
Hode
Cond.
;:ode instruct
Cond. Words
Ind. Yes/No
rime 233 hrs.
Verify Command
Word
_lode
Cond. Yes/Ne
Measurement
I/_0
i/_0
I/bO
i/LO
1/60
Displays
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ITEM
3,2.3.24
3.2.3.25
SUBSYSTEM
Power
Capsule
STD. STATUS MODt, LE
& MS_ SURE_NT
Battery i Temp.
Battery 2 Temp.
Battery 3 Temp.
Power Conditioner Temp.
Regulator B Output I
DC/AC Inv. Output I
DC/AC Inv. Failure
DC/AC Inv. Output
3 91nv. Output V (÷i)
3 @ Inv. Input I
I _ Inv. Output V
1 # Inv. Output I
Power Sync Frequence
PS & L Input I
PS & L Output I
PS & L Output V
Regulator A Output I
Battery S-I Voltage
Battery S-2 Voltage
Battery S-3 Voltage
Battery S-I Discharge I
Battery S-2 Discharge I
Battery S-3 Discharge I
Battery 1 S/C Charge I
Battery 2 S/C Charge I
Battery 3 S/C Charge I
Battery Charger I
Ground Power Voltage
Battery Charger #i Current
Battery Charger #2 Current
Battery Charger #3 Current
DC/DC Failure Unit A Sense ;lode
DC/DC Failure Unit B Sense _4ode
To be added
10
STD. NUMERIC PARAMETER SAMPLING RATE
MODULE TOTAL UN IT RANGE (SAMPLES/SHC. )
Temp. +lSO°P 1/1200
Temp. _150 F 1/1200
Temp. +150 F 1/1200
Temp. _150 F 1/1200
amperes O-IOA 1/600
amperes O-IOA 1/600
on/o_f 1/6oo
Volt 0.55V 1/600
Volt 0.26V 1/600
ampere O.IOA 1/600
Volt 0-28V 1/600
ampere O-IOA 1/600
cycles/see 400 + 2 aps 1/600
amperes O-30A 1/60
amperes O-30A 1/60
Volt O-150V 1/60
amperes O-IOA 1/600
volt O-50V 1/60
volt O-50V 1/60
volt O-50V 1/60
amperes O-15A 1/60
amperes O-15A I/GO
amperes O-15A 1/60
amperes O-15A 1/60
amperes O-15A 1/60
amperes O-15A 1/60
amperes O-15A 1/60
volts O-50V Constant- Com-
puter clocked
amperes O-30A Constant
amperes O-30A Constant
amperes O-30A Constant
on/off 1/6o
On/Oft 1/60
Figure 3 2-7: Cont. Continued
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Vehicle by the rf data link. The S-band system is used open loop to
preclude any effects the presence of a coaxial cabl__ m'ght have on the
magnetic field. A small directional antenna suitable for S-band is
used aith a diplexer to provid_ for two-w;ay communication between The
Planetary Vehicle and the transpo:_:tabl_ LCE. The antg]na is mounted
on a portable stand :_nd is capabl_ of being tra'ned in elevation and
a zimuth.
3,2.3.18 Interconnecting Cabling ESA
This item provides all electrical paths necessary to complete links
between the LCE and the ground power system. It specifically includes
conductors for blockhouse type power, grounding, and control signals.
3.2.3.19 Portable Air Conditioning Unit
A portable air conditioning unit will be provided to supply cooled air
or nitrogen to the spacecraft or PV during all periods from the depar-
ture of the PV from the industrial area, through ESA operations and
transport to the launch pad. This item will be capable of supplying
air or nitrogen at adjustable temperatures and flows compatible to the
PV's requirements. Mounting and power provisioning will be such that
the unit may accompany the flight article(s) wherever needed. The air
temperature in the shroud as maintained at 45°F _ 5 with air at a
relative humidity at that temperature (40°F) of 50 percent maximum and
with gas cleanliness per Federal Standard 209, Class I00,000.
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w3.2.3.20 Interconnecting Cabling_ LCH
Power and signal cabling must be provided between the LCH (blockhouse
and transportable) equipments. In addition, the LCH interconnecting
cabling must make the signal and power interface with the other block-
house equipment for power_ range time and other countdown information
contained in the blockhouse.
3.2.3.21 Portable Cooling Unit
A portable cooling unit will be provided to maintain a proper flow
(closed loop) of cooling gas or other working fluid to the encapsulated
PV during the time required to lift the PV from the transporter at the
launch pad (service structure) and emplace it on the launch vehicle.
The unit will be self-contained except for electrical power to operate
the unit's mechanical equipment. The spacecraft temperature is
maintained at 45°F + 5 during all uses of this unit. Provisions are
m
made for rapid change-over during installation to other environmental
control units dissipation of possible capsule RTG waste heat.
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3.3 SYSTEM TEST COMPLEX
The Voyager System Test Complex (STC) includes all electrical and mech-
anical elements necessary to support subsystem and system testing of the
spacecraft. Adapters and other STC category equipments are required
that will allow the basic STC to be used in various test configurations
and locations such as Goldstone, magnetic mapping, space chamber and ESA
testing.
3.3.1 Equipment Identification and Usaqe
The basic STC is the operational unit as diagrammed in Figure 3.3-1 and
contains or uses the following major elements:
i) DSIF MDE to perform the functions of spacecraft command insertion
into the transmitter modulator and telemetry demodulation, decom-
mutation, and formatting for on-site data processing.
2) All subsystem test sets as described in Section 4.0 of this document
modified as required for integration into the STC.
3) Environmental cooling facilities to support the test operations on
the Voyager Spacecraft.
4) A central control element to maintain system test control and data
recording.
Electrical power system to provide spacecraft electrical ground
power.
Three axis test stand to support specialized spacecraft system
tests (AHSE).
Subsystem and spacecraft simulators to permit system interface and
parallel subsystem testing.
Personnel intercommunication system.
7)
8)
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The STC exercises the spacecraft through all standard and backup modes
of operation. In addition, the STC provides the capabilities to adapt
to non-standard conditions and to permit spacecraft fault isolation to
the field spare level. Wherever possible the physical configuration of
the STC is such that all of the major elements, as indicated above, will
be located in one area. However, the STC design will permit physical
separations between the test article and the test equipment when only
a portion of the STC category equipment is required.
To accomplish the system developmental and integration testing of the
Voyager Spacecraft, a "completely" automatic STC is neither justified
nor desirable. This conclusion is based on the numbers of systems to
be tested, complexity of tests, equipment costs, test programming costs,
and equipment configuration development time.
One of the primary requirements at the subsystem test set level is for
repeatable controlled test sequences and data readout for off-line
trend analysis. Because of this, the subsystem test sets that perform
the basic STC test functions have, inherent in their design, significant
automatic test sequencing, data recording, and limited data evaluation
and display capabilities. These characteristics are used to their maxi-
mum extent within the STC.
Environmental control of the spacecraft includes the use of an air
conditioned clean room that is controlled to 72° ! 3oF. During system
tests in this area, a supply of air or nitrogen gas is ducted into the
spacecraft. The gas supply temperature range is adjustable between 45°
3-81
and 75°F, with a flow rate up to 25 pounds per minute at i0 inches H20
STP, a relative humidity less than 50 percent, and cleanliness meeting
Federal Standard 209, Class i00,000.
An electrically heated nitrogen vaporizer supply of cold gas is required
for testing the Science Payload IR sensors. This gas should be between
-25 ° and -45°H, at less than 50 percent relative humidity. The flow rate
should be adjustable from 0 to 0.5 pounds per minute and cleanliness
should meet Federal Standard 209, Class i00,000.
Preliminary analysis associated with determining the design character-
istics of the STC central control unit indicate some specific results.
These are:
l) A central automatic test sequence control, data recording and
limited data evaluation and display capability is required at the
STC. This follows because of the identical requirements at the
subsystem test level and because of the need to provide total system
test control with respect to test programming and safety interlock.
2) The requirements for performing full operation flight simulation
tests imply a more comprehensive flight simulation test that can be
readily made if a DSIE on-site data processing subsystem is included
within the STC.
3) Implementation of Item #2 will provide the capability within the
STC to checkout all DSIF operational software programs that are
described in Section 3.1 of this document.
4) Implementation of Item #2 will provide the capability to perform
off-line trend data analysis in the STC on a priority basis.
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In order to meet the STC operational requirements as described above,
an SDS-920 computer or equivalent is required as a part of the central
control unit. This satisfies the requirement for providing an automatic
system level test sequencing and recording capability and limited real-
time data evaluation and display. In addition, it provides functional
growth for expanded automatic test capabilities consistent with future
Voyager program direction.
3.3.2 Design Concepts and Constraints
The basic purpose of the STC is to provide the capability of performing
comprehensive testing of the spacecraft with and without the Science
Payload and Flight Capsule. Section 2.2 of this volume presents overall
concepts which are observed in the STC design. Some of the more detailed
restraints for the STC design are included herein. They are:
i) The STC is designed for automatic test sequencing with provision
for manual override to obtain the required high degree of test
repeatability while maintaining the ability to do single step
sequencing for mission and test hardware, trouble shooting, and
fault isolation.
2) The STC will have the capability to ascertain spacecraft performance,
including fault isolation to the subsystem level, through analysis
of the quantitative information received via the radio telemeter.
3) The STC is designed to use, where possible, equipment components
that are electrically and mechanically identical to those of the
subsystem test equipment.
4) Hardware circuitry design in the STC is identical, in all possible
cases, to the designs in the MDE and LCE.
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All system level tests including compatibility, FAT, TAT, and final
assembly tests are accomplished using the STC. Adequate measure-
ments through hardwire and telecommunications must be provided
for test, monitor, and control.
System level end-to-end testing is performed by the STC on the
basis of telemetry flight data measurements and hardwire monitor
and control measurements.
During system level tests, the spacecraft is tested in several modes,
times, and conditions. Test operations require the support of
facilities (e.g., environment, magnetic field control, etc.), MDE,
AHSE and selected SSTE.
The STC equipment will be designed with the team concept in mind.
That is, it will be designed for maximum utility by the team of
engineers and technicians which moves with the flight hardware and
test equipment from completion of assembly and fabrication through
mission completion.
The processing of telecommunications commands and data will be done
by a simulated DSIF which will include configurations identical to
MDE hardware and software at the DSIF.
Electrical power to the spacecraft is furnished through the space-
craft umbilical circuits except when the batteries or solar panels
are being exercised. The cable carrying test circuits and electrical
power to the spacecraft simulates the impedance of the LCE umbilical
cable.
Except where mandatory, the basic spacecraft wiring harness will not
be opened or disconnected when testing subsystems in an assembled
spacecraft. All electrical power to the subsystem under test will
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be applied through the spacecraft electrical simulator.
The STC design is transportable as an entity whose major assemblies
have simple electrical interfaces thus facilitating movement and
reassembly of the equipment in a manner to minimize time required
for setup, recalibration, realignment and use.
0
3.3.3 Applicable Documentation
i) Functional Specification OSE/MC-3-110, dated June 17, 1963, "Mariner
C, Operational Support Equipment Design Characteristics and Restraints"
2) Functional Specification DFI-IO61-FNC, "Deep Space Network On-Site
Data Processing Subsystem"
0
0
0
3.3.4 Functional Description
The STC equipment is used to checkout the Voyager Spacecraft and to
verify DSIF MDE hardware, software, and spacecraft compatibility in
operational mode and configuration. The overall functional block diagram
is shown in Figure 3.3-1 and a typical module block diagram is depicted
in Figure 3.3-2. The functional description of the STC is divided into
the following categories:
l)
2)
4)
Test control.
Test data routing and evaluation.
Test data display and storage.
DSIF software checkout.
3.3.4.1 Test Control
Testing will be accomplished in one of two operational modes_ the "program
controlled" or the manual mode. In the program control mode, a computer
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Figure 3.3.2: Typical Subsystem TestSet Configuration
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will initiate, sequence, route, evaluate and display all data coming
from or going to the spacecraft. Stimuli commands will be sent under
test program control to the individual subsystem test sets which generate
the stimuli. The stimuli will, in turn, be routed to the spacecraft via
hardline connections in a manner identical to that used for subsystem
level testing. Commands being sent to the spacecraft CC&S are trans-
mitted from the computer to the command processor portion of the MDE,
routed to the transmitter in the telecommunications test rack and trans-
mitted via an RF link to the spacecraft. This provides communication
link similar to that used during DSIF operations. Resulting data are
analyzed and routed to a central display.
In the program control mode all test data will be evaluated by the com-
puter at a rate determined by the system under test. An alternate mode
would be to manually sequence individual test steps at the discretion
of the test operator.
During manual test operation the computer will maintain overall test
control to ensure that safety inter-locks for electrical power and
environmental control are maintained, to minimize mutual interference,
and to control gross test scheduling. However, the insertion of sub- \
system and spacecraft commands and stimuli and the evaluation of the
resulting test data will be done on an individual basis at each sub-
L
system test set by the test engineer. In this mode, the existing subsystems i
test equipment configurations and local displays are used. /
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3.3.4.2 Test Data Routing and Evaluation
All test data is received from the spacecraft via cabling, RF coax, and
open loop RF depending on the type of tests being conducted and the speci-
fic test mode. Test cable connections from the spacecraft are routed
to the appropriate individual subsystem test set racks using the same
pin connections that are utilized during bench level testing.
In the "program control" test mode the test data is encoded at the test
sets for routing by hardwire to the computer multiplexer and input buffer.
All data evaluation is done automatically by the computer except on demand
and under program control when it is necessary to modify the program and
implement manual evaluating procedures. Test data transmitted via the
RF link use an antenna coupler and coaxial cables except when specialized
tests require open-loop RF radiation transmissions. The RF test data is
fed into the S-band receiver located in the telecommunications test rack.
The output of the receiver is routed to the MDH for subcarrier demodulation,
frame and bit synchronization, and buffering into the computer for real
time processing.
During "manual mode" operation, overall test program control (as described
in the previous section), is maintained by the computer. However, tests
are programmed on an individual basis by test engineers located at each
subsystem control station. The telemetry data is routed to the tele-
communications rack where it is received, demodulated, decommutated and
displayed to the test engineer at the subsystem control station.
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3.3.4.3 Test Data Display and Storage
The test data resulting from the previously described operation are dis-
played for operator recognition and evaluation in both the automatic
and manual modes. Sequential test-in-progress indications, status
lights, GO/NO-GO lights, and run clock displays are included at the sub-
system test sets and the system test control console. The master time
clock also provides for operator synchronization of all participants in
the system test complex.
In the automatic program control mode of testing, significant test results
will be printed out at the computer display console. Out-of-tolerance
readings will be flagged to allow the operator to take the required
remedial or alternate mode implementation action.
In the manual mode the test results will be displayed and monitored at
the individual subsystem test sets.
Test data storage is accomplished by means of magnetic tape recorders,
direct writing oscillographs and hard copy print-out records. Data from
the spacecraft and the OSH are stored in the required format to verify
equipment operational status, permit trend prediction, allow previous
test point data recall, retrace equipment test history in event of
failure, and to permit off-line detailed engineering analysis. Test
data are recorded on magnetic tape by the computer in the program controlled
mode of testing and are recorded at the individual subsystem test sets
in the manual mode.
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3.3.4.4 DSIF Software Checkout
Yhe software programs which are verified by the DSIF on-site data pro-
cessing subsystem within the STC are written for the DSIF SDS-920 computer.
The checkout of these programs represent a major test effort that must
be accomplished prior to the DSIF compatibility test program schedule.
In addition, during flight simulation tests conducted at the Kent
facility, these programs are used for real time processing of all tele-
metry data received from the spacecraft. Compatibility of the software
with the _)E hardware should be fully verified prior to the Goldstone
DSIF tests.
3.3.5 Interface Definition
The following interfaces exist for the STC and its component parts:
1 Radio frequency interfaces exists with the spacecraft S-band radio
transmitter and receiver. Both radiating and nonradiating (coax
plus antenna coupler) modes exist. Another interface exists with
the VHF radio receiver.
2) The following interfaces exist with the spacecraft umbilical cir-
cuits: electrical power transmission and sensing circuits, safety
circuits, and the environment monitor circuits.
3) A digital-data interface exists with the spacecraft-to-Centaur
VHF circuits.
Yhe science package simulator and the Flight Capsule simulators both
interface directly with their associated spacecraft circuits and
mounting provisions.
5) The Spacecraft dummy electrical simulator must interface individually
and collectively with all the spacecraft electric electronic modules.
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The STC external cabling interfaces with all the special test con-
nectors on spacecraft electric/electronic modules.
A set of duplicate NDE is integrated into the STC. These equipment
items and software programs function during STC system testing in
a manner similar to the mission operational phases.
The LCE is used at the STC during specific system level tests.
AFETR Services--These interface points include communication,
power, grounding, electrical interference, facilities and environment.
3.3.6 Safety Considerations
There are three basic safety considerations associated with the design
of the STC. These are:
I) Personnel Safety
a) Personnel safety is provided by the use of electrical inter-
lock on all rack drawers and panels. Electrical design practices
will ensure adequate safety margins with respect to locating
electrical power supply grounds.
2) Spacecraft Safety
a) The STC computer must provide interlock functions in addition
to that provided by the individual test sets to preclude a
test sequence being initiated that is harmful to the space-
craft equipment. Examples of these interlocks are the
application of the cooling system prior to specific subsystems
operations, inertial platform gyro positions prior to power
application, and prevention of subsystem performance due to
ground power transients and protection from harmful voltage
fluctuations.
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b) Command word generation and verification procedures will be
thoroughly tested for functional integrity prior to their
operational use with the spacecraft.
c) The design of all input circuits to the spacecraft system or
any of its subsystems are such that no failure within the STC
will cause damage to the spacecraft. All STC to spacecraft
interfaces will be so checked successively with the engineering
test model, prototype spacecraft, and the Planetary Vehicle
Electrical Simulator before using the STC with a flight space-
craft.
d) Electrical ground loops between the spacecraft and STC will
be rigidly controlled through use of appropriate design speci-
fications.
OSE Safety
a) The design of all OSE is such that in the event of a power
failure the reactivation of specific items of equipment will
be sequenced in a manner to protect their functional integrity.
b) The selection of cable connectors and location of power supply
wiring within the OSE prohibits inadvertent mating of power
and signal connections to the wrong element. In the event of
an over-load failure on a power lead, adjacent wiring will not
be connected to any critical circuits.
3.3.7 Testinq
The STC has the self-check and operational checking capability of those
basic subsystem test equipments included in STC and as described in Section
4.0 of this document. Some ancillary equipment will be included in order
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Wto assure that calibrations, alignments and ranges are within the required
operating limits. The inclusion of computer control, data storage,
analysis, and display also allows the STC to isolate its own failures to
the replaceable spares level. In the case of test equipment redundancy
included with equipment common to LCE the STC has the ability to check
standby as well as active circuitry. The STC can accomplish the self
checks prior to or during test without interrupting the test sequence.
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3.4 ASSEMBLY t HANDLING t AND SHIPPING EQUIPMENT (AHSE)--SYSTEM LEVEL
3.4.1 Scope
System level AHSE includes equipment that serves more than one airborne
subsystem or serves other systems OSE. In a number of cases systems
AHSE must function or interface with subsystem AHSE! where these condi-
tions exist, the relationships will be described. Not included in AHSE
are facility items! GFE, standard manufacturing tooling; and commercial
or Government transportion equipment, such as aircraft, vans, fork-lift
trucks, and hoists.
I
I
I
3.4.2 AHSE Classes
System-level AHSE includes the following equipment classes:
i) Measurement equipment-- 6) Dollies, trucks, and installation
2)
3)
4)
5)
mechanical;
Test stands and fixtures; 7)
Transportation equipment; 8)
Safety devices; 9)
Work platforms and i0)
access equipment;
devices;
Protective covers;
Shipping containers_
Lifting slings and fixtures;
Assembly jigs, fixtures, and
special tools.
I
3.4.3 Functions Performed
System level AHSE includes items that perform the following functionsl
i) Provide the capability of safely lifting, holding, and positioning
spacecraft assemblies (or OSE) during system assembly and test.
2) Maintain cleanliness requirements during transportation of systems,
OSE, and spacecraft assemblies.
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Maintain environmental requirements during transportion of systems,
OSE, and the various spacecraft assemblies.
Provide for transport and handling of Planetary Vehicle assemblies
and all systems OSH.
3.4.4 AHSH Critical Parameters
In selecting a given design or approach to a system AHSE solution, a
number of general characteristics or criterion are reviewed or applied
relative to that solution. A priority listing is established that applies
to all equipment classes under the AHSE category. This listing_ described
in detail under subtitles below, is formulated based on the following
assumptionss
i) Proper performance of basic function is not listed as a character-
istic because this is assumed the prime reason for creation of a
given design.
2) Program-level decisions or general criterion are not listed because
these requirements are specified or apply without trade considera-
tion.
3) Many characteristics are not listed because they are a function of
cost. Cost itself is listed and needs to be expanded to cover
factors that contribute therein.
I(
Personnel Safety--The most important characteristic of all system-level
AHSE is its ability to afford personnel protection or provide for safe
usage by operating personnel. This feature is incorporated in AHSH by
the process of selecting conservative designs, providing safety devices,
eliminating operator error sources, reducing risk operations, avoiding
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Usage cost--the cost per AHSE item for the life of the program is
considered, not just acquisition cost.
3.4.5 Equipment Functions and Proposed Design
Preliminary designs for categories of equipment are noted in the follow-
ing paragraphs.
3.4.5.1 Measurement Eouipment--Mechanical
Ali@nment Stations--An alignment station performs all close-tolerance
adjustments and physical placement of the various sensors, reference
packages, thrustors, motors, platforms, and structural components. The
alignment requirements are shown by Figure 3.4-1. This station positions
the spacecraft in the required attitudes to allow all alignments to be
accomplished by one station. Optical devices and other state-of-the-art
tolerance measurement devices are employed at this station.
A stable, rigid OSE framework is provided. This frame incorporates
alignment-device attachments at accurately adjustable points. These
alignment devices work in conjunction with adapters furnished as sub-
system 0SE (i.e., target holders, etc.). Figure 3.4-2 illustrates the
conceptual design.
Wei@ht and Balance Equipment--A set of static-weight balance equipment
is required for use both in explosive and nonexplosive areas for weight
and center of gravity determination and adjustments. This equipment is
used for weight and balance measurements of the Spacecraft Bus and other
levels of assembly up to and including the Planetary Vehicle with
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Figure 3.4-2: Mechanism Alignment Station
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propellants loaded. The spacecraft is measured and balanced both with
mechanisms extended and folded on this station.
A possible solution to this design is described in the paragraph below
where the requirements are combined with the rocket motor alignment
equipment.
Rocket-Motor Alignment Fixture--A rocket-motor alignment fixture is
identified for use to adjust the rocket-engine thrust axis relative to
the Flight Spacecraft center of gravity. Conventional optical tooling
and physical measurement devices are incorporated in this fixture to
effect the required alignment measurements. This fixture operates with
subsystem test adapters.
Figure 3.4-3 illustrates a possible design approach that serves both the
alignment and weight and balance functions. A combination facility/OSE
installation is required where a hydraulic lift from a level below the
spacecraft moves the serviced propulsion module into position. The load
cells located at four spacecraft support points measure weight and hori-
zontal plane balance. Longitudinal center-of-gravity location determina-
tions are performed as a separate operation prior to propulsion module
installation by using adapters to tilt the spacecraft. The rocket-motor
thrust vector is aligned by an optical instrument located on a platform
over the spacecraft.
An alternate design approach to the same test station is one where the
hydraulic elevator is not used (see Figure 3.4-4). The Spacecraft Bus
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is lowered over the propulsion module and attached. The total unit is
then moved to the weight/balance, engine alignment station previously
described. Figure 3.4-5 illustrates a measurement approach wherein the
large structure above the spacecraft illustrated in Figure 3.4-3 is not
required. This approach also solves the mechanism deployment problem.
3.4.5.2 Test Stands and Fixtures
Test Stand--Free Mode--A test stand is needed to support and orient the
spacecraft assembly during free-mode tests wherein the vehicle operates
with a minimum of OSE test sets or simulation equipment connected. The
prime objective of the tests conducted on this stand is that of allowing
the spacecraft to operate on internal power with solar panels stimulated
by a solar _ource or the Sun. Spacecraft access for test control and
data collection during these tests is by rf telecommunications (open
loop) except for the beginning of the test sequence when the umbilical
wires and LCE are used.
A specially designed meuhanical stand of welded steel construction with
electric motor drive capability of table tilt and table rotation in a
horizontal plane is proposed. To minimize the physical complexity of
this stand, a facility foundation capable of compression and tension
loads at four corner points is needed.
Test Stand--STC System Level--A test stand is required for use in both
explosive and nonexplosive areas. The test stand has a capability of
supporting and positioning the Flight Spacecraft or Planetary Vehicle
during certain assembly operations and during system tests. The test
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stand also provides vehicle support and accessibility during fault
isolation and maintenance.
This fixture allows positioning of the spacecraft at various attitudes
and angles during assembly, maintenance, and system testing. It is
assumed that a requirement exists to rotate and also tilt the spacecraft
Z-axis to a limited extent when all mechanisms are deployed during sys-
tem testing. This fixture is also usable to a maximum extent for deploy-
ment testing of the spacecraft mechanisms. The rotation and tilt motions
required of this device are not coordinated with the spacecraft subsystem
by any form of mechanical or electrical coupling. However, a requirement
does exist to measure both rates and displacements of the fixture's
motions.
A commercially available welding positioner serves as the basic structure
and mechanism of this stand. Other special adapters and fittings are
zequired to mate the various spacecraft configurations to the stand.
Figure 3.4-6 illustrates this stand in use at the STC.
Test Stand--Mechanism Deployment--A test stand and special installation
are required to allow deployment of all spacecraft devices and mechanisms.
This stand has the capability to support the spacecraft in the various
positions to deploy the mechanisms on the Earth under l-g conditions.
In certain cases such as with the ionization chamber and magnetometer
boom assembly, zero-g simulation weight balance or force devices are
employed. These devices are subsystem 0SE that is integrated into the
test station.
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Test Fixture--Planetary Vehicle/Nose Fairin9 Separation--A test fixture
and installation are required to carry out the proof test model sequences
to qualify the separation characteristics of the encapsulated Planetary
Vehicle. This fixture and associated installations involve a significant
number of mechanical devices for both vehicle support and nose fairing
segment capture. A major operation interface exists at the test installa-
tion regarding capsule, science, and spacecraft OSH because Planetary
Vehicle subsystems must operate during these tests.
Test Stand--Goldstone--A test stand is required at Goldstone for use
during telecommunications systems tests and Goldstone compatibility tests.
This stand must provide a capability for both the Planetary Vehicle and
the Flight Spacecraft (Mars orbit) configuration. If practical, this
stand will be an STC or HSA device.
Test Fixtures--Antenna Range) EMI) and Acoustic--A number of system-
level test fixtures are required for use during proof, reliability, and
acceptance testing in Seattle. They are undefined in detail at this
point, but concern vibration, acoustics, loads, electrointerference,
antenna-range, and other types of tests. These fixtures are listed as
OSE by definition.
Test Stand--Magnetic Mapping--A test stand and installation are required
to perform the magnetic mapping and magnetic field application functions
in the spacecraft processing cycle. This station consists of the system-
level AHSE structural stand with adapters to permit mapping of the
Planetary Vehicle, Flight Spacecraft, or lower levels of spacecraft
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assembly. This station also provides the capability to map spacecraft
or perhaps 0SE components, if practical.
Test Fixture--Capsule Separation Tests--A test fixture and installation
are required in the type-approval program of the overall Planetary
Vehicle in Seattle. This test fixture must support the Flight Spacecraft
and the capsule in a manner to effect simulated zero-g space separation.
3.4.5.3 Transportation Equipment
Transporter--Encapsulated Planetary Vehicle--A transporter is required
to move the Flight Spacecraft, Planetary Vehicle, and the encapsulated
Planetary Vehicle from one test location to the next, and to the launch
pad. Because the vehicle configurations vary greatly between these
usages and moves and shipment to AFETR, a separate transporter is
identified for the latter purpose.
This transporter could also act as a buildup or test fixture and propel-
lant loading or rocket motor installation stand. See Figure 3.4-13 for
the design approach. This transporter must accommodate the encapsulated
Planetary Vehicle possibly containing a capsule RTG. Environmental con-
trol equipment and safety monitors are also required on the device as
interfacing items.
Transporter--Remote-Site OSE Set--A requirement exists to transport a
group of OSE test sets in a configuration that is usable at the ESA,
launch pad, Goldstone, free-mode test site, and other system-level tests
where test control and data acquisition are conducted primarily by means
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of telecommunications. This vehicle transports the simulated DSIF ground
station or parts, certain MDE, telemetry equipment, recording equipment,
subsystem display and evaluation equipment, and associated power supplies
and control consoles that allow the test to take place. This transporter
must provide environmental control for both equipment and operators. A
general class of over-the-road mobility is provided for this equipment.
A modified commercial highway van with equipment permanently installed
is expected to accomplish this transportation function. This van is much
like Lunar Orbiter checkout van in principal except that the spacecraft
is not transported as part of the van equipment set.
Transporter--OSE--This category is reserved to include any special trailers,
vans, or mobile devices to contain the OSE during transportation where
these devices are not classed as shipping containers.
3.4.5.4 Safety Devices
A category is reserved in system-level AHSE to include mechanical safety
u_v±u== ..... =_ escape catenaries, blast barriers, radiation barrier
(shielding), special force- or load-restraining systems, nets, and
propellant shields.
3.4.5.5 Work Platforms and Access Equipment
The size and configuration of the Voyager spacecraft and the arrangement
of the Saturn Centaur on its launch pads present a number of major physi-
cal access and personnel operational support problems that are solved by
provisioning adequate work platforms and access devices.
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3.4.5.6 Dollies, Trucks, and Installation Devices
Dolly--General Purpose--A general-purpose dolly is required to handle
the various spacecraft field-spare components in the spacecraft assembly
and maintenance area. This dolly can also be used to handle certain OSE
items (e.g., simulators). This device interfaces with subsystem-
OSE adapters that are furnished for each subsystem field-spare item
requiring mechanical handling.
Installation Device--Spacecraft Components--Certain spacecraft components
are located in the structure so that conventional installation devices
such as cranes, hoists, slings, hands, and shop lifts are inadequate to
allow safe, easy assembly or maintenance. A special installation device
is provided to interface with subsystem-OSE adapters that support the
subsystem components at appropriate points for handling, positioning,
adjustment, and installation.
3.4.5.7 Protective Covers
Protective covers at the systems level are listed for both OSE and the
spacecraft. Detailed requirements for such covers are undefined at this
point, but generally include such items as:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
Portable clean rooms;
Fueling protective devices (splash aprons);
Covers used during transport or storage on transporters where these
covers are not part of the transporter;
A simulated shroud for use during system-level tests where the air
conditioning (if any) with the nose fairing must be duplicated;
Test area covers (e.g., Goldstone);
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Sterilization enclosures;
Other.
3.4.5.8 Shipping Containers
This category is reserved for both OSH (system-level) and spacecraft
(system-level) shipping containers. Shipping containers are transportable
but not inherently mobile.
@
@
@
@
Spacecraft Container--A transporter is required to receive the Spacecraft
Bus at the end of Seattle manufacturing and test, then provide for safe
transportation by air or road to AFETR or other points within the Con-
tinental U.S. (excluding Alaska). The transporter may be used as a
reasonably long-term storage unit for completed spacecraft assemblies,
and thus provide for unattended usage in a variety of physical areas.
The transporter must be able to protect the spacecraft in the event of
unscheduled landings, stopovers, equipment changes, and prime mover
failures during winter, storm conditions, or summer heat. If air trans-
portable, the device must be able to comply with the most severe emer-
gency condition criteria associated with the various aircraft and
carriers planned. The transporter must not present a safety hazard to
the transportation crews in event of emergency descent or depressurization
or container rupture.
A reusable container is selected to ship the partially disassembled
spacecraft by 0-124 or larger aircraft. To meet the envelope require-
ments, the solar panels, booms, capsule, high-gain antenna, and certain
boom and solar panel hing support structure must be removed. The
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propulsion module may be shipped with the spacecraft or may be shipped
separately. Figure 3.4-7 illustrates two types of containers ranging
from a sealed hard unit to a soft-cover, unsealed unit. It is proposed
that a sealed, hard unit be used for the Voyager program. An environ-
mental control system is part of this device and considers all usages,
spacecraft requirements, emergencies, storage time and other demands.
This system, while illustrated as a passive system, may be an active
air conditioning set supplied and mounted with the container.
Figure 3.4-8 illustrates this container in the transportation configura-
tion for highway movement wherein special permits and convoys are required
because of over legal widths (about ll feet). Air transportation is
planned by C-124 or equivalent. Close loading fits are evident between
the packaged spacecraft and the aircraft structure. The closeness of
fit influences the shipping container form and size.
The magnetic and cleanliness requirements set by the spacecraft are
emphasized in this design. Also specified are a spacecraft suspension
system and shipping orientation which most closely follows the load
carrying capabilities provided in the spacecraft structure for the boost
conditions.
3.4.5.9 Lifting Slings and Fixtures
Encapsulated in Nose Fairing Planetary Vehicle Lifting Fixture--A lifting
fixture is required to install the encapsulated Planetary Vehicle (PV)
onto the Saturn/Centaur launch vehicle. This lifting fixture must remove
the encapsulated PV from its transporter and, by interfacing with the
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launch Pad 34 or 3V handling equipment, must provide for safe entry
through the service tower structure onto the launch vehicle. As presently
envisioned this lifting fixture need not provide roll-over capability. It
is proposed that the encapsulated PV be handled upright on its trans-
porter. Cooling may be required to the PV during handling because of
the heat rejection requirements of the RTG in the capsule; if so, a
major design and interface problem will exist. This fixture is usable
for installation of the encapsulated PV to its transporter at the HSA.
Also, this fixture is usable for nose fairing separation tests during
proof model testing in Seattle.
The design approach to this fixture may range from a single, one cable
hoist as shown by Figure 3.4-9 to an extremely complex lifting assembly
as shown in Figure 3.4-10. Two other possible approaches are shown by
Figures 3.4-11and -12, these being adaptions of the first two schemes.
The most significant point in this design area is that a major inter-
face problem exists between the ground equipment and the launch vehicle
and perhaps the capsule. This interface problem area is illustrated by
Figure 3.4-11.
A concept of handling and fixture design is shown by Figure 3.4-13.
This figure also points out other ground system interface requirements.
Planetary Vehicle Liftinq Fixture--A lifting fixture is required to
handle and move the Spacecraft Bus (fully assembled with propulsion or
dry), the capsule and science payload during various operations of
assembly, test and service. The spacecraft adapter may be on or off.
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Figure 3.4-9: Encapsulated PV Lifting- Single Point Approach
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This fixture must handle the Planetary Vehicle with all mechanisms folded
in the boost configuration. The device must also allow visual and physi-
cal access to all required components to allow test, alignment, service,
assembly and other operations planned. Vertical orientation only of the
Planetary Vehicle is provided.
Spacecraft Liftinq Fixtures--A lifting fixture is required to handle
and move the Spacecraft Bus at various levels of assembly up to and
including the Flight Spacecraft with adapter configuration. These
configurations may be both wet (with solid engines) or dry. Many OSE
and physical interfaces must be accommodated in this design as well as
providing for the many operations of assembly, installation, alignment,
inspection, maintenance, service and test while the vehicle is in this
unit. This unit may require a roll-over capability, but only at a
point when the major mechanisms are removed from the Spacecraft Bus.
3.4.5.10 Assembly Jigs, Fixtures, and Special Tools
Installation Kits--A number of installation kits are identified at the
systems level for use during assembly, build-up, and maintenance both
at AFETR and Seattle. These kits may be used at other test locations.
The kits consist of the special tools and devices required to effect
major assembly uniting operations.
Assembly Jigs--Spacecraft Bus--A special jig, fixture or stand is required
to allow all system level assembly operations to take place in an efficient,
safe, orderly, coordinated and accurate manner. This jig (or fixture)
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must allow positioning of the spacecraft in all required attitudes and
orientations projected for Seattle final assembly, Goldstone assembly
and AFETR assembly and maintenance to the replaceable field spare.
Alignment_ holding, clamping and positioning will be provided to the
extent required.
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WThe reduction and control of the bacterial load of the spacecraft
through assembly, test and launch will require continuing study.
Definition and delineation of operational techniques and required
equipment must include consideration of all possible sources of con-
tamination. Throughout fabrication, storage, handling and transportation
a level of cleanliness consistent with the decontamination requirements
selected will be necessary to keep the decontamination potential to a
minimum. The selected parts sterilization approach will require
development of special handling and assembly techniques to retain parts
sterility.
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3.5 SPACECRAFT SIMULATOR
3.5.1 Equipment Identification and Usaqe
The spacecraft simulator is an electrical-electronic simulator of the Flight
Spacecraft. Its purpose is to permit final checkout of the LCE and MCE at
the earliest point in time. Functions to be simulated are the umbilical
and rf link functions of the spacecraft as they affect the LCE and MDE.
The spacecraft simulator will have the capability to simulate spacecraft
conditions requiring command from the LCE.
The spacecraft simulator is planned for use in performing system-level
compatability checks of spacecraft with the STC; however, no subsystem
interface simulation or subsystem fault-isolation simulation will be
incorporated.
Subsystem--The spacecraft simulator will incorporate electrical-electronic
simulation of the following subsystems:
i) Telecommunications;
2) Attitude reference and autopilot;
3) Central computer and sequencer;
4) Electrical power;
5) Temperature control;
6) Pyrotechnic.
Of these, the telecommunication_subsystem simulation will consists of a
separate simulator (telecommunications simulator) that can be removed as
a unit and used in _d)E and DSIF checkout.
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Planetary Vehicle--The spacecraft simulator will include umbilical leads
and interfacing circuitry to provide for attachment of the flight capsule
simulator and Science Payload simulator. It is anticipated that these
simulators will be government-furnished equipment (GFE); when all of these
simulators are used together they will constitute a Planetary Vehicle
simulator.
O
3.5.2 Functional Description
The functions represented consist of all functions occurring at the
umbilical (spacecraft - Launch Vehicle interface at the spacecraft-Centaur
joint, Saturn Station 2048) and all of the radio-link functions.
3.5.2.1 Spacecraft Telecommunications Subsystem
The spacecraft telecommunications simulator will be used in checking out
and establishing the operational readiness of the mission-dependent equip-
ment at the launch site and the DSIF stations. The telecommunications
simulation will be used to check out and establish the operational readi-
ness of the LCE via radio link monitoring of flight data.
Required Functions--The required functions of the spacecraft teieco_,uni-
cations simulator are:
1)
2)
3)
4)
Receive, phase lock and track the DSN command frequency carrier_
Detect, decode and visually display command signals fron the DSN_
Coherently convert the received carrier frequency by a 240/221
ratio and retransmit this frequency as the telemetry carrier_
Generate simulated analog, digital, and pulse-code-modulated data
of the various mission modes_ multiplex these signals and
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5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
phase-shift-key modulate telemetry subcarriers; and apply this to
the telemetry carrier.
Generate a pseudo-noise code for application to the telemetry
carrier.
Demodulate the range-code video information transmitted by the
DSN on the command-frequency carrier and modulate the telemetry
carrier with this information for retransmission to the DSN.
Provide a radiated telemetry carrier to permit checkout of the
DSN antennas and receivers.
Provide a simulated DSN receiver output telemetry data signal to
permit checkout of the telemetry ground station. The capability
to inject a known amount of noise on the data will be provided.
Provide a bit-error detector to compare transmitted simulated PCM
signals with that received by the telemetry ground station S-band
receiver and detected by the subcarrier demodulator, bit synchronizer,
and data reconstructor.
3.5.2.2 Attitude Reference and Autopilot Subsystem
The following umbilical functions must be simulated for LCH checkout:
l)
2)
3)
Power to attitude reference and autopilot subsystem_
Autopilot temperature_
Attitude reference module temperatures (two temperatures).
3.5.2.3 Central Computer and Sequencer Subsystem (CC&S)
The central computer and sequencer (CC&S) simulator will check out and
verify the operational support equipment (OSE) prior to the test of the
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WFlight Spacecraft. The simulator will supply the equivalent load or
voltage/impedance that is required by the CC&S via the Centaur umbilical
with the OSE.
3.5.2.4 Electrical Power Subsystem
The electrical power subsystem simulator serves two principal functions:
i) To checkout wiring_ controls_ and test circuitry located at SYC
and iCE that have been provided for the checkout of the spacecraft
electrical power system.
2) To provide power with spacecraft characteristics for the operation
of other subsystem simulators.
The simulator will supply the equivalent of each type of power and
voltage generated in the spacecraft. Controls will be provided to
vary power source characteristics within the limits specified for the
mission.
3.5.2.5 Temperature-Control Subsystem
All electrical heaters and thermostatic switches will be simulated.
Heater and switch simulators will be of the same electrical character-
istics as those used in the Flight Spacecraft.
3.5.2.6 Pyrotechnic Subsystem
The following functions will be performed:
l)
2)
3)
Receive and acknowledge pyrotechnic arm signal!
Receive and acknowledge pin-puller safe signal_
Provide common return.
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3.5.3 Interface Definition
The primary purpose of the spacecraft simulator is to check out the
interfaces between the Planetary Vehicle and the OSH, as discussed in
Section 3.5.3. In addition to these, the spacecraft simulator will be
designed for use in the service towers at Launch Complex 34 and 37,
AFEYR at the location of the Centaur/Spacecraft interface.
requirements will be met:
l)
2)
3)
The following
Hlectrical power--as supplied in the service tower.
RFI--the spacecraft simulator and the RF link will be shielded to
obviate any possibility of radio-frequency interference.
Work space--the spacecraft simulator will be capable of being
elevated to the work platform and installed and used in the
service tower clean room.
3.5.4 Performance Parameters
The performance parameters of the spacecraft simulator will be identical
to spacecraft parameters peculiar to the umbilical cable and the tele-
communications flight-status-monitoring radio link. Values will embrace
a wider range than design spacecraft values to permit demonstration of
OSH design margins.
3.5.5 Physical Characteristics
The spacecraft simulator will be packaged in standard racks and drawers
insofar as possible. It will be suitable for use in a conditioned
environment (shop or laboratory). Details of design to implement good
reliability, maintainability, and safety are as documented in Section
2.4.6 of this document.
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W3.5.6 Safety Considerations
Design and use of the spacecraft simulator will be as defined in Section
2.4.6 of this documnet and in accordance with the stipulations of AFMTGP
80-2, "General Range Safetyg" Volumes 1 and 29 dated 1 October 1963.
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3.6 SPECIAL SYSTEM-LEVEL OSE--FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTIONS
The special system-level category of OSE includes;
i) Procedures and software for collecting and processing significant
trend data acquired during test operations with flight hardware;
2) Equipment used at Seattle facilities for magnetic mapping of the
proof test model and Flight Spacecraft and at ETR for magnetic mapping
of the completely assembled and serviced Planetary Vehicle.
Functional descriptions of this special system-level OSE are included in
the following subsections.
3.6.1 Trend-Data Equipment
3.6.1.1 Equipment Identification and Usage
Trend-data equipment (software) consists of the procedures for collecting
and editing trend data from part, component, subsystem, and system test-
ing and mission flight of the spacecraft systems. Trend-data equipment
also includes computer programs used to accumulate, identify, store,
retrieve, analyze_ and present trend data. This section describes the
elements of the trend-data program in four major subcategories: data col-
lection, data accumulation and storage, data analysis, and data presenta-
tion.
3.6.1.2 Critical Parameters
Parameters critical in trend-data equipment are, in order of importance,
as follows:
I) Providing high confidence in accurate prediction of trends;
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3)
4)
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Determining and verifying the perturbing forces acting on the space-
craft that can cause performance degradation;
Providing adequate measurements and data for trend prediction in all
degradation modes;
Combining the specific capabilities of the trend-data equipment and
the analyst and engineer to provide an effective man-machine system
for improved decision-making capabilities.
3.6.1.3 Data Collection, Accumulation, and Storage
Preliminary analysis has identified a number of significant trend parameters.
They are the functional and status measurements of power systems such as
solar panel currents and voltages and battery voltage-to-current ratios,
telecommunication measurements such as bit error rates and received-signal
strength, susceptibility of electronics and pyrotechnics to radiation dos-
age and temperature, and attitude reference and attitude control perform-
ance measurements. Further analysis will define the specific measurements
to be taken during all levels of test in terms of the flight measurement
list.
The OSE test equipment designs include a capability to record, identify,
and preserve the technical measurements taken during ground tests. These
data from ground tests will be subjected to a computer editing process in
which significant trend data will be selected from the total data record
and converted into useful engineering units before it is stored in the
trend-data accumulation and storage elements of the trend-data program.
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The collected data will be tagged with the appropriate identifiers and
stored in bulk computer storage.
Computer data processing generates trend data for engineering evaluation.
The resulting tabular listings and time-history plots will then be used by
the subsystem designers and specialists to determine what subsystem
improvement action should be taken.
Presentation of trend data will continue throughout the Voyager program.
As data are accumulated, the measured performance of the trend parameters
will be compared with previous predictions. The results of the comparisons
are used t._correct and improve the trend analysis processes.
During countdown, launch, Harth orbit, transmartian flight, Mars encounter,
and postencounter phases of the mission, trend data will be presented at
SFOF for evaluation during the flight mission. Specific emphasis will be
given to displaying parameters having operational impact on the mission.
In particular, current plans include display of radiation and temperature
susceptibility of the electronics versus measured accumulated dosage and
predicted status of each subsystem of the Planetary Vehicle, capsule, and
science payload as a function of imposed environments, time, and opera-
tional cycles.
3.6.1.4 Interface Definition
The trend-data system interfaces functionally with all Voyager data
acquisition systems and with engineering analysis activities.
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3.6.1.5 Overall Performance Parameters
Performance parameters are identified by their relative influence on the
design of the trend-data equipment.
@
The design provides capabilities to perform assigned trend-data tasks in
a timely and complete manner for decision-making and reaction to ensure
mission success.
All significant trend data will have been processed and placed in data
storage, and data required for analysis will have been presented to the
cognizant engineer.
3.6.2 Maqnetic Mappinq of OSE
Equipment Identification and Usaqe--This description concerns items used
for the magnetic mapping of the Planetary Vehicle and its associated
subsystems.
Critical Parameters--The foremost consideration in the mapping process is
accuracy of _,,=......_,,_,._+_-{ield___ determination. This applies to the Plan-
etary Vehicle and its subsystems. A secondary consideration for the
Planetary Vehicle is the capability to accomplish the process in a predict-
ably short time because of window limitations.
Functional Description--Magnetic mapping of subsystems and the Planetary
Vehicle takes place both at the contractor's facility in Seattle and in
the AFHTR GFP facility.
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At the contractor's facility (to be constructed) in Seattle, magnetic map-
ping will be performed for subsystems and for the Planetary Vehicle less
the solar arrays. Mapping and perming will be performed on subsystems
before they are incorporated in the Planetary Vehicle. Before installa-
tion of the solar panel assemblies, the Planetary Vehicle will be mapped
and the fields of the vehicle and solar array combination determined
analytically.
The subsystem mapping process is straightforward for most subsystems_ non-
magnetic jigs will be used for positioning. The solar panels, however, will
require current simulation because solar radiation cannot readily be pro-
vided in the neutralized field facility. Current simulation will be accom-
plished by running current to the panel in question through coaxial lines
and coupling devices.
The Planetary Vehicle with the solar arrays removed will be mounted on a
special nonmagnetic test fixture for mapping. No electrical cables will
be run to the Planetary Vehicle; instead, the power source will be a set
of flight approved test batteries and the Planetary Vehicle to I/3E communi-
cation line will be the flight data RF system operated open-loop.
Cooling must be provided to the Planetary Vehicle during the mapping pro-
cess. This will be done by supplying the vehicle through a long nonmagnetic
hose fed by the portable air conditioning unit.
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At A£ETR, the Planetary Vehicle will be mapped after shipment and after
capsule installation. This mapping takes place in a government-furnished
neutralized field facility at the £SA. Requirements for magnetic mapping
OSH are the same as for Planetary Vehicle mapping at the contractor's
facility.
£quipment required at both the contractor's facility and AFHTR/HSA includes
the following.
I) Gimballed nonmagnetic fixture capable of securing the Planetary
Vehicle and rotating it around three orthogonal axes. Nonmagnetic
drive to rotate the vehicle will be provided for. Position pickoffs
(angle indicators) will be installed and wired to provide inputs to
X-Y plotters.
2) X-Y plotters will be provided for each axis of rotation in which the
Planetary Vehicle is mapped. These will plot field strength versus
position angle.
3) Portable air conditioning unit (Item C-29)
4) An air conditioning hose to provide physical separation between the
Planetary Vehicle and the air conditioning unit to minimize field
perturbation.
5) Two fluxgate magnetometers.
Performance Parameters--The mapping equipment will be capable of resolu-
tion greater than 10-5 gauss depending on the characteristics of the
neutralized field facility.
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3.7 EQUIPMENT LIST
The system level OSH equipment required for the 1971 Voyager mission is
listed in Table 3.7-1. The listing is tabulated by category, and an iden-
tification number is assigned to each item. This identification number
also relates the item to the subsection of Section 3 which describes the
equipment category. Use assignments for each item are indicated by an
"X" in the appropriate column at the current level of equipment identifi-
cation.
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4.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF SUBSYSTE_I LEVEL
OPERATIONAL SUPPORT EQUIP_,_NT
This section identifies and functionally describes the subsystem level
equipment provided for support of the 1971 Mars orbital mission where
this support is at the subsystem level. The previous section described
the system level OSE and no more will be said about it except as related
to interface areas. OSE for all the subsystems including the science
payload is included. Where possible)An attempt has been made to relate
this OSE to or derive it from the subsystem OSE of Mariner "C" and Lunar
Orbiter. The subsystem OSE usage is identified; design concepts are des-
cribed; applicable documentation is referenced; a functional description
given; interface areas and considerations are indicated; special equip-
ment performance features are indicated where applicable; characteristics
described_ safety considerations pointed out; and the approach to quali-
fication and acceptance testing of the equipment outlined. In some
cases) trade studies are required to achieve a good practical OSE design
and these are identified in this section) as is the testing required to
combining and utilization of the subsystem OSE is inherent in the concept
and it should not be construed that particular combinations described in
this section are limiting except where so indicated.
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4.1 TELECOMMUNICATIONS OSE
4.1.1 Equipment Identification and Intended Usaqe
The test sets and handling equipment identified below will be used dur-
ing all bench level tests of the appropriate telecommunication subsystems.
This equipment has the capability of providing fault isolation to the
component level and with minor modifications it will be integrated
into the Systems Test Complex to support the spacecraft system level
tests.
l)
2)
3)
Telemetry and Data Storage Subsystem Test Set
Relay Radio Subsystem Test Set
Radio Subsystem Test Set
0
0
0
The following AHSE equipment fixtures will be used in association with
the subsystem test sets:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
Data Recorder Shipping Container
Telemetry Processor Shipping Container
Relay Radio Shipping Container
Radio Exciter Receiver Shipping Container
Power Amplifier Shipping Container
Power Amplifier Package Cooling Equipment Assembly
Component Mounting Interface Mockup
0
0
0
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4.1.2 Desiqn Concepts t Requirements and Constraints
The basic design concept for the telecommunications test equipment is
based on standard testing techniques and off-the-shelf equipment designs.
This equipment shall have the capability of operating independently and
also as part of the STC. Records of all testing from the subsystem level
testing on will be kept so that trend analysis of the telecommunication
system can be performed. These records shall be maintained in a form
compatible with the computer used to perform trend analysis.
4.1.3 Functional Description
4.1.3.1 Spacecraft Telemetry and Data Storage Subsystem Test Set
The Spacecraft Telemetry and Data Storage Subsystem (TDSS) consists of
planetary science tape recorders, spacecraft engineering and capsule data
core memories, engineering multiplexer encoder, subcarrier frequency and
bit rate generator, mode command decoder and format generator, master
digital mixer, block encoder, bi-phase modulators, subcarrier selectors,
gain controls and frequency combiner. Descriptions of these elements are
found in Volume A. The TDSS Test Set is required to provide necessary
power, simulate ±L,_a_'.... _^ _,,w__....+ ._gn_]_,...... monitor outDut data and display
the results for proper interpretation. Testing is required for qualifi-
cation, functional checkout, reliability and malfunction analysis require-
ments.
The TDSS Test Set is capable of activating, monitoring and/or measuring
all subsystem parameters required for mission success. Briefly, these
parameters will be such things as redundancy control switching, mode
4-3
sequencing, pass band characteristics, recorder bit errors, storage bit
errors, effects of power supply variations, ripple and transients, system
accuracy, data format, subcarrier frequencies, bit rates, PN code gener-
ation and 5/16 block code generation.
Operation--The TDSS Test Set Block Diagram is shown in Figure 4.1-1. A
paper tape reader will be used to sequence the test cycles, data simu-
lators, TDSS operating modes, readout equipment and output data printer
or recorder. This will make possible controllable test cycles and ease
of testing. An oscilloscope is provided for malfunction analysis. The
design of the Test Set will permit its use with environmental test equip-
ment during type approval testing. It will also be a multiuse design such
that certain subsets can be used independently o'f the main set for special
or restricted testing. Both analog and digital input signals are simu-
lated to test the TDSS. PCM inputs are formatted to simulate planetary
science, cruise science or capsule data outputs. Analog test signals for
the engineering multiplexer are generated in a D-A converter by a digital
word command. This digital word is then used as the reference to check
the system response. The TDSS format simulator is set to the same mode
as the Spacecraft telemetry for readout. Input-output data comparison
will require input data encoding and delay storage because of the TDSS
multiplexing and encoding delay. Digital comparison is made on a bit by
bit basis.
Analog channel checkout will determine that defined limits are not exceeded.
The data recovery process consists of subcarrier synchronization, bit
synchronization, master frame synchronization, subsystem frame synchronization,
4-4
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and word selection. Malfunctions are indicated by printing the word
identification and the erroneous word.
The TDSS Test Set has two basic modes of operation; manual and auto-
matic. The manual mode is used for special tests; such as, malfunction
analysis or detail pulse characteristics. Power supply voltages will be
continuously monitored and out of tolerance conditions will cause immediate
shutdown.
Calibration and certification of the test set is accomplished manually
by using an oscilloscope and a digital voltmeter. Format certification
is done by using a slow bit rate and recording on a strip chart.
The automatic mode will be used for the bulk of testing. This mode of
testing will permit the establishment of standard test series which are
repeatable. Such a capability is required to generate data which lends
itself to trend analysis.
Equipment--All data sources to the TDSS are generated by Digital Function
Generators (Figure 4.1-2). The output of one function generator is con-
verted to analog form by the i0 bit D/A converter. This signal represents
the analog stimuli to the TDSS Engineering Multiplexer and Encoder.
As the signals are generated, they are routed to the TDSS Format Simu-
lator which functions in a similar manner as the Spacecraft TDSS (with the
exception that the Format Simulator does not contain planetary science,
subcarrier or modulator circuitry). The TDSS subcarrier data is detected
4-7
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and compared to the output of the Format Simulator. Except for a constant
fixed delay (which is predictable) the output from the telemeter detectors
and format simulators should be identical on a bit by bit basis. Any
deviation from this identical comparison is recorded on the malfunction
recorder along with word identification. The comparison and check opera-
tion described does not include playback of stored information. Evalua-
tion of this data is accomplished by identifying large blocks of data by
an identification start word prior to routing to the TDSS. On playback
these words are detected and the applicable Digital Function Generators
are forced to a reset position. The generation of the simulation data is
then controlled by the recovered bit synchronization signals. In this
manner simulated data and TDSS playback data are in synchronization and
proper bit by bit comparison can be made.
4.1.3.2 Spacecraft Relay Radio Subsystem Test Set
The Relay Radio Subsystem Test Set will be used to functionally check the
operation of the Relay Radio Subsystem. The required test functions of
the spacecraft relay radio subsystem test set are:
i) Provide a sensitivity check of the relay radio subsystem!
2) Verify that the subsystem can properly pass a simulated data signal
at the various bit rates encountered during the mission!
3) Measure the bandwidth of the subsystem!
4) Verify the dynamic range of the subsystem;
5) .Verify proper operation of the RF attenuator_
6) Verify proper operation of local oscillator switchover in the VHF
receiver!
4-11
7)
8)
9)
lO)
ll)
12)
13)
z4)
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Ensure that there are no spurious outputs from the telemetry detector;
Measure the characteristics of the data outputs of the telemetry
detector to see if they are within the specified limits;
Measure the frequency accuracy, and the short- and long-term stability
of the local oscillators in the VHF receiver;
Measure the power consumption of the subsystem and determine the
effect of input voltage variations;
Determine the effect upon subsystem performance of induced ripple
and transients in input power, input signal and control lines;
Measure the bit error rate of the subsystem;
Verify demodulation data rate switching;
Perform threshold tests on both frequencies.
Operation--The test set will provide two frequency modulated VHF signals
of variable power level to the unit under test. A block diagram of the
test set is shown in Figure 4.1-2. A PCM simulator will be used to
generate simulated capsule data. The generator will provide data at two
rates, 11-1/9 bps and 166-2/3 bps switchable from a simulated CC&S command
from the command and power control panel. Monitor circuitry will be
incorporated to measure signal format and output level to provide a means
of simulator self-check. The output of the PCM simulator is fed into a
hi=phase modulator which drives the VHF test transmitter. The VHF test trans-
mitter will be a specially designed unit to meet the signal stability
requirements of 1 part in 106 and to provide adequate shielding against
spurious signals into the input of the subsystem receiver. The signal
source will be a crystal controlled oscillator for stability multiplied
4-12
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up to the IO0-Mc range. Precision variable attenuators will be provided
to reduce the oscillator output to the -122 dbm signal level required
to check the receiver threshold sensitivity at both input frequencies.
A variable level noise source will be provided to supply a variable
signal to noise ratio.
0
@
An RF power meter will be provided to monitor the signal output level
of the test transmitter. The bandpass of the system will be checked by
varying the frequency of the test transmitter and monitoring the telemetry
detector output, noting the frequency at which data is unacceptable. The
data rates will be varied as well as the frequency of the input to simu-
late doppler effects at capsule separation. Automatic switching of the
RF attenuator will be checked by deczeasing the signal level into the
receiver and noting the level at which switchover occurs.
@
Measurement of the local oscillators' accuracy and stability will be
accomplished with the frequency counter at test points on the receiver.
The output of the test transmitter will be monitored with a frequency
counter to ensure that the signal is at the correct frequency and at the
proper level.
0
0
The data and sync outputs of the telemetry detector will be monitored
with an oscilloscope for spurious outputs and output level wave shape
characteristics. The distortion analyzer will be used to measure the
harmonic content of the detector output signal. An analog recorder will
be provided to record the output of the distortion analyzer or telemetry
monitor points of the subsystem. The Command and Power Control Panel will
4-13
provide dc power control and monitor of the subsystemas well as simulated
CC&Scommandsfor L.O. switchover, RF attenuator disconnect and data rate
switching. A digital voltmeter will be provided to measure power, con-
trol and telemetry voltages. The Ripple and Transient insertion panel
will provide a means of inserting controlled quantities of ac ripple
and transients of varying amplitude, width and repetition rate on the
hardware inputs and outputs of the system. DC power to the subsystem
will be supplied by a precision regulated power supply.
The relay radio test set includesJthe following equipment:
i) PCM Data Simulator--A PCM simulator which will generate a 7-bit PCM
word at variable bit rates upon command. A portion of this simu-
lator will be an input register by which data can be entered from
an external source. Monitor _ircuitry will be provided to check
output signal format and levels. A visual indication of out of
tolerance condition will be provided on the front panel as well as
remotely for self-check purposes.
2) Bi-Phase Modulator--A modulator which provides PSK modulation to
one of two possible subcarriers. This unit will have the same per-
formance characteristics as the capsule phase modulator.
3) VHF Test Transmitter--A specially designed unit to provide a very
stable carrier in the VHF band at varying RF output power levels.
A noise source is provided to impose known amounts of noise upon
the data.
4) RE Patch Panel--A unit to couple RF energy into the subsystem and pro-
vide for insertion of test equipment loads and attenuators into the
RF System.
4-14
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Ripple and Transient Insertion Panel--A sine wave generator and pulse
generator with coupling circuitry to allow ripple and transients to
be impressed on input power, input signal and output signal lines.
Command and Power Control Panel--A panel which permits control and
monitor of the dc power into the subsystem and also simulates sending
of CC&S commands. Commands and controls on this panel can be oper-
ated manually or programmed from a remote source. Monitor of critical
power and control functions is provided for self-check purposes.
Data Coupler--A unit which takes the output of the DVM, electronic
counter and telemetry monitors, converts them to a common format for
input to the printer or auxiliary data input.
0
0
0
4.1.3.3 Spacecraft Radio Subsystem Test Set
The Spacecraft Radio Subsystem Test Set will be used to functionally check
the operation of the Spacecraft Radio Subsystem. The required functions
of the Spacecraft Radio Subsystem Test Set are:
i) Perform a check of phase lock tracking_
2) Check the command reception and detection of the subsystem, monitor
command bit error!
3) Measure the RF power output of the transponder_
4) Check the transmitter output for spurious modulation_
5) Measure ranging signal delay through the subsystem_
6) Measure the subsystem sensitivity_
7)
8)
9)
Measure the dynamic range of the subsystem_
Measure telemetry modulation deviation!
Measure incidental phase modulation_
0
4-15
i0) Measure receiver local oscillator stability and accuracy_
I
ii) Measure receiver bandwidth_
I
12) Determine effects on subsystem performance due to input voltage
variations_
13) Determine the effects of ripple and transients on input power and
signal lines_
14) Redundant switching.
0
0
Operation--Figure 4.1-3 shows a block diagram of the test equipment con-
figuration for testing of the Radio Subsystem. In brief, the RF test
equipment consists of:
i) A test transmitter and receiver integrally combined to achieve the
high frequency stability transmission and reception at the 240/221
frequency ratio and the necessary radio frequency interference
suppression!
2) An RF patch panel to facilitate tests made in the different antenna
modes_
3) A command modulator which simulates the actual PN code, bit rates,
and command data_
4) A T/M subcarrier, simulated PCM Data and sync to simulate T/M input
to the Radio Subsystem from space vehicle T/M and storage_
5) Command and Power Control for actuating the mode switching, redun-
dancy control functions and input controlling power in accordance
with test configuration desired_
6) Analog recorder and digital voltmeter_
7) Command Data Comparator_
8) Ranging Test unit;
4-16
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Scope, Spectrum Analyzer, and wave analyzer for general tests con-
cerned with spurious outputs, IPM, and modulation index.
RF Output Power--A power meter in the test Transmitter/Receiver will
enable composite RF power measurements for any and all modes of sub-
system operation. Spectral power measurements and comparisons are made
with the spectrum analyzer, which is calibrated by insertion of the test
transmitter signals at levels monitored by a power meter.
Spurious Modulation--The spectrum analyzer and the wave analyzer provide
a broad capability for detecting, identifying, and measuring spurious
modulation. Point A is provided on the Transmitter/Receiver to permit
use of Attenuator A3, in reducing the power level received from the sub-
system under test.
Delay--The delay that is measured must correspond to group or envelope
delay to be consistent with range units. Therefore, a group delay com-
parator measures the delay that occurs between the test transmitter input
pulses, similar in bit rate and shape to ranging pulses which modulate the
test transmitter, and between pulses which are the phase demodulated sub-
system command output. The demodulation is chosen from the phase locking
converter/phase demodulator rather than that of the test receiver in
order to minimize test circuit delay. The converter automatically compen-
sates for the frequency translation of the subsystem and can provide
test circuit delay calibration by connecting directly to the test trans-
mitter output at a point closest to the subsystem input.
4-19
Sensitivity--The subsystem has several sensitivities, i.e., that relating
to carrier phase lock operation under doppler offset and doppler rate at
threshold and strong signals_ and that relating to command bit error.
Because numerous parameters affect sensitivity, the following table
contains parameter combinations contributing to failure:
Item Input Pwr. Level
1 Phase Demod.
Threshold
2 Phase Demod. N_
Threshold
3 Strong
4 Strong
5 Below Threshold 0
PHASE LOCK FAILURE
S/N Doppler Offset
N$ Fixed
Doppler Rate
Increase to Failure
Increase to Fixed
Failure
Fixed Increase to Failure
Increase to Fixed
Failure
0 0
Command Def. Failure (assuminq phase lock functioninq)
6 Command Det. N_
Threshold
7 Decrease to 0
Failure
,, N¢_
* Noise added (db) = Signal in (db) - Noise Figure (db) - Demodulation
threshold (db).
Dynamic Range--The sensitivities of the previous test provide the lower
level of the dynamic range relating to failure. Operational dynamic range
is determined by the AGC as monitored at a test point and by T/M output.
The dynamic range is tested by varying the power level of an unmodulated
test transmitter signal inserted into the subsystem over a power range
4-20
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which encompasses the whole AGC range. A comparison is made of the AGC
control voltage with the expected curve_ noting the extreme limits, i.e.,
at high power where AGC levels off and at low power where AGC shifts to
an "off the curve" point ("out of phase lock condition").
T/M Modulation Deviation--The telemetry subcarrier modulation deviation
test is conducted by observing the S/S transmitter output on the spectrum
analyzer and introducing a simulated PCM Telemetry signal to the subsystem
input at the correct modulation and voltage level. Measuring the carrier
and side band levels will permit calculation of the modulation deviation.
IPM--Use of the spectrum analyzer at the S/S transmitter output and at
the test receiver IF out with no transmitter modulation will give satis-
factory measurement of IPM in both coherent and auxilliary transmission
modes.
Auxilliary Oscillator Accuracy and Stability--The accuracy and stability
are measured with no RF input so that the subsystem output is that of the
Auxilliary Oscillator which can be sampled at any of the transmitter
• P °
antenna ports and patched into the receiver of the Transmltter/Recelver
which converts it to a lower frequency. The LO of the receiver is stabi-
lized by a synchronizer and is held to better than 1 part in i0 I0 short
term stability by the quartz oscillator. Therefore the counter, which
derives its time base from the synchronizer, will make satisfactory
accuracy measurements of the auxilliary oscillator frequency when
measured at the receiver IF output.
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The stability is measured by mixing the test receiver IF output with a
synchronizer output frequency that presents a difference frequency to
the reset unit associated with the counter. The present unit is set so
that it will determine when a specific number of difference frequency
periods have elapsed. The counter will count over this period of time.
This period is related to the short time stability interval so that by
observing the count variance the stability of the auxiliary oscillator
can be determined.
The difference frequency is selected primarily on the basis of counter
time interval resolution and is determined from f = fe (AT-T)where
AT
f = difference frequency fe = frequency shift expected during stability
interval, _&T = stability interval, and T = counter time interval reso-
lution.
O
Receiver Bandwidth--This bandwidth refers to the modulation bandwidth
and is measured by recording a data signal amplitude at the output from
the receiver phase detector as the rate of the pulse generator in the
Ranging Test unit is varied.
Effects on Input Voltage Variation--All of the above tests will be con-
ducted over the full input voltage range. Any parameters out of tol-
erance caused by this condition will be noted and proper corrective
action taken.
Effects of Ripple and Transients--Ripple and Transients of the specified
magnitude will be impressed on input power, input signal and output
signal lines with the ripple and transient insertion panel. The
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oscilloscope, wave analyzer and spectrum analyzer will be utilized to
analyze the outputs of the subsystem to insure no degradation of signals
results from this test.
O Verify Redundant Circuits--During whichever of the above tests it is
applicable, redundant circuitry will be switched in so that the test is
accomplished in all possible configurations.
Q
O
O
O
O
Radio Test Set Equipment includes:
i) Test Transmitter Receiver (X/R) -- The Test Transmitter Receiver
provides a modulated S band carrier of variable power level to
simulate command and ranging input data into the radio subsystem
and an S band receiver-phase demodulator to receive retransmitted
ranging data and telemetry data. The unit utilizes a highly stable
quartz crystal controlled common local oscillator for both the trans-
mitter and receiver. A noise source is provided to simulate signals
at various signal to noise ratios. The transmitter can provide
unmodulated test signals or can be phase modulated by the ranging
test unit or command modulator. Provision will also be made so that
the transmitter can be modulated with the NDE command processor and
ranging test unit used at the system test complex and launch complex.
The unit will contain its own test equipment for making power output,
frequency stability and frequency accuracy measurement. Adequate
shielding will be provided to keep RFI and spurious signals from
leaking into the subsystem under test. The test equipment configur-
ation for the Test Transmitter/Receiver is shown in Figure 4.1-3.
2) RF Patch Panel -- The Patch panel permits patching between the
Radio Subsystem and the Transmitter/Receiver for all antenna modes.
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It also contains a circulator for permitting directivity and iso-
loation when connected to the S/S omni antenna port.
Command Modulator -- The Command Modulator consists of a command
generator and a command data comparator. The command generator
provides a PN code and command messages combined for single com-
mand channel operation. High reliability of format generation
will be provided in order to assess a 1 x 10-5 bit error in the
subsystem. The command data comparator provides a bit by bit com-
parison of the subsystem command detector output with command data
generated within the command generator. A command data comparator
output represents a bit error on the part of the subsystem command
detector and will be counted on the counter located within the test
transmitter/receiver. The unit will be adequately shielded to pre-
vent RFI from leaking into the subsystem under test. This unit will
be similar to the one developed for JPL on contract 950416. A block
diagram of the command modulator is shown on the overall test set
block diagram Figure 4.1-3.
Ranging Test Unit -- This unit generates periodic pulses for simple
simulation of the ranging PN code and compares the phase of these
pulses with those received from the S/S via the Transmitter Receiver.
The pulse rate is low so that phase ambiguity from multiple pulse
distribution along the transmission path is avoided. The comparator
consists of straight forward phase angle comparison_ observable on
a differential phase meter calibrated in degrees.
Command and Power Control Panel -- A panel which permits control and
monitor of the DC power_ into the subsystem and also simulates send-
ing of CC & S commands. This panel can be operated manually or
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programmed from the test sequencer. Monitor of critical power
and control functions is provided for self check purposes.
Ripple and Transient Insertion Panel--A sine wave generator and
pulse generator with coupling circuitry to allow ripple and trans-
ients to be impressed on input power, input signal and output signal
lines.
Test Sequencer--A unit which permits sequencing of simulated CO & S
commands and input power variations to carry out some of the
more routine testing of the subsystem. This unit can also be pro-
grammed from an external source.
PCM Data Simulator--A PCM simulator which will generate a 7 bit
PCM word at variable bit rates upon command. A portion of this
simulator will be an input register by which PCM data can be enter-
ed from an external source. Monitor circuitry will be provided to
check output signal format and levels. A visual indication of out
of tolerance condition will be provided on the front panel as well
as remotely for self check purposes.
Phase Modulator--A modulator which provides PSK modulation to two
possible subcarriers. Thls unit will have the same performance
characteristics as the multiplexer/encoder phase modulator.
4.1.3.4 Telecommunication Assembly-Handling and Shipping Hquipment
(AHSE)
The following equipment comprise the assembly-handling and shipping
equipment required to support the effort.
I) Component Shipping Containers--There will be five shipping con-
tainers -- one (I) for each of the components comprising the Tele-
metry Subsystem, Relay Subsystem and Radio Subsystem. These units
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will be reusable containers qualified for transportation environ-
ment and will be used to transport the Data Recorder, Telemetry
Processor, Relay, Radio Exciter/Receiver and Power Amplifier com-
ponents between Philco-WDL and Boeing-Seattle. Due to the weight,
size and sensitivity of these components they will be contained as
follows:
a ) Data Recorder Container--The Data Recorder Component will be
contained in polyurethane foam and enclosed in a "rectangular"
container.
b ) Telemetry Processor, Relay, Radio Exciter/Receiver and Power
Amplifier Containers--The Telemetry Processor, Relay, Radio
Exciter/Receiver and Power Amplifier components will be con-
tained in polyurethane foam and enclosed in standard "drum"
type containers.
Power Amplifier Package Cooling Equipment Assembly--This unit will
be used to provide cooling to the Power Amplifier Package during
test. The heat produced by the power amplifier during operation
will be dissipated through heat transfer from the power amplifier
to the cooling equipment at a rate sufficient to provide the power
amplifier with a temperature environment consistent with optimum per-
formance and life.
Component Mounting Interface Mock-up--This unit will be used to
check the cable and configuration interface compatibility of the
Telemetry, Relay and Radio Subsystems with the Spacecraft Structure.
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4.1.4 Interface Definition
The Telecommunications test set will have an interface with the space-
craft which will allow the test set to radiate signals to the VHF and
S-band antennas and receive radiated signals from the spacecraft S-band
antennas. Coaxial cable communication links paralleling these same three
paths shall be provided to accomplish testing where the radiation of RF
energy is not desired.
The subsystem test sets when operating individually shall have the inter-
faces defined below.
4.1.4.1 Telemetry and Data Storage Subsystem Test Set Interfaces
The test set output interfaces are:
1)
2)
v I
4)
5)
6)
7)
Simulated engineering analog data to the Engineering Multiplexer
Encoder.
Simulated capsule data, i0 bps and i00 bps to the capsule storage
unit via the Centaur hardline connection and the Relay Radio inter-
face.
Simulated cruise science data, i00 bps, to the tape recorders.
Planetary science data, 50,000 bps, to the tape recorders. _
Simulated clock signal to the Timer and the Mode Command Register.
Simulated CC & S command executions to the Mode Command Register,
Block Coder and the redundant units.
400-Cycle and DC power to the subsystem.
The test set input interfaces are:
i) Centaur telemetry output, i0 bps, from the isolation amplifier.
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Modulated subcarrier output signals from the Mode Control unit.
4.1.4.2 Relay Radio Subsystem Test Set Interfaces
The test set output interfaces are:
1)
2)
3)
PCM/PSK/FM VHF carrier in the i00 mc range to antenna subsystems.
DC Power 37 vdc _ 5 percent to the subsystem.
CC & S control lines to the attenuator disconnect, data demodula-
tion rate switch and the receiver local oscillator switch.
The test set input interfaces are:
i) Data Pulse train and sync signals from the Detector and Bit Syn-
chronizer.
2) Telemetry monitor points associated with establishing relay radio
subsystem performance.
4.1.4.3 Radio Subsystem Test Set Interfaces
The test set output interfaces are:
t)
2)
3)
4)
Simulated command and ranging modulated S-Band carrier, to diplexer;
Simulated Telemetry modulated subcarriers to radio subsystem
exciters_
Simulated spacecraft power to the radio subsystem;
Simulated CO & S Commands for redundant switching and antenna
selection.
The test set input interfaces are:
i) Telemetry and ranging modulated S-Band carrier, which is derived
from the subsystem response to a simulated input;
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Detected Commands from the logic control element_
Telemetry monitor points associated with establishing radio sub-
system performance.
@ 4.1.5 Performance Parameters
The performance parameter of the individual subsystem test sets are:
4.1.5.1 Telemetry and Data Storage Subsystem Test Set
Subsystem supply power
l)
2)
3)
Regulated 37 VDC at 5A.
37 VDC with transient pulses of up to +10V amplitude imposed, 5 cps
to 150 kc.
37 VDC with AC ripple of up to 0.5V amplitude imposed, 5 cps to
150 kc.
Telemetry simulation signals
0-SV dc, in 0.5 V steps.
50 mvdc in 5 mv steps.
PCM train, 0 and 5 VDC, i0 bps.
PCM train, 0 and 5 VDC, i00 bps.
PCM train, 0 and 5 VDC, 50,000 bps.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
,
Clock generator output
i) 50 kc square wave, 0-i0 VDC
2) i00 cps square wave, 0-i0 VDC
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Simulated CC&S signals
i) Output level - OV and + 6V.
2) Duration - steady state or 501775 pulse.
4.1.5.2 Relay Radio Subsystem Test Set
Subsystem supply power -- same as those parameters listed in 4.1.5.1.
Simulated VHF signals
1)
2)
3)
4)
FM modulated i00 mc carrier frequency.
Output type - PCM NRZ.
Word length - 7 bits.
Output levels - "zero" - less than 0.5 volts
"one" - 5 volts + 0.5 volts.
m
Simulated GC&S signals
i) Output level - OV and + 6 V.
2) Duration - steady state or 50 MS pulse.
4.1.5.3 Radio Subsystem Test Set
Subsystem supply power same as those parameters listed in 4.1.5.1.
Transmitter/receiver signal parameters
l) Test signal power level at 2115 _ 5 Mc -0 dbm to -170 dbm.
2) Phase modulation at S-band - 6.0 radians maximum.
3) Noise simulation at S-band - +15 db.
4) Power measurement at 2295 + 5 Mc - 50 watts to -40 dbm with
_+i db accuracy.
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Data simulator signal parameters
i) Output type
2) Word length
3) Data rates
PCM NRZ
7 bits
ii 1/9 bps and 166 2/3 bps
4.1.6 Safety Considerations
The telecommunications system test set will be configured such that it
is impossible to automatically send a command while testing that would
be interpreted by the CC&S as a command to detonate any of the pyro-
technics. A manual over-ride will be provided where it is deemed
necessary to test pyrotechnic circuitry, but such an over-ride will be
enabled only by a mechanical device taken from the vehicle and whose
absence from the vehicle means the circuit to be tested is disarmed.
Over voltage protection shall be provided on all hard line connections
to the flight equipment. All interconnecting cables will be keyed to
preclude misconnections.
Any time during the Radio Subsystem tests or Telecommunications System
test that a YWTA is operated, cooling must be provided to the space
facing surface of the Telecommunications System. This will require an
air flow across this surface of approximately lO lb/min., 50% relative
humidity and between 40° and 50°F.
4.1.7 Test
The Telecommunications Test Set will have a self test capability that
will enable it to verify that portion of the telemetry information loop
which is within the test equipmen t. This check will be accomplished,
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regardless of whether or not the test set is connected to the Telemetry
System, by switching Telemetry Test Set outputs to signal conversion
equipment which will in turn feed back to the test set a predetermined
response as either an S-band or CC& S signal. Verifying correct
operation of the test set will require matching the achieved
response with the knownpattern which should result from a given
Telemetry Test Set output.
Tests of the individual subsystemtest sets will be accomplished as
outlined below.
4.1.7.1 Telemetry and Data Storage SubsystemTest Set
The tape playback unit, tape recorder, biorthogonal encoder telemetry
detector and decomutator will be checked by patching them in the con-
figuration shownin Figure 4.1-4. A test tape of known format will be
run on the tape playback unit. The oscilloscope will be used to monitor
the output of each piece of equipment. A dual channel preampunit will
be used, one channel connected to the tape playback unit and the other
at the various monitor points. The equipment outputs will be checked
for waveshape9 voltage level and formats.
4.1.7.2 Relay Radio Subsystem Test Set
The operational checks of the Relay Radio test set consists of a check
of the phase modulator and of the VHF test transmitter. The phase modu-
lalator will be checked by applying the input from the data simulator.
The deviation will be measured during both data transmission rates by
the wave analyzer. The test transmitter will be checked by feeding in
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the output of the phase modulator and measuring carrier deviation with
the spectrum analyzer. Carrier frequency, local oscilator accuracy and
short term stability as well as power output will also be monitored.
4.1.7.3 Radio Subsystem Test Set
The operational checks of the Radio Subsystem will consist of proper
command modulator operation, ranging test unit operation and checkout
of the test transmitter receiver. The command modulator will be
checked for the following:
l)
2)
3)
4)
PN Generator - verify proper code,
Command Data Generator - verify proper output wave form and volt-
age;
4fs Oscillator - verify frequency accuracy, short term stability
and output wave shape;
Command Output - verify proper output waveform, voltage level,
command format and spurious outputs.
The ranging test unit test will consist of a verification of proper
ranging signal output wave shape and voltage level plus a calibration
check of the delay compartor. This delay will be measured by insert-
ing a calibrated delay line at the RF Patch Panel and observing the
reading of the phase meter.
The test transmitter will be checked for the following:
l) Carrier frequency accuracy;
2) Carrier frequency short term stability;
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Modulation deviation during command and ranging signal generation;
Spurious outputs during command and ranging signal generation;
Local oscillator frequency accuracy and short term stability.
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4.2 ELECTRICAL POWER OSE
The 0S£ for the electrical power subsystem operational testing and
checkout is described in this section.
4.2.1 Equipment Identification and Usaqe
The electrical power SST£ provides for testing of all electrical power
modules, subassemblies, assemblies, batteries,and solar panels from
completion of fabrication up to the point of readiness for installation
in the spacecraft.
The electrical power SSTH logically breaks down into three subcomplexes:
i) Solar Panel OSE
2) Battery OSH
3) Module and Subsystem OSE
Hach of these subcomplexes is described in detail in the following
subsections.
Design of the electrical power subsystem test equipment includes con-
sideration of the requirements for integration with the System Test
Complex (STC) and the Launch Complex Equipment (LC£). Many electrical
power subsystem test equipment items are used in the STC at all locations,
as well as in the LC£.
Operation of the electrical power SSTE requires the availability of
certain items of Assembly Handling and Shipping Equipment (AHSE) unique
to the Electrical Power Subsystems. These items are identified and
described within this section.
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4.2.2 Requirements and Constraints
Design of the electrical power SSTE has been made compatible with overall
Voyager OSE concepts by adherence to the applicable requirements set forth
in Section 2.2 of this volume; OSE Design Parameters.
The unique features of electrical power SSTE are determined by the
inherent nature of the spacecraft electrical power subsystem
components.
4.2.3 Applicable Documentation
EOS-V-I042, Voyager Spacecraft Electrical Power
Subsystem, OSE/Spacecraft Interface Table
4.2.4 SSTE Functional Description
The electrical power SSTE includes all of the equipment items required
to test the complete electrical power subsystem as well as each of its
major components down to the replaceable assembly or subassembly level.
The SSTE provides external power, simulated spacecraft loads, means of
control, monitoring, and data recording for testing the subsystem. It
provides simulation of essential portions of the subsystem to enable
realistic testing of replaceable level components.
Mechanized test sequences are used where applicable in combination with
automatic recording to assure the acquisition of data for reliability
evaluation and trend prediction. The major elements of the OSE are as
follows:
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l)
2)
3)
Module and Subsystem OSH
The portion of SST£ required for test of all power conditioning
modules and assemblies. These modules and assemblies are des-
cribed in Section 4.2 of Document D2-82709-I.
Solar Panel OSH
The solar panel 0S£ provides the capability for illuminating panels
and for monitoring and recording electrical performance of solar
panel sections.
Battery OSH
The battery OSE provides the capability for monitoring and record-
ing battery performance data during bench tests and Flight Acceptance
Tests (FAT). It also incorporates battery charging capability.
Assembly, Handling, and Shipping £quipment (AHSE) required for use with
the electrical power SSTH is listed and described later in this section
(see 4.2.4.4).
Table 4.2-1 itemizes all basic modules used in building up the three
groups of equipment and comprising the electrical power SST£. The first
three columns under the heading "Application" indicate their utilization
within SST£. The fourth and fifth columns indicate their usage in the
STC and LC£, respectively.
The various tests to be performed on the electrical power subsystem
using the SSTE or its equivalent within the STC and LCH are shown in
Table 4.2-2 together with identification of the test complex to be
employed. This tabulation is presented for cross reference only.
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Table 4.2-1- ELECTRICAL POWER SSTE MODULES
Application
Description
+_
C C
O :D _, O (D _ C7
_ c.o [-, :.o [-, _u-I
Rack Cabinet - six-foot X
Rack Cabinet - five-foot
Rack Cabinet - four-foot X
Module Test Panels X
Mode Control Panel X
Power Supply (battery simu.& ext. pwr)X
Sync Simulator X
Solar Panel Simulators X
Control Panel X
Analog Tolerance Detectors X
Calibration Source X
Power Subsystem Simulator X
Transfer Assembly X
Battery Charger
Digital Comparator X
Oscilloscope X
True rms Meter X
Integrating Digital Voltmeter X
Data Access Panel X
Strip Chart Recorder X
Digital Clock X
Digital Printer X
Programmer X
Scanner Control X
Scanner - Crossbar X
Digital Limit Storage Module X
Tape Addresser X
Tape Punch X
Tape Punch Coupler X
Complex Intercom
Computer Digital Display
Remote Monitor Switch Assembly
X-Y Plotter
Digital Thermometer
Master Control Panel (solar panel OSE)
Sun Tracker Control Panel
Sun Tracker Electronics
Sun Tracker Mount
Scanner - 50-channel
Control Panel (battery tester)
Solar Panel Exciter
X X
X
X X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
u)
q)
H
X
E
>-o
cot)
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
_-4
O-
O +_
_z E
D
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Power Subsystem Tests Location and OSERequired
DEFINITIONS: EOS - Electro-Optical Systems, Inc.
SAF - Spacecraft Assembly Facility
at Kent, Washington
A_ETR - Air Force Eastern Test Range
Table Mt. - Site for Solar Tests
SOLAR PANELS
TA and FA Tests
TA and FA Tests
Spacecraft Compatibility Test
Post Shipment Test
Operational Checkout (with spacecraft)
BATTERY
TA and FA Tests
Bench Tests
Bench Tests
POWER CONDITIONING ELECTRONICS
TA and FA Tests
Compatibility Test
Compatibility Test
Post Shipment Test
Special Evaluation Tests as Required
Spares Post Shipment Test
Special Evaluation Tests as Required
SPACECRAFT TESTING
Initial Power Turn-On
Subsystem and Special Tests
Power Survey
TM Calibration
System Tests
RF Coupler Test
Dummy Run
Vibration Test
Mission Test
Spares Qualification
Space Flight Operations Facilities Test
Preshipment System Test
Subsystem Tests
System Tests
Operational Checkout
Dummy Run and Joint Flight Acceptance
RFI Test
Flnal System Test
Final Operational Checkout
Final Pre-countdown Checkout
Simulated Launch
Launch
x
_ _o ×
•"_ _,i "_ o. _ _
(_ .r4 O +J c- ._ C
o O" _ '_
(O-r4
o _ _ o_ o_
EOS X X
Table Mt. X
SAF X X
AFETR X X
AFETR X
BOS
SAF
AFETR
EOS X
EOS X
Table Mt. X
SAF X
SAF X
AFETR X
AFETR X
SAF
SAF
SAF
SAF
SAF
SAF
SAF
SAF
SAF
SAF
SAF
SAF
AFETR
AFETR
AFETR
AFETR
AFETR
AFETR
AFETR
AFETR
AFETR
AFETR
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X X
X
X
X
X
CO
O
>.
rn
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In addition to the requirements and constraints referenced in subsection
4.2.1 above, the following performance requirements have determined the
electrical power SSTE design concept:
Accuracy--Of prime importance is the accuracy of the measurements per-
formed by the 0S£. The large common mode noise levels encountered while
operating on the STC, LCH, and to a lesser extent, on the module and sub-
system test equipment must not degrade the accuracy of the data acquisition
system monitoring equipment. Data scanning rates up to five per second for
DC and one per three seconds for true RMS AC measurements will produce
accuracies of not less than 0.I percent for DC and one percent for AC.
Data output will be available as: i) binary coded decimal for input to a
computer; 2) digital printout on paper tape; 3) punched paper tape with
an IBM eight-level code format. Accuracy of temperature measurements shall
be better than one percent. Accuracy of panel meters shall be better than
one percent full scale.
Test Repeatability--Next to accuracy, test repeatability is of the highest
importance. Precise test repeatability must be accomplished so as not to
distort or mask trend data, module or subsystem confidence, and reliability
verification.
Measurements and operating parameters must be repeatable from test to _ _÷
and between any combination of Module and Subsystem Test Hquipment, System
Test Complex 9 and launch complex equipment. To achieve this goal, the
O
power subsystem 0S£ will provide identical power and control, and data
acquisition systems for use in the module and subsystem test equipment and
System Test Complex OSH.
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The uniformity of these OSHwill also reduce design costs, provide a
proven basic OSHdesign early in the Voyager program, require less spare
assemblies, and ease operator training through familiarity.
Reliability--The importance of OSH reliability must be recognized as a
prime design goal. The use of proven circuits, derating of components,
and conservative solid state designs will be guidelines for OSH design.
Commercial equipment, incorporated within the SSY£ must be of the highest
quality, field proven, and from manufacturers with a history of providing
reliable equipment.
The SSTE will be mechanically designed to withstand normal transportation
vibration and shock environments. Rack slides will allow convenience,
service, and calibration access.
Data Retention--Long life trend predictions and reliability evaluation
will require retention of all test data on modules and subsystems. The
SST£ will produce printed digital readout on paper tape for real time
evaluation and short term data review. Data, for long term retention
and for computer analysis will be recorded on punched paper tape using
an IBM eight-level code.
Safety--The OSH/Power subsystem interface will not be a hazard to the
power subsystem. All OSH connectors interfacing with the power subsystem
or spacecraft will be HI-RHL and chosen to prevent mismatch.
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The OSE external power, battery simulator, and solar panel simulator
supplies incorporate over voltage protection and adjustable current limit-
ing circuitry.
Power subsystem monitor lines include isolation networks where similar
circuitry does not exist in the flight hardware.
The OSE controls, their functions, and their titles are human engineered.
The OSE includes a rigorous self-test capability. This includes a means
to check the operation of controls, performance of all external supplies,
accuracy of all data monitoring equipment, and tolerance detectors.
Tolerance Detectors--The OSE design for the module and subsystem test
equipment, System Test Complex and Launch Complex Equipment includes
independent and programmable analog and digital tolerance detectors.
Analog tolerance detectors provide full time monitoring of the power
subsystem on a limited number of monitoring lines. An out-of-tolerance
condition will be indicated by an audio alarm and a panel indicator
designating the circuit involved. An out-of-tolerance condition pro-
duces a command signal to the data acquisition system to start a complete
scan of all monitor lines.
Digital tolerance detectors provide extremely precise programmable
tolerance limits. An out-of-tolerance condition flags the recorded
data and also activates the audio alarm and a panel indicator.
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Computer Control--The electrical power SSTH is adaptable to local or
remote computer control when utilized as part of the STC or LCE.
4.2.4.1 Module and Subsystem Test OSE Detail Functional Description.
7he module and subsystem test 0S£ is contained in three consoles:
the test adapter rack, the power and control console, and the data
acquisition system. Punch tape recording capability is provided by a
portable unit when computer data processing is required. A typical
arrangement of the Module and Subsystem Test OSE assembly layout is
shown in Figure 4.2-1.
Test Adapter Rack--The test adapter rack provides:
l)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
s)
A means to electrically connect the power subsystem either as
individual modules or at the assembly level, to the power and
control and data acquisition system consoles.
A mechanical support for individual modules during testing.
Input and output voltage and current monitors for individual
module testing.
Control of electrical loads.
Operating mode commands.
A substitute for the central computer and sequencer synchronizing
signal.
Simulated battery power.
Forced air for cooling power subsystem during operating periods.
The module test panels are designed such that they may be used in the
0SE test adapter rack or as a separate bench test fixture when used with
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external power sources and monitoring equipment. A typical module test
panel circuit is shown in Figure 4.2-2. The test panel circuitry provides
for all power, control, and monitor circuits to be available (in parallel)
at both the front panel (for bench testing) and at a rear connector for
assembly into the adapter rack. All high level cdrrent monitoring is
accomplished through the use of precision meter shunts permanently
installed in each panel.
The mode control panel includes circuitry to command the power subsystem
through various failure modes and simulate central computer and sequencer
switching functions. Switching is also included to change the adapter rack
from a module test configuration to assembly level testing.
Power and Control Console--The power and control console provides:
l)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
External power and simulated solar panel power.
Power subsystem control.
OSE control.
Analog tolerance detectors and alarm.
Panel meters for monitoring battery terminal and cell voltages,
simulated solar panel voltage and current, external power voltage
and current, d.c. regulator voltage and current, and running time
for the spacecraft and OSE.
Self-tests capabilities for power sources, controls and monitors.
A block diagram of the power and control console is shown in Figure 4.2-3.
The control panel contains all power switching controls, analog tolerance
detector indicators, a tolerance detector alarm circuit, self-test-operate
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SWITCH
POSITION
I EXTERNAL LOAD
2 25O/o INTERNAL LOAD
3 500/0 INTERNAL LOAD
4 750/0 INTERNAL LOAD
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6 125°/o INTERNAL LOAD
S2 = SYNC ON-OFF SWITCH
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I SYSTEM POWER UNIT
I SIMULATED SYSTEM POWER INPUT
INPUT VOLTAGE MONITOR
INPUT VOLTAGE MONITOR RETURN
OUTPUT VOLTAGE MONITOR RETURN
OUTPUT VOLTAGE MONITOR
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Figure 4.2-2:Typical Module Test Panel
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controls, and meters for monitoring regulator input voltage and current,
battery cell and terminal voltages, and a spacecraft running time meter.
A solar panel simulator provides spacecraft power with characteristics
closely matching solar panels in space. The simulator is programmable
through a range equivalent to that encountered during an Earth-Mars
flight.
The external power supply provides regulated ground power or simulated
battery power to the power subsystem. External sensing, current limiting,
and voltage limiting are incorporated into the design.
The analog tolerance detector panel incorporates a number of adjustable
tolerance detectors which sense when a spacecraft monitor line has deviated
above or below a pre-established limit. A visual go, no-go signal is pro-
duced and remotely displayed on the control panel. In addition to the
visual signal, an audio alarm in the control panel is activated by the
tolerance detector during an out-of-limit condition.
The transfer assembly contains all switching circuitry necessary for
transferring the OSE to either the power subsystem or reference voltages
and power subsystem simulator. Operation of the transfer switch is
accomplished remotely from the control panel.
The reference voltages and power subsystem simulator panel contains all
of the necessary loads, relays, and voltage sources to simulate a complete
power subsystem. The voltage sources are obtained from built-in regulated
supplies. With the use of the transfer assembly, and the reference voltages,
4-50
and power subsystem simulator, the OSE operator can test the performance
of the power and control rack and the data acquisition system. The
circuitry allows for testing all monitor functions without disturbing
the normal operation of the power subsystem.
Data Acquisition System Console--The data acquisition system provides:
l)
2)
3)
4)
6)
Automatic data acquisition.
Voltage, current, frequency, wave shape and temperature monitoring.
Digital recording on printed paper tape.
Digital recording on punched paper tape.
Analog strip recording.
HI/GO/LO readout from a digital comparator.
A block diagram of the data acquisition system is shown in Figure 4.2-4.
The heart of the data acquisition system is an integrating digital
voltmeter which virtually eliminates the measurement errors caused by
extraneous noise on the signal, without restriction on grounding of the
signal source, recorder, or programming device. The instrument input is
floating and guarded, and is average reading, thus achieving extremely
effective common mode noise rejection. Data output from the voltmeter
is a binary coded decimal (BCD).
The input scanner for the data acquisition system incorporates a guarded
crossbar switch which maintains a high rejection of common mode noise.
The scanner accommodates up to 200 three-wire inputs. This crossbar
switch, through optimum path length design and the use of solid gold twin
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contacts, achieves a very low signal path resistance and low thermoelectric
potential, thus insuring accurate transference of low-level signals. The
scanner control and crossbar switch assemblies are housed in separate
cases.
lhe Data Acquisition System is controlled by a programmer which selects
the input lines to be monitored, mode of measurement, voltmeter range,
initiates read and print commands, and establishes the tolerance levels
for the digital comparators.
A digital strip printer records the binary coded decimal data output
from the integrating digital voltmeter together with time of day from a
digital clock, and HI/@O/LO indication from the digital comparator.
A digital comparator accepts the BCD data from the integrating digital
voltmeter and the high and low 3CD tolerance limits from the digital
limits storage module. A comparison is made in less than three milli-
seconds. The digital limit storage module stores pre-established limits
for each measurement and, upon command from the programmer, forwards the
BCD limits for a corresponding measurement to the digital comparator.
A true rms-to-dc converter with one percent accuracy conditions a.c.
measurements at the output of the scanner.
A rack mounted true rms voltmeter with one-quarter percent accuracy
augments the digital a.c. measuremonts.
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A wideband oscilloscope with a differential input amplifier provides
the capability of monitoring all data lines for wave shape, level, ripple,
and noise.
A general purpose six-inch strip chart recorder permits analog recording
of any single data line. The recorder incorporates an all solid-state
servo system and input amplifier circuit.
All power subsystem monitor lines are available at both the front and
rear of the 0SH for measurement and recording convenience. The monitor
line access panel is located on the front panel of the Data Acquisition
System. The monitor line access connector is located at the rear of the
Data Acquisition System for use with recording oscillographs, commutators,
etc.
A high speed, punched paper tape recording system stores data in an IBM
eight-level code for later computer processing. The system includes a
coupler for converting the parallel BCD code, from the integrating digital
voltmeter, into a serial eight-level standard IBM code. A tape addresser
allows the operator to dial in a preamble onto the paper tape. This preamble
would normally include:
l)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
Day, Month, Year
Module or assembly type code
Module or assembly serial number
Test procedure number
Test engineer's code number
Data Acquisition System serial number
4-54
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The addresser automatically inserts the necessary spaces, line feeds
and carriage return signals.
4.2.4.2 Solar Panel OSH Detail Functional Description
The Solar Panel OSH consists of the following equipment:
i) Solar panel test console
2) Sun tracker
3) Solar _=_=i _vc_+e_
4) Water Bath
5) Standard and secondary standard solar cells
6) Solar panel deployment monitor
7) AHSE-assembly, handling, and shipping equipment
(AHSE will be covered in Subsection 4.2.4.4)
Solar Panel Test Console--The Solar Panel Test Console provides the follow-
ing capabilities:
l)
2)
3)
4)
s)
6)
7)
Solar panel voltage and current measurements
Solar panel temperature measurements
Solar panel load
Standard cell short circuit current and temperature measurements
Digital data recording on printed paper tape
Digital data recording on punched paper tape
Control of sun tracker
The Solar panel test console assembly layout is shown in Figure 4.2-5.
The master control panel provides switching circuitry for controlling:
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Wl)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
D2-82709-3
AC power: ON-OFF
Solar panel section selector
X-Y plotter: Record - Standby
Digital printer: Record - Standby
Tape punch: Record - Standby
Programmer functions: Automatic-Manual, Start, Reset, Manual Step
The Sun tracker control panel provides manual or automatic control of
the Sun tracker mount. Controls include:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
AC Power: ON-OFF
Hlevation: Automatic-OFF-Manual
Azimuth: Automatic-OFF-Manual
Manual Elevation: CW-OFF-CCW
Manual Azimuth: Up-OFF-Down
A transistorized dynamic load provides a dummy load for solar panel
testing. Controls include:
1 ) Load :
2)
3)
ON-OFF
Mode: Local Control - Programmer Control
Terminal Voltage: Variable: 0-120 volts
Manual Step (3 volts each)
Reset
A digital thermometer provides direct readout of solar panel temperature
at six points in degrees centigrade to four significant figures. Both
visual and BCD outputs are produced. The instrument is transistorized
and utilizes a chopper comparator servo balancing system. Temperature
4-59
sensing is achieved with precision, interchangeable thermister probes
attached to the solar panel at locations defined in the test procedure.
An X-Y plotter provides an efficient means to portray solar panel voltage
and current by producing a graph in Cartesian coordinates. The X-Y recorder
incorporates two transistorized servo systems to produce a pair of crossed
motions, moving a pen so as to write a precise X-Y plot.
The integrating digital voltmeter provides extremely accurate voltage and
current measurements. Current measurements are accomplished through the use
of precision meter shunts. This instrument is fully described in Subsection
4.2.4.1.
A digital strip recorder records the BCD outputs from the digital thermometer
and voltmeter together with time of day from a digital clock.
A tape punch provides data retention for later computer analysis. The
tape punch is identical to that used in the Module and Subsystem OSH.
Sun Tracker--The Sun tracker provides a mount which automatically maintains
a solar panel section and a standard cell so that their surfaces are normal
to the Sun vector. The mount is locked to the Sun movement by a servo
system controlling elevation and azimuth motors. The tracker will be used
for outdoor functional tests and high altitude calibration.
Solar Panel Exciter--The solar panel exciter provides simulated sunlight
for conducting solar panel tests indoors. The exciter consists of four
basic assemblies.
4-60
Wl)
2)
3)
4)
Power console
Calibration console
Lamp test stand
X-Y calibration scanner
The power console houses the line voltage regulators and the individual
lamp color temperature adjustment controls.
Line voltage regulators are required because the variation in line voltage
adversely affects the color temperature stability which, in turn, would
cause a variation in the output of the solar panel.
The calibration console houses the controls and circuitry required to
calibrate the solar panel exciter. Included are the color temperature
bridge circuit and controls for the X-Y calibration scanner.
The lamp test stand provides the frame and supports for the flood lamp
array. This unit is light in weight so that maximum mobility can be
maintained. The lamp stand design allows easy adjustment of the light
bank to any desired angle or level in a matter of seconds. The position
can be fixed by means of a foot locking lever. The light-bank is counter-
weighted through a parallelogram mechanism which assures that the light
angle alignment adjustment is made with a minimum of effort. The light
test stand is mounted on locking type casters.
A solar panel exciter unit assembled for use on the Ranger vehicle is
shown in operation during spacecraft checkout of AFETR in Figure 4.2-6.
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The X-Y calibration scanner provides a method for mounting a standard
cell and the color measuring sensor in front of the exciter and auto-
matically scanning the complete area being illuminated by the lamp test
stand to determine illumination intensity and uniformity. Remote control
of the scanner is accomplished from the calibration console. Hach trans-
ducer has thermistors mounted in its housing so that temperatures of the
cell can be known at all times during the calibration procedure. Both
the color temperature sensor and the standard cell are water cooled by
means of flexible tubing connected to a constant temperature water bath.
Water Bath--A constant temperature water bath provides the necessary
temperature stability required for the standard cell and color temperature
sensor. A pump circulates the coolant, through flexible tubing9 to the
sensor mounting.
Standard and Secondary Standard Cells--The standard cell will be a solar
cell whose short-circuit current has been measured at altitudes in excess
of 77,000 feet which shall be considered to have been measured at air-
mass-zero conditions.
The calibration of secondary standards will be accomplished in the following
manner: A primary standard cell whose spectral response, covering, and
coating are close to that of the cells used in the Voyager solar panels
will be obtained. The primary standard cell and a number of randomly
selected solar cells typical of those used for the Voyager solar panel,
and filtered in a manner typical of that array,will be placed in adjacent
positions and calibrated utilizing approved techniques.
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Cell Ratio--The short-circuit current of these cells shall be read
simultaneously at 5-minute intervals during a test period extending
from 3 hours before solar noon to 3 hours after solar noon. A plot
shall be made of the ratio of the uncollimated short-circuit current
of each cell to the standard cell.
9
9
Cell Ratio = Isc uncollimated - secondary cell
Isc uncollimated - primary balloon ceil
Those cells whose ratios do not deviate more than 1 percent during the
6-hour test period will be considered acceptable as secondary standard
cells.
Average Cell Ratio--The average cell ratio for each cell will be calculated
from the readings taken during the 6-hour test period as follows:
Average cell ratio =
sum of measured cell ratios
number of ratio measurements
q
Short-Circuit Current at Air-Mass Zero--The air-mass-zero short-circuit
current of the secondary cell is determined by the product of the average
cell ratio and the air-mass-zero short-circuit current of the primary
standard cell.
Solar Panel Deployment Monitor--The solar panel deployment monitor
provides a means of measuring hinge angle and motor current, as related
to time, and supplies external motor power.
4-64
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4.2.4.3 Battery OSE Detail Functional Description
The battery OSE consists of the following equipment.
i) Battery bench test OSE_
2) Portable battery tester_
3) AHSE assembly_ handling_ and shipping equipment (AHSE is
summarized in Paragraph 4.2.4.4).
Battery Bench Test OSE--The battery bench test OSE provides the
following capabilities:
i) Terminal voltage measurement
2) Cell voltage measurements
3) Temperature sensor measurement
4) Continuity and leakage current measurements
5) Battery charging
6) Constant current loads
7) Electrical capacity test
8) Digital print out of voltage and current measurements
The battery bench test OSE layout is shown in Figure 4.2-5.
A control panel provides switching circuitry for:
1)
2)
3)
"4)
5)
Rack Power: ON-OFF
Print Command
Modet Charge--OF_-Discharge
Load Selector
Continuity test selector.
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A scanner provides for monitoring the terminal voltage and all cell
voltages sequentially. Provisions for either manual or automatic
scanning are incorporated.
A digital voltmeter provides accurate voltage and current measure-
ments. Precision meter shunts are utilized for current readings.
The digital voltmeter BCD output is recorded on a digital printer.
The printer is identical with that described in the module and subsys-
tem test equipment.
The battery charger assembly will provide a capability for charging
all three spacecraft batteries simultaneously. The charger circuitry
will include remote voltage sensing_ automatic "stop charge" at pre-
determined voltage_ current limiting_ running time meter, provisions
for remote operation, voltage_ and current meters.
A leakage tester is incorporated for measuring electrical leakage
and breakdown within the battery and its connectors.
The load bank incorporates a solid state constant current load.
load is adjustable in steps between 2 and 15 amps.
The
Portable Battery Tester--The portable battery tester is a small hand-
held monitor, used primarily for checking batteries mounted on the space-
craft and not connected to the system test complex OSE. The instrument
measures terminal voltage, cell voltages, and temperature transducer
resistance.
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W4.2.4.4 Electrical Power AHSE
Assembly, handling, and shipping equipment for supporting the power
subsystem is itemized and described below.
Battery AHSE--This includes the items below.
i) Handling Fixture--Offers protection to the battery during bench
testing and supports the battery in the shipping container.
2) Shipping Container--Provides protection to the battery during
shipping and temporary storage.
3) Cotton Cover--Protects battery's polished surfaces during all
handling operations.
4) Plastic Bag--Polyethylene bag. Used to seal out moisture during
cold storage.
5) Cold Storage Box--A refrigerated storage container held at 30OF
used for long-term storage of batteries.
6) Safety Equipment--Protective clothing, face mask, and eye wash facil-
ities are required to protect battery handling personnel from
possible contact with the potassium hydroxide electrolyte.
7) Foam Pad--Polyurethane foam pads are placed under used test batteries
when not mounted in handling fixture or environmental test fixtures.
Solar Panel _SE--This includes the items below.
i) Handling Frame--Solar panel support fixtures are used at all times
except during weighing, center-of-gravity tests, vibration test,
or when mounted on spacecraft.
2) Solar Panel Dolly--Attaches to handling frame and used to transport
solar panels from one area to another.
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3)
4)
5)
6)
Dust Cover--Light plastic bag to protect panels from contamination.
Heat-Seal Bag--A plastic bag which is sealed by application of heat
to seams. It is used to protect the panel from contamination while
being shipped long distances and during periods of extended storage.
Shipping Trailer or Cases--Used for transporting and storage of solar
panels. Structurally strong and hermetically sealed. Special shock
mounts are designed to prevent excessive shock and vibration loads
during transportation.
Deployment Aid--Mechanical supports used during solar panel deploy-
ment tests.
Power Conditioninq Electronic AHSE--This includes the items below.
i) Plastic Storage Container-=Sealed lid boxes and internal supports
used to protect electronic modules during storage and transportation
between areas.
2) Shipping Container--Metal or fiberglass case used to transport
electronic modules between facilities and for storage.
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W4.2.5 Interface Definition
The intricate interface between the electrical power subsystem and its
OSE can be categorized by:
l)
2)
3)
Monitor points;
Input power, output loads, and control signals;
OSE interface connectors.
Tables for each of these interface areas are summarized in a separate
reference (see Section 4.2.3). Each table includes the interface
required for the Module and Subsystem Test Equipment (MSSTE), STC,
and LCE.
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4.2.6 Performance Parameters
4.2.6.1 Controls
The OSE provides the following switching functions to control the
power subsystem operation.
i) External Spacecraft Power: ON-OFF
2) Power Changeover: Internal/Hxternal
3) Solar Panel Simulators: ON-OFF
4) Battery Simulator: ON-OFF
5) Various ON-OFF and SHY-RESET commands are hardlined into the
power subsystem during portions of the spacecraft testing program,
and during subsystem tests.
6) The Module and Subsystem Test OSE Adapter Rack provides for
switching module input and output circuits to a system configuration
or simulated system power source and dummy loads.
4.2.6.2 Power Sources
The following power sources are incorporated within the OSE:
Solar Panel Simulator--A solid state Solar Panel Simulator with output
characteristics duplicating that of Voyager solar panels. The output
characteristics are adjustable to simulate all conditions encountered
during the Voyager Earth-to-Mars mission. Operating mode is adjustable
with front panel controls and by remote computer programming. The
simulator will supply up to 1800 watts output. Input power:
120/208 V a.c., 400 cps, 3 phase.
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External Power Supply--External power is provided by a solid state, high
efficiency dc power supply incorporating both constant voltage, constant
current (automatic transfer from constant voltage to constant current),
and remote sensing. Voltage and current levels are adjustable with
front panel controls and from remote computer programming.
Output Voltage:
Output Current:
Input Power:
Regulation:
Ripple:
Output Impedance:
0-i00 vdc
0-30 amps
120/208 vac, 400 cps, 3 phase
0.05 percent maximum. No load to
full load.
0.02 percent maximum
0.001 ohm at dc, 2 ohm at i00 kc
maximum
Battery Simulator--Simulated Battery Power for subsystem tests is
provided by a power supply identical to the external power source above.
Battery Charger--The battery charger circuit provides adjustable charging
current and "Stop Charge" voltage sensing.
Output Voltage:
Output Current:
Stop Charge Voltage
Sensor Range:
Stop Charge Voltage
Sensor Range Resolution:
Stop Charge Voltage
Sensor Range Drift:
70 volts maximum
0-3 amps dc
0-70 vdc
0.05 volts
0.02 percent maximum
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4.2.6.3 Monitoring and Data Acquisition
The Monitoring and Data Acquisition functions of the Power Subsystem
OSH is performed by the following:
Various Panel Meters--For monitoring dc voltages and current:
Range as required
Accuracy i percent full scale.
Calibration resistors accessible for calibrating to desired
portion of meter scale.
Self Test Calibration Source Assembly--All dc voltage sources:
Accuracy
Drift
All ac Voltage Sources
Accuracy
Drift
All Load Resistors
Accuracy
Drift
> _ 0.05 percent
< T 0.2 percent
> _0.i percent
< i0.05 percent
0.i percent
+
- 0.i percent
Analoq Tolerance Detectors--Stable solid state voltage comparators perform
go-no-go decisions with high speed, accuracy, and repeatability. High
and low limits are established by multiturn precision potentio-
meters.
Accuracy
Repeatability
Speed
0.i percent
500 microvolt
i00 millisecond maximum
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Meter Shunts--A variety of meter shunts are utilized throughout the
Adapter Rack and Power and ControlConsole. Accuracy of shunts is
greater than 0.i percent.
Integrating Digital Voltmeter--The following applies:
Common Mode Rejection
Ranges
Accuracy
Calibration Source
Input impedance
Output
140 db at all frequencies in-
cluding dc
0.i, i, i0, i00, lO00V, 300 percent
over-ranging permitted on 0.i, i,
i0, and IOOV ranges
_0.01 percent of reading _ 0.005
percent of full scale, _ i digit.
1 volt _ 0.006 percent 6 month
stability
I0 megohm on i0, I00, 1000V ranges.
1 megohm on IV range.
100K on O.IV range.
BCD code for measured data,
function, and range
True rms to dc Converter--The converter measures the actual rms value
of the ac voltage and presents a proportioned dc output for monitoring
with the above digital voltmeter.
Response time
Accuracy
Input Impedance
Typically 2 sec to within i percent
of final value for step change
1 percent of full scale
I0 megohm
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True rms Meter--A rack mounted true rms voltmeter providing i/4 percent
accuracy has been incorporated in the OSH as a backup to the converter/
digital voltmeter combination.
Range
Accuracy
0.i to i000 volts
1/4 percent 0.i to 300 volts9
i00 cps to i0 kc
Diqital Recorder--The output of the Data Acquisition System is printed
out by a digital printer. The accuracy of the printed output is equal
to the driving source. The recorder is essentially a slave to the
digital comparator. The printing rate is five lines per second maximum.
Proqrammer--Scanner--A guarded crossbar scanner is incorporated in the
Data Acquisition System to sequentially transfer information from up
to 200 three-wire signal sources to the input of the digital voltmeter/
counter or true rms to dc converter. The assembly accommodates up to
20 different programs and is easily expanded to 40 by the addition
of plug-in boards. Front panel access is provided to programming
boards. The programmer assembly is completely solid state.
Diqital Clock--The digital clock provides both visual and electrical (BCD)
outputs of hours_ minutes_ and seconds. A time base switch selects
either 60 cps or external 1 pulse per second (pps) reference signal.
Strip Recorder--An analog multispeed strip chart recorder provides a
capability for continuous recording and monitoring of any single channel.
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Solid state servo amplifiers are utilized.
Chart size
Chart Speeds
Spans
Input resistance
Accuracy
6" x I00', 5" writing width
i, 2, 4, 8 in/min; i, 2, 4, 8 in/hr
5, i0, 50, i00, 500 mV; I, 5, i0, 50,
IOOV full scale
200,000 ohm/volt through IOV span;
2 megohms on all others.
Better than 0.2 percent full scale
Tape Punch and Hlectronic Complex--A solid state electronic coupler
accepts BCD digital data from the Data Acquisition System and converts
the information to an IBM, 8 level code for the high-speed tape punch.
Maximum speed of the tape punch is ii0 characters per second.
Diqital Thermometer--The following applies.
Range 000.0 to lO0.O°C
Accuracy _ 0.15°C instrument
0.20°C probe
o .... +_h_1_ty 0.05°C (visual)
O.lO°C (BCD output)
Power input 105-125 vac, 600 cps, 25 watts
X-Y Plotter--The following applies
Range (each axis) 0.5, i, 5, i0, 50 mY/inch
0.i, 0.5, I, 5, i0 V/inch
Paper size 8 i/2 x ii inches
Z.l.--/,j
Input resistance
Accuracy
Slewing rate
Power input
4.2.6.4 Solar Panel Special OSH
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200,000 ohm/volt9 full scale
Better than 0.2 percent9 full scale
15 inches/sec
115 vac, 60 cps, 80 watts
Dynamic Load--The dynamic load is a transistorized voltage dependent load-
ing device.
Range
Maximum power dissipation
Maximum input voltage
Maximum current
0-120 volts, continuously variable or in
40 steps of 3 volts each
200 watts
120 volts
6 amperes
Sun Tracker--The following applies.
Azimuth range
Hlevation range
Slewing rate - manual
Slewing rate - autotrack
Tracking accuracy
200 degrees
90 degrees
O-90°/minute
5°/minute maximum
Better than 1/2 degree
Solar Panel Exciter--The following applies.
Area of illumination
Lamp color temperature
Uniformity of illumination
15 sq ft
28000 + 50OK
m
6 percent over entire area of
illumination
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4.2.7.1 Module and Subsystem Test OSH
The _odule and Subsystem Test OSH is packaged into three six-foot
rack cabinets and a single four-foot portable rack cabinet which contains
the tape punch equipment. Chassis slides are utilized where practicable.
The following electrical power service will be required:
117 vac, 60 cps, single phase9 3 kW
120/208 vac, 400 cps, three phase, 3 kW
The Power and Control cabinet and the Data Acquisition System cabinet
will be equipped with forced air blowers and air filters.
4.2.7.2 Solar Panel Test OSH
The Solar Panel Test Console consists of two five-foot rack cabinets,
each with caster bases. Chassis slides will be utilized where
practicable.
Power input required: 117 vac, _ tO percent, 60 cps, 1.5 KW.
The S3lar 2anel Hxciter equipment requires an air-conditioned area
approximately 15 feet by 18 feet for operation.
Power Input required: ll7V _ lO percent, 60 cps, 12 KW.
4.2.7.3 Battery OSH
The battery test console consists of one five-foot rack cabinet with
caster base. Chassis slides will be utilized where practicable.
Power Input required: 117 V a.c. Z I0 percent, 60 cps, 0.75 KW.
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Intensity
Stability of color
temperature and intensity
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up to 140 mW/cm 2 sunlight
Better than 2 percent over a six-
hour period
O
O
O
O
O
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4.2.8 Safety
The OSH incorporates circuit designs and safety features offering
maximum protection to the power subsystem while the two are inter-
connected. These features include (but are not limited to) the
following:
i) Overvoltage protection and current limiting on Hxternal Power
Supply, Solar Panel Simulators, Battery Simulator, and Battery
Chargers.
2) OSH/Power Subsystem interface connectors are noninterchangeable.
3) Isolation of power circuits from monitor circuits in all OSH/Power
Subsystem cables and connectors.
4) Visual and Audio alarm signals provide immediate operator awareness
of an out-of-tolerance condition in the power subsystem.
5) Built-in self test capability of internal supplies, controls, and
monitoring equipment.
It is assumed that all monitor outputs in the power subsystem
include adequate circuit isolation to assure its own protection.
Should this not be the case, isolation networks will be added, in the
OSH_ to all lines so involved.
The 0S£ operating _.__,,_ requires a compatability test of the OSH,
using either nonflight power subsystem modules or module simulators,
before the OSE is interfaced with flight equipment.
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4.2.9 Electrical Power SSIE Checkout and lest
A series of OSE tests and inspections will be conducted during and
following fabrication to assure compliance with the reliability require-
ments of the Voyager OSE and to qualify it for use with the power
subsystem. The OSE fabrication and test plan outline is shown in
Figure 4.2-7.
The test plan outline encompasses the entire OSE test sequence from
component level to end item qualification, complex installation and
checkout_ and test complex compatibility.
The OSE qualification test verifies the OSE/power subsystem compati-
bility, monitoring accuracy_ and control capability. This test is
performed on all OSE prior to its interface with power subsystem
assemblies.
A high ambient temperature performance test, transportation vibration
test9 and electro-magnetic interference tests are performed on the
first article system test complex and launch complex OSE.
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4.3 PROPULSION AND REACTION CONTROL SUBSYSTEM OSE
Voyager spacecraft propulsion and reaction control subsystems require
supporting equipments which verify and condition the subsystem for
flight. Equipments required are those which provide for propellant
and solid motor loadings_ pressurization system loading and verifica-
tion of spacecraft subsystem status and performance.
0
4.3.1 Equipment Identification and Intended Use
This section contains those items of operational support equipment
required for testing_ servicing and handling of the Voyager spacecraft
midcourse correction and orbit insertion propulsion subsystems and the
reaction control subsystem. Propulsion system test equipment and area
of use are shown in Figure 4.3-i.
4.3.2 Disign Concepts t Requirements and Constraints
The propulsion system OSE concepts use existing proven methods and
designs with no advancement to the state-of-art. The Voyager propul-
sion subsystem OSE is similar %o that for other unmanned spacecraft
programs including Mariner_ Surveyor and Lunar Orbiter. Basic differ-
ences between support equipment requirements for Voyager and Surveyor
or Mariner OSE are due tot
i) Greater propellant requirements for Voyager.
2) Multiple monopropellan% engines fOr Voyager.
Basic difference between support equipment requirements for the Voya-
ger liquid midcourse and orbit trim propulsion and Lunar Orbiter is
4-83
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Wdue to monopropellant usage on Voyager versus bipropellants for Lunar
Orbiter.
Requirements of the spacecraft propulsion and reaction control subsys-
tems which impose constraints on the OSE are discussed in Sections 4.3
and 4.7 of D2-82709-1.
Design limitations imposed on the OSE are in the areas of: handling,
storing, modes of testing, and installation and testing of potentially
hazardous components. These hazardous components include the solid
propellant motor, pyrotechnic isolation squibs, toxic and corrosive
hydrazine propellant and high pressure vessels.
Test equipment for checkout of the pyrotechnic isolation squibs and
the solid propellant orbit insertion motor is accomplished by test
equipment shown in Section 4.4.5. Tests on these components consist
of electrical circuit continuity checks.
4.3.3 Applicable Documents
i) Boeing Document D2-I00228-I, Mechanical Servicing and Test Equip-
ment Specification (Design Requirements)
2) Boeing Document D2-72076, Purge, Dry and Flush Units, Propellant
Systems
3) Boeing Document D2-72075, Servicing Units, Propellants
4-85
4.3.4 Functional Description
Functional and descriptive characteristics for the equipment identi-
fied in Figure 4.3-1 are given below. Interrelated use of the equip-
ments is shown in the Servicing and Test Hquipment Functional Inter-
face Diagram, Figure 4.3-2.
4.3.4.1 Fuel Servicing Unit
This unit is a mobile propellant servicing tanker consisting of a
trailer, a hydrazine (N2H4) propellant storage tank with a minimum
capacity of 9.0 cubic feet, manually operated control circuits for
controlling propellant transfer flows and pressure_ and a 0 to i00
psig nitrogen gas circuit.
The unit performs the following functions:
i)
2)
3)
Storing N2H 4 propellant.
Transferring and loading a minimum of 410 pounds of propellant
at a controlled rate to the spacecraft.
Weighing the loaded propellants to an accuracy of _.05_ of total
transferred.
A block diagram of the fuel servicing unit is shown in Figure 4.3-3.
The unit operates in a closed fluid-vapor loop with the propulsion
•subsystem. Propellant transfer is accomplished through pressuriza-
tion of the supply tank with nitrogen gas. Provisions are incorpor-
ated for collecting and processing toxic vapors to a safe level (5
parts per million of N2H4 in nitrogen). Filters are used for removing
4. -86
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solid particles from the propellant to 5 micron nominal and 20 micron
absolute; temperature gages provide for monitoring the propellant bulk
temperature between 35°F to 9g°F with an accuracy of !i_ of full scale
range.
The fuel servicing unit is similar to those defined for supporting the
Surveyor or Lunar Orbiter; the basic difference is in storage tank
capacity. The Voyager uses hydrazine propellant whereas the others
use Aerozine 50; however, materials are compatible with both fuels.
4.3.4.2 Propellant System Purge, Dry and Flush Unit
This unit is trailer-mounted and incorporates solvent supply tankage,
receiving tankage for used solvent and unloaded propellants, flow con-
trol, monitoring equipment and other accessories required for safe
storage and transfer of solvents and propellants. A functional block
diagram of the unit is shown in Figure 4.3-4.
The unit supports the loading and unloading of the hydrazine propel-
lant subsystem. The unit performs flushing, purging, and drying of
the propellant tanks and lines for conditioning them for flight load-
ing. It is also used to decontaminate the fuel servicing unit.
The unit operates in a closed liquid vapor loop with the spacecraft
propulsion system or propellant servicing unit and it contains an in-
tegral vapor treatment system for processing toxic vapors to a safe
level. It is functionally divided into a 0 to i00 psig nitrogen cir-
cuit, a solvent supply circuit, a solvent/propellant receiving circuit
4-89
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Wand a vent and a vapor disposal system. Manually controlled flow and
shutoff valves control operational modes. Nitrogen pressurization of
the solvent tanks is used for solvent transfer operations.
The equipment, excepting its capacity, is essentially identical to
that provided for the Surveyor, Mariner and Lunar Orbiter Programs.
4.3.4.3 Nitrogen Servicing Unit
The nitrogen servicing unit is of console type configuration and con-
sists of control sections which contain pressure regulating and shut-
off valves, dryers, filters, and connecting plumbing necessary to
supply and control gaseous nitrogen and helium pressures and flows.
Figures 4.3-5 and 4.3-6 show typical configuration and functional
block diagrams of this servicing unit.
The unit performs the functions of regulating and distributing facil-
ity supplied 6000 and 2200 psig nitrogen and helium pressure for use
in performance of leak and functional testing of the propulsion and
reaction control subsystem. It is used for purging and pressurization
of the spacecraft subsystems and propellant servicing unit. During
spacecraft propulsion and reaction control subsystems leak checks,
functional tests and system pressurization, the unit is used in con-
junction with the propulsion system test unit.
Drying and filtration equipment filters and dries the gases and fil-
ters out particles down to 5 micron nominal, 13 micron absolute. A
dewpoint of -lO0°F is maintained for the delivered gases.
4-91
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WEIGHT: 600 POUNDS
VOLUME: 500 CUBIC FEET
Figure 4. 3-5. Nitrogen Servicing Unit
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Pressure regulation is manually controlled and gage-monitored in the
individual pressure circuits. Pressure ranges for the gages in the
high pressure circuits are 0 to i0,000 and 0 to 5000 psig and for the
low pressure circuits 0 to 500 psig and 0 to 200 psig.
Nitrogen servicing units with the above capabilities are provided for
the Surveyor and Lunar Orbiter Programs. They are, therefore, consi-
dered available for Voyager support.
4.3.4.4 Propulsion System Test Unit
This unit consists of individual test groups which include flow meters,
pressure gage assemblies, mass spectrometer, dew analyzers, temperature
monitoring equipment, and an electrical test group.
The unit performs mechanical and electrical tests on the spacecraft
propulsion and reaction control systems. These tests include leak
checks, regulation and flow testing of the system pressure regulato_s_
and actuation and response testing on the electrical solenoids in the
propellant and nitrogen pressure circuits of the spacecraft midcourse
and orbit trim propulsion, orbit insertion propulsion, thrust vector
control (TVC), and reaction control subsystems. The electrical test
equipment performs the functions of i) checking the response of the
reaction control nozzle valves and midcourse propulsion engine jet
vanes to simulated autopilot signals, and 2) testing the orbit inser-
tion motor TVC system response to simulated autopilot signals.
4-94
WThe unit is supplied with gas test pressures from the N2 servicing
unit and electrical power for distribution to the spacecraft subsystem
test points. The test units measure system regulator pressures and
flows, gas temperatures, system leakage and operational characteris-
tics of the propellant and nitrogen pressurization system. It mea-
sures actuation and response of the electrical components on the pro-
pulsion and reaction control nozzles and TVC of the orbit insertion
motor.
The propulsion subsystem test unit design is similar to that for Lunar
Orbiter. Equipments, except for the autopilot simulator, are conven-
tional and readily available.
4.3.4.5 Freon Servicing Unit
The freon servicing unit is functionally divided into: i) a freon
supply circuit, 2) a nitrogen pressure and purge circuit, and 3) a
weighing section. A schematic diagram of the unit is shown in Figure
4.3-7. The unit is used to service the YVC system of the solid pro-
pellant orbit insertion motor. The unit contains the necessary con-
trol valves and monitoring devices for purging the freon container on
the motor prior to servicing. Freon temperature must be kept within
50°F to 90°F during loading. The freon is pressure-fed into the motor
tank by pressurizing the servicing unit freon tank with nitrogen. The
unit also provides the equipment for weighing and loading 62 pounds of
the freon.
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4.3.4.6 Propulsion Assembly, Handling and Shipping Equipment
Solid Motor Transporter--The solid motor transporter basically con-
sists of a mounting bed which provides cradling and shock absorption
devices for adequately supporting and protecting the motor from damage
during shipment of the motor. The unit provides for complete contain-
ment of the motor. Control of motor temperature between 50°F and 90°F
is maintained through use of shipping vehicles and storage areas which
have environmental temperature control provisions. A means is pro-
vided for continuous monitoring of air directly adjacent to the motor
case. Protection against direct solar radiation and induced air cur-
rents will be provided by an outer enclosure. Availability of the
transporter should pose no problem. Similar requirements and equip-
ments have been used for transporting other solid rocket motors.
Propulsion Module Handling and Installation Dolly--This handling
dolly consists of a metal framework mounted on wheels. The framework
includes supporting surfaces compatible with support or mounting pro-
visions on the propulsion module assembly. The dolly provides the
capability for moving the propulsion module assembly (which includes
all of the components of the midcourse correction and orbit insertion
propulsion systems and the reaction control system) from an assembly
or test area to the location where installation into the spacecraft is
accomplished. Provisions are incorporated to allow the loaded doily
to be towed.
4-97
4.3.5 Interface Definition
Unless otherwise noted, the interfaces identified in the following are
mechanical type connections. Interface loads at these connections are
either liquid or gas pressures.
4.3.5.1 Fuel Servicing Unit Interfaces (See Figure 4.3-8)
The unit will interface with:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
Propellant Fuel Fill -- 0 to 50 psia fuel pressure
Propellant Fuel Tank N Pressure Inlet -- 0 to 60 psia
2
Purge, Dry and Flush Unit Solvent Supply and Receiving Tank
Connecting Hoses and Vapor Vent System (These interfaces when
conditioning fuel unit.) -- Oto 50 psig
Nitrogen Source -- 0 to i00 psig N2 pressure
Facility Vapor Ducting System
Grounding Connections for Facility Ground and Spacecraft
4.3.5.2 Propellant System Purge, Dry and Flush Unit Interfaces
(See Figure 4.3-9) The unit will interface with:
i) Fill and Drain Connection of Spacecraft Propulsion System--O to
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
50 psig
Spacecraft Propellant Tank Vent -- 0 to 50 ps_a
Servicing Unit (See Section 4.3.5.1) -- 0 to 50 psig
Nitrogen Source -- 0 to i00 psig
Facility Vapor Ducting System
Spacecraft Interface Connector Grounding Fittings
4-98
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4.3.5.3 Nitrogen Servicing Unit Interfaces (See Figure 4.3-10)
The unit interfaces with
i)
2)
3)
4)
Propulsion System Test Unit -- 0 to 3500 psia N2 pressure
Propellant System Purge, Dry and Flush Unit -- 0 to i00 psig N2
pressure
Propellant Servicing Unit -- 0 to i00 psig N2 pressure
Facility Supplied Nitrogen and Helium Pressure Reservoirs --
2200 to 6000 psig
4.3.5.4 Propulsion System Test Unit Interfaces (See Figure 4.3-ii
and Figure 4.3-12)
The unit interfaces with the spacecraft propulsion system:
t)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
v)
8)
Propellant Tankage -- N pressure to 315 psia2
N2 Yank -- N2 pressure to 3500 psia
N2 System Plumbing -- N2 pressure up to 3500 psia
Propellant Tank Pressure Transducer -- Electrical
Propellant System Plumbing -- N2 pressure up to 315 psia
Electrical Solenoids -- 28 to 35 VDC
Midcourse Propulsion Engine Jet Vane-Actuators
Orbit Insertion TVC Secondary Injection Control Valves
@
@
The unit interfaces with the spacecraft reaction control system:
i) Plumbing -- N2 pressure to 3500 psia
2) Nitrogen Tank for Thrusting Nozzles -- N2 pressure to 3500 psia
3) Solenoids -- Electrical 28 to 35 VDC
The unit also interfaces with the nitrogen servicing unit and the
electrical power supply.
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W4.3.5.5 Freon Servicing Unit
The freon servicing unit interfaces with:
I) The Solid Orbit Insertion Motor TVC Freon Tank
2) The Nitrogen Servicing Unit
4.3.6 Performance Parameters
The equipment will have the capability to perform functions as shown
in the following:
4.3.6.1 Fuel Servicing Unit
i) Transfer and load 410 pounds of N2H 4 propellants at a minimum
flow rate of 2 gpm and with weighing accuracy of .05_ of total
propellant weight transferred.
2) Filter propellants to 5 micron nominal_ 20 micron absolute.
3) Collect and dilute toxic vented vapors to 5 ppm of N2H 4 in
nitrogen.
4.3.6.2 Propellant System Purger Dry and Flush Unit
I) Provide capacity for multiple solvent flushes of spacecraft
propellant system.
2) Detect concentrations of N2H 4 in solvent in i0 ppm increments
over a range of 0 to i00 ppm.
3) Transfer flushing solvent to spacecraft at a minimum rate of 2
gpm.
4) Remove flushing solvent or propellants from spacecraft at a mini-
mum flow rate of 1 gpm.
Dilute toxic vapors to 5 ppm of N2H 4 in nitrogen.
4-!05
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Nitrogen Servicing Unit
Regulate 6000 psig and 2200 psig inlet gas pressures down to 2200
psig and 50 psig respectively.
Filter and dry gases to 5 micron nominal_ 13 micron absolute at
-lO0°F dewpoint.
4.3.6.4 Propulsion System Test Unit
i) Measure regulated pressures to 264 _2 psig in midcourse propulsion
system.
2) Measure regulated pressures to 50 psia in reaction control system.
-7
3) Detect leaks to i x i0 arm cc/sec.
4) Filter gases to .3 micron nominal, 1.2 micron absolute.
5) Determine dewpoint of gases in spacecraft tank for verifying
dryness over dewpoint range of +70°F to -80°F.
6) Check electrical solenoid shutoff valves in spacecraft propellant
and nitrogen pressurization systems.
7) Provide electrical pulses of 20 milliseconds to continuous of
fixed amplitude to reaction control system nozzle control valves
and record valve response rate.
8) For midcourse propulsion checkout, provide analog DC signal vol-
tage controllable in amplitude. Provide an excitation voltage to
the position potentiometer. Measure potentiometer position vol-
tage and mechanical alignment of jet vanes.
9) For orbit insertion motor TVC checkout, provide a variable am-
plitude analog DC signal and measure valve response.
i0) Monitor temperature of gases during testing.
4-106
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Freon Servicing Unit
Load solid orbit insertion motor TVC freon tank with 62 pounds
of freon to an accuracy of 0.5 percent.
Purge freon tank prior to loading.
Load freon within range of 50°F to 90°F.
4.3.6.6
l)
2)
3)
4)
Solid Motor Transporter
Transport solid motor weighing 2626 pounds.
Provide protection against environments.
Provide for limiting shock loads to a maximum of 3 g's in any
direction.
Continuous monitoring of temperature of air adjacent to motor.
4.3.6.7 Propulsion Module Handling and Installation Dolly
i) Provide for safe handling of 3500 pound module assembly.
4.3.7
l)
2)
3)
4)
Physical Characteristics and Constraints
All tanks and piping shall conform to the applicable ASME codes.
Gas pressure gages shall be equipped with blow-out back panels
or equivalent for personnel safety.
Equipments shall be designed such that a single failure will
cause minimum impairment to system operation and hazard to per-
sonnel. Included in such preventive measures will be relief and
burst diaphragms for overpressures, and adequate shutoff valves.
Manually operated controls and instrumentation shall be panel
mounted.
4-107
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The fuel servicing and purge, dry and flush units shall meet the
mobility requirements of MIL-M-OO8090D Type I, Class 2, Group A.
These units shall be compatible with hydrazine N2H 4.
4.3.8 Safety Considerations
Design of servicing, testing, and handling equipments for propulsion
systems having solid propellants, liquid propellants, high pressure
systems and pyrotechnic devices consider the following as they relate
to system and personnel safety:
t)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
v)
Toxicity of liquid propellants.
Dilution and disposal of toxic vapors.
Spillage of highly corrosive, highly toxic propellants.
Detonation of solid propellants and pyrotechnic devices.
Explosion hazards.
Fire hazards.
Contamination.
Support equipments utilizing high gas pressure circuits require safety
factors and overpressure relief provisions. Safety devices are loca-
ted in a manner that precludes additional hazards when they function.
The need for protective garments, deluge systems, warning devices,
etc., should be considered for personnel in or adjacent to areas
where toxic or explosive type propellants or equipment is handled.
4-I08
W4.3.9 Test
Operational support equipment tests consist of routine calibration and
checkout at AFETR. These tests are required to ensure that the
equipment is ready for operational use.
The tests consist of two types:
i) Periodic calibration against known standards.
2) Self-checking preoperational checkouts.
Items requiring periodic calibration are: pressure gages, temperature
gages, electrical meters, regulators, weighing scales, and temperature
recorders. These items are contained within OSH servicing units, test
units and motor transporter.
The self-checking operations rely on dual gages. During preopera-
tion checkout, identical dual gage readings assure that the readouts
are within calibration limits. This concept is applicable to pres-
sure, temperature gages and electric meters. The preoperation check-
out for the temperature recorder (on the motor transporter) is to
assure that a new recorder is in place and ready to operate.
4-109
W4.4 ENGINEERING MECHANICS - OPERATIONAL SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
The operational support equipment required for support of the mecha-
nisms and pyrotechnics subsystems is defined in this section. There
is no OSE specifically applicable to the structure and cabling sub-
systems since that equipment identified at the system level, such as
the alignment fixtures, described in 3.4, also serves as a structure
equipment OSE item.
4.4.1 Mechanisms - Operational Support Equipment
This document section covers the SSTE necessary to support the follow-
ing mechanisms; (i) VHF Antenna deployment, (2) Low Gain Antenna
deployment, (3) Magnetometer Boom deployment, (4) Solar Panel deploy-
ment, (5) High Gain Antenna deployment and Pointing, (6) Scan Platform
deployment and Pointing, (7) Planetary Scan Optics Cover Positioning,
(8) Lower Positioning, and (9) Capsule and Barrier Separation. Of
these, much of the SSTE covering the Solar Panels appears in Section
4.2.
Though the mechanisms required to perform these deployment or position-
ing functions are physically separated on the spacecraft, their func-
tions in several instances are identical and are performed by identical
components such as actuators or zero "g" simulating support devices.
For this reason, the required SSTE is grouped where appropriate.
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4.4.1.1 Vinsion Actuator Test Bench
Hquipment Identification and Intended Usage--Hydraulic-bench types of
equipment are required to check out the Vinsion actuators used to deploy:
(i) VHF Antenna; (2) Low Gain Antenna; (3) Magnetometer Boom; and
(4) High Gain Antenna. Though the actuators are not all identical, they
are similar to the extent that the same test set-up is usable.
Design Concept_ Requirements and Constraints--The test set-up must have
capability for measuring force exerted over entire stroke of actuator
plus a capability for timing the actuation stroke when a variety of
loads are applied.
Functional Description--Since the Vinsion actuator is a self contained
unit, the test bench needs only clevis type attachments to mount the
actuator, a means of compressing the actuator and a means of maintain-
ing a fixed load on the actuator as it extends. A hydraulic circuit
with a variable pressure regulator is selected to allow actuator test
load adjustments to be made.
Interface Definition--The interfaces are two clevis type attachments to
mount the ends of the actuator in the test fixture.
Performanqe Parameters--Specific performance parameters are as yet unde-
fined. Representative values are equally acceptable and are as follows:
i) Actuator stroke - 3 to 6 inches
2) Steady applied load - 15 to 200 pounds
P_hysical Characteristics and Constraints--The test bench is the size and
4-I12
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weight of a small hydraulics test bench with similar requirements for
electric cower and hydraulic pump and tank capacities.
Test--Self test procedures will be used.
4.4.1.2 Zero-g Simulator
Equipment Identification and Intended Usaqe--This equipment is required
to counterbalance the weight of the following during their deployment
cycle to demonstrate the adequacy of the deployment mechanisms: (i) VHF
Antenna, (2) Low Gain Antenna, (3) Solar Panels, and (4) High Gain
Antenna.
Design Concepts_ Requirements_ and Constraints--The test equipment con-
sists of suitable support devices (probably weights suspended from over-
head pulleys) to create essentially a zero "g" condition while the afore-
mentioned devices are released from their stowed positions and deployed
and locked in their extended positions while being acted upon by their
deployment mechanisms. The only constraints on the device are that it
closely simulate a zero "g" condition throughout the deployment cycle and
that the test be performed after these booms and mechanisms are attached
to the spacecraft.
Functional Description--The test equipment provides support at points
compatible with the spacecraft components and allows deployment motions
to take place as is done during flight. Supporting loads are applied in
a manner and in orientation that produces no undesirable distortions.
The ground equipment's inertia and response characteristics must be such
that a valid deployment test may be carried out.
4-I13
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Interface Definition--Applicable interfaces are the cable attachments
to the deploying element. The support elements are soft straps or
cushioned pads since the booms, in some cases, act as wave guides and
are highly susceptible to damage.
Performance Parameters--The test devices are able to accomodate deploy-
ment through 180 degrees rotation in a period of approximately i0
seconds.
Physical Characteristics and Constraints--The test equipment consists
of lightweight cables attached to the deployment component at carefully
selected points and fittings. The cables pass through overhead pulleys
and terminate at adjustable counterweights. The test area must have a
capability of handling a boom which extends 35 feet from the center of
the spacecraft.
Safety Considerations--The low-gain and VHF antenna booms require pro-
tection since they serve as wave guides or elements of rigid coaxial
line. Surface damage impairs their efficiency as conductors. The booms
must also be protected from condensate forming inside.
4.4.1.3 High Gain Antenna and Scan Platform Drive
Two electro-mechanical rotary drive units are used on both the high-gain
antenna and scan platform pointing assemblies.
Equipment Identification and Usaqe--This equipment is necessary to func-
tionally test the drive units before installation in the next higher
assembly.
4-I14
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Desiqn Concepts_ Requirements_ and Constraints--A pulse generator will
be used to drive the pointing mechanisms while torque and position
measurements are made on the units. A single test set will be utilized
to test both high-gain antenna and scan platform drive units.
Functional Description--The equipment will measure the torque at the
output shaft when specified power is applied to the drive unit. It also
allows the drive unit to demonstrate a certain holding capability when
power is removed and torque is applied in either direction. Absolute
position readout is provided to ensure that the transducer in the drive
unit is functioning properly.
@
@
Performance Parameters--The pulse generator must be capable of deliver-
ing 25 pulses of DC power at a level of 50 watts in pulse widths of 50
milliseconds. Torquemeter must have range of 0 to 15 foot-pounds. The
position indicator will be capable of absolute readout from a lO-bit
incremental transducer.
Physical Characteristics and Constraints--The approximate size of the
test unit is 8"xS"x6". The unit operates from standard ii0 VAC supply.
@
@
4.4.2 Pyrotechnic Subsystem Operational Support Equipment
4.4.2.1 Equipment Identification and Intended Usage
This section defines the pyrotechnic subsystem operational support
equipment, which includes an ordnance circuit test set and auxiliary
equipment.
4-I15
4.4.2.2 Design Concepts, Requirements and Constraints
A test set similar to the existing minuteman ordnance circuit test set
is p_oposed. This set will operate in conjunction with the CC&S
test set.
4.4.2.3 Applicable Documentation
Boeing Part No. 10-20994 Ordnance Circuit Test Set
Q
0
4.4.2.4 Functional Description
Functional testing of the pyrotechnic subsystem is accomplished in con-
junction with the CC&S functional testing using the CC&S operational
support equipment. The test set will determine that the pyrotechnic de-
vice firing leads are free from extraneous current immediately prior to
firing lead connection to the pyrotechnic device and to measure bridge-
wire resistance.
0
0
4.4.2.5 Interface Definition
The test set will interface with each firing lead connector to test the
firing lead for extraneous (hazardous) current. It operates in a con-
trol loop with the CC&S.
0
The test set will interface with each pyrotechnic device to measure
bridgewire resistance. 0
4.4.2.6 Performance Parameters
The test set will be capable of detecting extraneous (hazardous)
current from DC to 15,000 cycles. Current readout will be limited to
4-I16
Wthe range of 0 to .i00 amperes_ at a value above .i00 amperes a circuit
breaker will break the circuit within the test set to protect OSE cir-
cuitry. The test set will be capable of measuring resistance up %o 50
ohms with maximum current output of .005 amperes. It will be self-powered
and have self-test capability.
4.4.2.7 Physical Characteristics
The test set will be enclosed in a fiberglass case, which is portable
and capable of withstanding the effects of rough, field handling environ-
ments.
It requires adapter cables to mate with the connectors being tested.
(It is recommended that Boeing Part Number 10-20994-10, Ordnance Circuit
Test Set being supplied to the Minuteman program be used for this purpose).
4.4.2.8 Safety Considerations
Test set current output is limited to .005 amperes. All corners are
rounded _ for safe use. Output connectors are recessed below the exterior
surface. A circuit breaker will open the circuit above .i0.
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4.5 SPACE SCIENCE
The Space Science Payload, including its Data Automation Equipment, for
the 1971 Flight Spacecraft will be supplied as GFE. These instruments
perform a number of science experiments. Data Automation Equipment se-
quences and calibrates the science instruments , proyJ_des temporary data
storage, and sequences data transmittal to the spacecraft for storage O r
for telemetry transmission to ground receiyergl The specific scientific
experiments have not been defined, but will include planetary experiments
such as surface mapping and atmospheric observations, and planetary-
interplanetary experiments such as magnetic field mapping, solar plasma
observations, and galactic cosmic ray measurements. See Volume A, Sec-
tion 4.5, for detailed typical descriptions.
Development of the various scientific experiment packages, as well as
mating of these packages to the spacecraft, will require a coordinated
effort to identify the various interfaces b#tween the scientists' hard-
ware and the Spacecraft Bus and its OSE for testing and calibrating,
both prior to and after mating with the Spacecraft Bus.
The Science Payload OSE includes all checkout and special calibration
equipment for the subsystem. It must be furnished by the experimenter/sci-
entist___as GFE. The Science Payload OSE will be combined with the Space-
craft Bus OSE to form a part of the System Test Complex. This will be
accomplished by the spacecraft contractor at the same time that he as-
sembles the Spacecraft Bus and the Science Payload. The spacecraft
contractor will also provide pertinent design information to the Science
Payload contractors and will perform OSE mating tests to assure mutual
compatibility of all System Test Complex elements.
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4.6 ATTITUDEREFERENCEANDAUTOPILOT OSE FUNCTIONAL REQUIRF_ENTS
This section describes the subsystem test set for the Attitude Reference
and Autopilot Subsystems.
4.6.1 Equipment Identification and Intended Usaqe
The test set for the two subsystems is integrated to permit common
utilization of equipment. It consists of two standard equipment packs
plus three special purpose auxiliary equipments consisting of a rotary
tilt table, star field simulator, and sun simulator. This tester is
for use at the subsystem level only. A typical test configuration is
shown in Figure 4.6-1.
4.6.2 Desiqn Concepts Re___quirements and Constraints
This section defines the concepts unique to the Operational Support
Equipment for the Attitude Reference and Autopilot Subsystems.
The subsystem tester requirements are specifically considered along
with the requirements for utilization of the selected test set modules at
other levels of test in the system test complex.
The test set operation is automatically controlled from a tape
program. Random access to tests and override capability are provided
by manual programming. Read-out devices include a print-out of
the test number, upper-lower limits measured value data, and test
time. Self test features are an integral part of the test set.
Self test can be initiated at any time in the program without dis-
connecting the unit under test. Time sharing of common usage items
4-1!9
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and measurement devices is employed.
0
4.6.3 Applicable Documents
Lunar Orbiter D2-I00244-I-3 Programmer Test Set
Lunar Orbiter 10-70053 Rev. C IRU Test Set
0
4.6.4 Functional Description
The subsystem test set provides all input-output signals and
control necessary to verify the performance of the attitude references
and autopilot at the subsystem level.
0
The test set provides all commands to the attitude references and
autopilots normally supplied by the CC&S. Appropriate loads will be
used to simulate the normal interface. The optical sensors require
simulated star and Sun sources. A precision rotary tilt table is
required to checkout the gyros and accelerometers in the IRU.
0
In addition telemetry monitor points are utilized to the fullest extent.
A test connector is required on the subsystem to provide access to
critical points for monitoring equipment performances with the OSH.
0
0
4.6.4.1 Test List
The tests performed by the OSE on the Attitude Reference and Autopilot
subsystems are:
accelerometers
i) Output Pulse Characteristics
4-121
2)
3)
4)
5)
Gyros
])
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
D2-82709-3
Power Variation and Transient Sensitivity
Scale Factor, Threshold and Resolution
Velocity Scale Factor, Bias and Input Axis Alignment
Temperature Compensation
Torquing Rates
Torque Rate Switching
Gyro Servo Loop Response
Gyro Drift Test and Bias
Gyro Alignment
Temperature Compensation
0
0
0
Canopus Sensor
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
Sun Shutter Response
Lock-On Capability
Star Recognition Response
Field of View Sensitivity
Signal to Noise Ratio
Calibrate Star Mapping TM Output
Measure Roll Error Response
Fine Mode Output
Coarse Mode Output
0
0
0
Autopilot
i) Valve Driver Response
2) Measure Gain and Response of Jet Vane Servo Drivers
4-122
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3)
4)
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Measure Gain and Response of Secondary Injection Valve Drivers
Input Thresholds
0
0
0
0
0
0
4.6.4.2 Test Equipment Block Diagram
The Attitude Reference and Autopilot Subsystem Test Equipment require-
ments are derived from the summation of test requirements at all
levels of test, subsystem, integrated S/C, type approval environmental,
etc. The Attitude Reference and the Autopilot subsystems testers time
share common programming, control and measurement devices so that one
test equipment meets the test requirements of both subsystems. The
block diagram presented in Figure 4.6-2 is the preliminary design for
a test set which meets these combined test requirements. The functions
performed within each block are briefly described.
l)
2)
3)
The Input Signal Conditioner includes the circuits which provide
isolation between the spacecraft and the test equipment. These
circuits protect the spacecraft from faults occurring within the
test equipment and prevent source loading. These circuits must
present the same interface characteristics as the mating S/C
subsystems.
Output Signal Isolation provides protection to spacecraft
components and the correct output interface characteristics. This
block also includes provisions for modifying the interface signals
to the limiting value or submarginal values.
The Test Point Selection Matrix provides the input and output
switching required to perform the various test services. Test
4-!23
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4)
6)
7)
8)
point inputs are switched either to the measurement section or
to auxiliary test equipment such as oscilloscopes, recorders,
high precision meters, etc. for manual operations.
The Measurement Section includes a digital volt-ohmeter, an Eput
meter, an Up-Down counter and control circuitry. The Up-Down
counter is a 5 - or 6 - bit register which counts bias pulses.
Provisions to read out contents in BCD on command is included.
Controls to initiate conversion, signal end of conversion, and
gate outputs are included.
The Stimuli Section contains the circuits required to stimulate
various subsystem functions. These include various discrete
stimuli, a sine wave function generator, and the controls required
to initiate, terminate, and select parameters, and to gate outputs.
The Test Data and I. D. Assembler assembles the measurement data
and the various identification data into a format suitable for
entry into an IBM data processing system. The assembler provides
the temporary storage and the controls required to fill, read out
and clear the register. The identification data is entered from
the tape program and/or the manual data entry on the control panel.
The GO/NO-GO comparator is another function of this block. The
test value is compared with high and low limits, provided from tape
program and the decision displayed to the operator.
The Printer provides hard copy data for on-the-spot evaluation and
data package records.
Read Out functions are included in the manual control panel to
display the test value, test number, GO, NO-GO, self-test results,etc.
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9)
i0)
ii)
12)
13)
The Manual Controls include all the controls required for the
operator to initiate, stop, or override any of the test sequences.
The Command Decoder and Sequencer receives test command and test
data from the tape reader. The test commands are decoded into
discretes which are routed to the appropriate functional block
for execution. Test data such as test limits and test ID
number are routed to the test data assembler. The sequencin 9
and control logic required to verify that test sequences are
completed, advance the program to next sequence, perform self-
check sequences, etc. are included in this function. This
includes the capability of slewing the tape to any designated
test sequence on command or automatically as result of test
NO-GO.
The Tape Reader and Controls block includes an 8-1eve1 punched
tape photoelectric reader, and circuits necessary to control the
drive mechanism.
The Magnetic Tape Recorder and Controls record the test values
and identification in format suitable for input into an
automatic data processing system. The controls required to
start, stop and control the recorder in response to commands
from the Command Decoder and Sequencer are included.
The Power Supply supplies 35 vdc power and reference frequencies
to the unit under test.
4.6.5 Signal Interface List
The complete attitude reference and autopilot subsystem electrical
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interface is described in the Interface List, Table 4.6.1-II of
Volume A. This list tabulates all inputs and outputs for both packages,
their signal characteristics and their intended use. The signal charac-
teristics include type, logic levels, frequency, etc. The usage listing
designates whether the signal is used in the functional interface, the
OSE test connecter, the telemetry output or a combination of these.
4.6.6 Performance Parameters
Test of the attitude reference and autopilot subsystem performance
requires the application of electrical and mechanical stimuli and
measurement of equipment parameters.
The autopilot performance parameters are measured in terms of
electrical quantities such as voltage, current, frequency, phase,
period, and power. These quantities require only standard and
commonly available measurement accuracies and range.
The attitude reference performance tests require special considera-
tion in terms of mechanical and optical alinement and positioning. The
test of the IRU (gyros and accelerometers) require that they be subjected
to rotation in their axes at rates varying from 0.05 to 4.0 degrees/sec.
The IRU also requires positioning with a repeatability of i0 sec.
4.6.7 Physical Characteristics and Constraints
The equipment will be installed in standard 6 ft. racks.
equipment as shown below will be external.
Auxilary
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4.6.7.1 Star Simulator
The Canopus Sensors require a simulated star capable of variable
intensity and calibration over a wide field of view for functional
testing. International Telephone and Telegraph Co. has developed a
star sensor optical test fixture on another program which appears to
be well suited for this use. Its weight and design are such that it
can be adapted to mount directly on the Attitude Reference package,
both separately and when assembled in the spacecraft.
The design positions the field-of-view test points on a spherical
segment concentric with the first nodal point of the Star Tracker
objective lens. A single collimated and variable "point source" is
provided, consisting of a photographic lens with a small hole at the
focal point, rear-lighted by an incandescent lamp. The point source
is capable of filling the tracker's entrance pupil with radiation
closely simulating that of Canopus, with the radiation appearing to
emanate from an infinitely-distant point source locatable within
0.001 ° of any desired location within the Star Tracker's field of
view. The intensity of the source will be variable, at will, between
i/i0 and 5 times the intensity of Canopus, the assembly will exclude
all extraneous illumination.
4.6.7.2 Rate Table--A tilting rotary rate table will be required
to test the attitude control package inertial instruments. The rate
required will be 0.05 degree/sec to 4.0 degree/ sec. The whole table
and stand will have to be aligned with a I0 sec accuracy with a posi-
tioned accuracy of the head of 30 sec.
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WTo obtain a nearly frictionless mounting platform, a hydrodynamic
bearing is required for the rate table. The Davidson Model No.
D500-I03 Hydrodynamic Balance (HDE) meets all the requirements and
is presently being used at Autonetics for similar tests.
4.6.7.3 Sun Simulator
A sun source will be simulated by a diffusion screen and collimated
light source.
4.6.7.4 Assembly, Handling and Shipping Equipment (AHSE) Requirements
The Attitude Reference and Autopilot Subsystem required no special
assembly fixtures, jigs or tools for assembly into the S/C at Boeing
STC or AFETR.
The Attitude Reference and Autopilot Subsystem requires no special
handling equipment for mounting or transportation.
Shipping containers for each component will be designed, fabricated and
tested in accordance with applicable specifications.
4.6.8 Safety Considerations
The test set design will include normal circuit safety precautions.
It will also be designed to prevent any hazard to the tested equipment.
4.6.9 Test
The equipment is designed for self test.
4-129
A self test tape provides
the programmingfor checking all functions of the test set. This
program permits a functional check of the equipment during acceptance
and qualification tests. The self test can be conducted during a
subsystem test without disconnecting the unit under test. A simulator
of the subsystem is used to verify interfaces in the test set prior
to utilization with the S/C equipment. Subsystem protection, in
case of test set malfunction, will be verified. Environmental condi-
tions will be laboratory ambient.
4-130
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4.7 CENTRAL COMPUTER AND SEQUENCER OSE
4.7.1 Equipment Identification and Intended Usaqe
The Central Computer and Sequencer (CC&S) Operational Support Equip-
ment (OSE) provides for a complete checkout monitoring of the CC&S
subsystem.
The OSE consists of the following equipment:
Control Panel
Power Panel
Data Control Unit
Tape Reader
Message Accumulating Register and Preamble Generator
Stimuli
Simulated Load
Output Comparator
Display and Output Scanner
Event Recorder
Test Set Memory
Commercial Test Equipment (i.e. Oscilllscope, frequency function
generator, etc.)
A system block diagram of the OSE is shown in Figure 4.7-1. Table
4.7-1 lists the OSE and areas of intended usage.
A description of the equipment design and its operation is included in
the following paragraphs.
4-131
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4.7.2 Desiqn Concept
The design approach for this test equipment reflects certain concepts
and considerations used in the Mariner C, CC&S as specified in IPL
document OSE/MC-4-210A and the Lunar Orbiter Programmer as specified
in Boeing document D2-100244-3.
4.7.3 Applicable Documents
Boeing Document
D2-I00244-I
Boeing Document
D2-100244-3
4.7.4 Functional Description
The Boeing Company
Programmer Test Set Design Specification,
dated February 3, 1965 (Lunar Orbiter)
Programmmer Test Set Operation and Main-
tenance, dated May 19, 1965 (Lunar
Orbiter)
A functional description of the OSE required for the CC&S plus a
discussion of the testing to be conducted is covered in the following
paragraphs.
4.7.4.1 Design of Subsystem Test Equipment
A block diagram of the CC&S OSE is shown in Figure 4.7-1. A test equip-
ment configuration is shown in Figure 4.7-2 and is standard type rack-
mounted equipment. The system includes the following equipment:
i) OSE Control Panel -- This equipment (shown in Figure 4.7-3 provides
control for the OSE equipment during the entire subsystem testing.
It provides control for both manual and automatic modes. One
specific function of the control panel is to provide the test opera-
tor with manual control for selection, transmission and display of
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2)
3)
4)
command words. The Lunar Orbiter word processor panel, Figure
4.7-4 provides a similar capability to the control panel required
for the CC&S OSE.
Power Panel -- This panel is used to control and monitor all
power to OSE equipment and the CC&S during subsystem testing.
Meters, selector switches, indicators, and test connectors are pro-
vided for monitoring the power sources.
Data Control Unit -- The data control unit controls the progress
of the test, instructs the tape reader, decodes information from
the tape, routes decoded data to appropriate control functions with-
in the test set, and in the sequences of the test set. In addition
this unit formats command words, controls the event recorder, pro-
vides system timing, and synchronization.
Tape Reader -- The tape reader uses prepared tapes for programming
the OSE during CC&S subassembly testing. Test procedures stored on
the tape are read and converted to electrical signals. Sequencing
of the tape motion and the resulting output information is controlled
by the data control unit.
Message Accumulating Register and the Preamble Generator -- This
equipment will simulate the command detector output by generating
and transmitting any command word to the CC&S for all test programs.
Stimuli -- This portion of the OSE equipment simulates all inputs to
the CC&S received from the spacecraft subsystems. It also simulates
all CC&S outputs that interface with the spacecraft subsystems.
Stimuli required are shown in Table 4.7-2. The OSE stimuli generator
currently being used to checkout the Lunar Orbiter Programmer and the
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STIMULI REQUIRED TO TEST THE CC&S
FUNCTION
Canopus Present
Sun Present
Roll Gyro
Pitch Gyro
Yaw Gyro
High-g Accelerometer
Low-g Accelerometer
High-Level Signals
Low-Level Signals
STIMULI REQUIRHD
Digital level to simulate the output of
the star tracker Canopus.
Analog, adjustable to simulate the solar
panel output voltage.
Digital pulses on two lines. The sum of
the pulses on both lines is 5 kc.
Digital pulses on two lines. The sum of
the pulses on both lines is 5 kc.
Digital pulses on two lines. The sum of
the pulses on both lines is 5 kc.
Digital pulses approximately 1 kc.
Digital pulses approximately 1 kc.
Squib, solenoid, and relay drivers,
1OK at I000 micro-micro farads output
impedance.
Refer to D2-82709-I, Paragraph 4.8.4 for detailed information on
CC&S stimuli.
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7)
8)
9)
to)
it)
12)
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Attitude Control System is shown in Figure 4.7-5. The generator
can issue 120 discrete and 40 analog signals in addition to sup-
plying indicators for programmer telemetry data.
Simulated Load -- This equipment provides simulated worse case
loads for the CC&S and interfacing subsystems.
Output Comparator -- The output comparator is used during the
automatic mode of the test to insure that the outputs from the CC&S
are correct.
Display and Output Scanner -- This equipment scans all the CC&S in-
puts and outputs and stores this data in the test set memory. It
also provides control for a display of the CC&S and OSE operational
and test status.
Event Recorder -- The event recorder records all changes in the out-
put when testing either the switching assembly or the control assemb-
ly and will record time, channel identification, and signal charac-
teristics.
Test Set Memory -- The OSE magnetic core memory will supply storage
for the status of the CC&S and OSE. Status keeping is provided
from scan to scan, keeping track of what the signal values were on
the previous scan and cycling this information for comparison with
new scan data.
Commercial Test Equipment -- Off the shelf commercial measuring and
test equipment is part of the OSE. This equipment includes an
AC-DC differential voltmeter, a counter, frequency function generator,
oscilloscope and multimeter. Adaptors, plug-ins, test leads and
auxiliary equipment is provided.
W
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4.7.4.2 Operation of Subsystem Test Equipment
The control assembly and the switching assembly can be tested separately
or together. See Figure 4.7-1. The test set is normally operated in the
automatic mode utilizing a paper tape for controlling the inputs. When
trouble shooting is required, the OSE can be operated manually. The
first items to be tested in either the automatic or manual mode will be
the CC&S power supplies and oscillators.
Automatic Mode (control assembly or complete CC&S) -- The first auto-
matic mode test consists of testing the CC&S by real time control. The
entire test procedure is stored on the tape; it includes commands,
stimuli switching, and outputs required. All information is read from
the tape by the tape reader and transferred into the data control. If
the information is a command, it is transferred to the message-accumula-
ting register. When the accumulating register has been filled with 23
bits, it automatically formats the command with the proper 4 bits of
spacecraft address. A signal is then sent to the preamble generator
which will send a selected number of zeroes to the CC&S followed by the
command. If the number of zeroes in the preamble is equal to or greater
than 26, the following command will be accepted by the CC&S.
Other information contained on the tape determines the stimuli to
switch ON or OFF, as the test proceeds.
While the CC&S is processing the input data, the required CC&S data are
read from the tape and placed in the test set memory. When the outputs
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of the CC&S are ready (indicated by a signal from the test connector)
they are scanned and read into two locations in the test set memory.
The received, scanned output data is then shifted out of the test set
memory serially and compared with the last previously received, scan-
ned output data. The changed data outputs are recorded. After this
comparison is completed, the changed output data are compared serially
with the required CC&S output data and if they compare a GO is issued
and the next message is read from the tape. If a NO-GO is issued, the
test set will halt, and a NO-GO indication will appear on the control
panel. The operator then switches the OSH to the manual mode for trouble
shooting.
A second automatic mode test utilizes a CC&S stored program. A program
is loaded into the CC&S memory and verified. The CC&S outputs are
scanned every i00 milliseconds and loaded into the OSE test set memory.
The received data are then compared with the required and previous out-
puts and as before, any changes from the previous output are recorded.
The test set timer and the CC&S timer are also compared and if they agree,
the time is recorded after each event. If no agreement occurs, the test
is halted and the OSE is switched to the manual mode for trouble
shooting.
A third automatic mode test is a combination of the previous two tests
and is used to test real time override of the CC&S. The same general
procedures are followed.
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Automatic Mode (Switching Assembly) -- To perform this test requires
only stimuli input signals. The output is scanned and verified in the
same manner as above.
The functional flow diagram describing the automatic test modes is shown
in Figure 4.7-6.
Manual Mode -- This mode of operation is used mainly for trouble shoot-
ing. Another use for the manual tests will be to evaluate what happens
when the CC&S is subjected to abnormal conditions such as when failures
occur within spacecraft subsystems. Another useful feature of the manual
mode is the investigation failure mode programming. (Failures can be
simulated and evaluated prior to and during mission operations utilizing
spare flight equipment).
If a NO-GO occurs during the automatic test, the tester will stop and
the output status of the CC&S will be displayed. If the operator wishes
to know what has taken place just prior to the NO-GO, the tape can be
rerun and stopped. The program can then be manual stepped (word by word
or pulse by pulse) through the remaining part of the program.
4.7.4.3 Reliability
To ensure a reliable CC&S OSE without excessive cost, the commercial
equivalent of spacecraft parts will be used. Where required, the
circuits used will be identical to those used within the spacecraft or
the Lunar Orbiter Programmer Test Set (see Boeing Document D2-I0244-I).
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All remaining circuits will be worse case designed with special at-
tention given to ensure "fail safe" conditions where required.
W
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4.7.4.4 Development Status
Most of the circuits proposed for the CC&S OSE have been designed and
tested on the Lunar Orbiter Program. Maximum utilization of design and
development experience gained on the Mariner C and Lunar Orbiter Program
will be incorporated in the design of the CC&S 0SE.
4.7.5 Interface Definitions
Interface between the CC&S and its OSE consists of the CC&S input/output
and test connector and the OSE connectors.
9
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4.7.6 Performance Parameters
The major performance parameters are given below:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
Verify a timing accuracy of i part in 106 over a 16-hour period.
Evaluate and record any changes on a total of approximately 600
CC&S input/outputs with a maximum of 20 changes per i00 milliseconds.
Provide up to 2000 27-bit command words and up to 5 words per second
in CC&S.
Provide 370 simulated stimuli and loads representing inputs from
other subsystems and the CC&S.
Storage capacity - 2048 bits.
4.7.7 Physical Characteristics and Constraints
Subsystem Test Equipment -- This equipment will be contained in two stand-
ard six-foot racks (Figure 4.7-2). Panels that are not part of the
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commercial purchased equipment will be of standard 19 inch dimensions.
All equipment items will be designed and arranged to maximum usefulness
and safety to the personnel using it. All cabling will follow goo d
engineering practices (see section 2.2.1.11).
4.7.8 Safety Considerations
The OSE will incorporate fail safe interface circuits so that failure
in the OSE during test will not damage other equipment items. Pryo-
technics and valve control circuitry in the CC&S will be returned to the
safe condition upon completion of OSE testing. Critical circuits in the
OSE will be made redundant.
4.7.9 Tests
Compatibility between the OSE and the CC&S will be established at the
subsystem level prior to and after delivery of the test set, the OSE
will be capable of self test at any time.
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